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In online bibiiographic chcabases, Romanization of Chinesc script can enhance access by facilitating 

füing, searching, and browsing of records. Recendy the Libnry of Congrcss announced the 

replacement of the Wade-Giles Romanization system with the pinyin Romanization system for tnns- 

cribing Chinese data in its bibliographie records. This decision will have a great impact throughout the 

North American iibnry communicy. In its canonicd form, pinyin, as opposed to Wade-Giles, 

aggregrrtes Chinese "words" into sin& iinguistic unics. Since Chinese chancten represent rnono- 

syllabic morphemes nther than words, Chinesc text, in its original fonn, does not provide visuai cues 

as to where 3 word stam or ends, and, therrfore, does not providt guidance for joining syIiabIcs when 

the script is Romanized. In this respect, pinyin cntics in bibliognphic records could be cowcructed 

foiIowing either a monosyllabic, or a polysyllabic pattern. Aichough the former is casier and l e s  costly 

to implcment, the latter method is potentidy more bencfiaai for end-users, since combining single 

syilables into linguisac unia gredy rcduces mbiguity, and generaccs a much hrger variecy of 

indexabte terrns, thus improving precision in online remevd. The goal of the currcnt study was to 

invcstigate iffoiiowing the polysyllabic mcthod significancly improves recrievd efficiency and 

effccâveness in item-specific searching within oniine bibiiographic dambases. Andysis of the rcsulu 

reveaicd that aggregation ofmonosyllables does improve efficiency significandy (p c .05), cspecidy 

during keyword-based searcha, and chat e ffec tiveness is unaffected by the inconsistencics O bscrved in 

the aggreption format bctween cadoguer-generated records, and user-input queries. 
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I tttwdwtion and statement of the ~roblem 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 

In the early 1970s when the ideas and pnnciples of Universal Bibliographie Control gained 

prominence in the libnry comrnunity, information speciaiisn began to pay more attention to 

the problem of transliteration. The issue ofaansliteration became d the more important 

when online systems started to replace card catalogues. The first online public access cata- 

logues (OPACs) developed in large institutions, such as the Library of Congress (LC), and the 

online systerns produced and maintained by cataloguing utilities, like FUN, OCLC and 

UTLAS (now ag-Canada), that appeared in the beginning of the 1970s, did not have built-in 

capabilities to handle non-Roman script. This was mainly due to limitations of coding space 

for large chancter secs. Only Romanized versions-i.e., strings of charactes fiom the Roman 

alphabet used as substitutes to represent the original script-could be entered in the 

bibliographie records of these large databases. In the old days of book or  card catalogues, it 

was not uncommon to record the original script (even by hand) alongside the nawliterated 

text. I t  îs therefore sad to realize that the development of OPACs represented a step backward 

in respect to multiscript data representation. 



Entering non-Roman vernacular script in electronic bibliographic records is now technicaiiy 

possible but it should neverdieless be noted that even today, most local OPACs in the 

Western world are sti i i  not equipped with the necessary typographical utiiiaes to display the 

non-Roman scripts contained in these records, including the Chinese-Japanese-Korean 

(CJK)' characten, let alone with a proper interfice to input them into query strings, leaving 

the end-user back to square one, that is with Romanized entries. 

Currentiy, two Romanization systerns for Chinese data are in use in most iibnries in the 

Western world: (1) the Wade-Giles system-mainly used in North-American libraries-, and 

(2) pinyin, the system developed and officiaily adopted in 1958 by the People's Republic of 

China (PRC)-caiied Hanyu pinyin b x  sirnply referred to as pinyin-mainly used in Euro- 

pean and Ausualian libraries (Joachim 1993, Il),  and now recognized internaciondy. Wade- 

Giles is an outdated system that has gradually been replaced throughout the world with pinyin 

over the 1st four decades, and is today seldom used oudde the library ~ornmunicy.~ For 

decades, a very extensive debate went on in the library cornrnunity in order to demonstrate 

which of the cwo systems was better suited for bibliographic control and better adapted to 

user needs (LC 1979; LC 1980; Shabad 1979; Studwell, Wang & Wu 1993; Tao & Cole 

1991; Young 1992). But, afier yean of deliberation, at the 1997 American Library Association 

1. CF@ is a rcgistcred trademark ofThe Research L i b ~ e s  Group, Inc. (sec http://www.r1g.org/leg;i1.html). 

2. To chïs &y, Wade-Giles is still the defacto smdacd uscd in Taiwan, dthough on A p d  6, 1999, Taiwan's 
Minisay of Eduuaon sponsorcd a national confcrcnce on Rom;inization sysccms for Chinese, during which, i t  
was uri3nunousiy dcadcd chat Wadc-Giles should be rescinded for tiiturc use. I t  is sa undear whethcr or not 
pinyin wiil be used to replace Wade-Giies. Thrce othcr Romankation syscerns Faim Tongyong pinyin iBRJ 
#%, 'Mandarin phonetic symbols II' Wuyin M a o  #%flg, and Guoyu pinyin BlaFf#Sf) arc aisa bchg 
considercd (Hwang 2000). An c-m?il message, datïng flom April2000, fiom a personai Kend postcd in Taibei 

con€irmcd that the use of hanyu pinyin (i-e., Mainland pinyin) is bccoming widesprcad CO R o m e  sarct 
m e s  in Taibei (Taiwan's capid), which setms CO indicate chat governent offiaais have somcwhac 
"unoffiaaiiy" opted for the adoption of the, now intemationally acccpced, Mainland standard, 

1 Chaprer Ir Inirodwion and Staiement ofthe h b l m  



coderence in San Francisco, LC finally officially announced the adoption of pinyin for 

Rornanizing Chinese data in its bibliognphic records (LC 199%). 

Figure 1- 1: Exaniple of modern Clrinese text: A11 charartm a n  equally spaced 

One of the main problerns, however, in implemen~g the pinyin standard for Library use is 

that, in its canonical form, pinyin, as opposed to Wade-Giles, aggregates Chinese characters 

into lexical words. Since Chinese characters represent monosyllabic morphernes rather than 

words (as we understand them in the Western world), and are equally spaced firom one 

another, Chinese text, in its original Corn, does not provide visual cues (such as white spaces 

which are used between words in most Western scripts) as to where a word starts or ends (see 

Figure 1-1, above). In other words, Chinese text, in itself, does not possess "visual words" 

(i.e., strings of visually isolated characters). Most idormation retrieval techniques developed 

for Western languages are based on the ability to idenafy words-through white space and 

punctuation-as meaningful units to create indexing tokens (Dai, Khoo & Loh 1999, 82; 

Kwok 1999, 709). It is thus fint required, in order to apply these techniques to unsegmented 

Chinese tex, to parse the text into indexing tokens. Several automatic methods for 

idencifying Chinese word boundaries (either called text segmentation or word division 

methods), have been developed with varying degrees of success (Dai, Khoo & Loh 1999; 

Gan, P h e r  & Lua 1996; Huang & Robertson 1997; Kwok 1999; Lee, Ng & Lu 1998; Nie 

& Ren 1999; Sproat et al, 1994; Wu & Tseng 1995). Some authors have pointed out that 

word-based text segmentation is not necessarily a prerequisite to Chinese full tes  infiormaaon 

retrieval_or other nonspaced scripts such as Japanese and Korean-since, Ianguage-specific 
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idormation retrieval techniques, n d y  ones using n-gram- or  morpheme-based token- 

ization, can be applied with comparable success (Chien et al. 2000, 315-16; Lee, Cho & Park 

1999, 428). 

It shouid be kept in rnind thac these techniques are always developed for unstructured fÙU text 

retrievai in closed "in-house" systems. It wodd be possible to consider and investigate the 

appücability of these techniques to the renieval ofbibliographic information, through inte- 

gration of language-specific recrieval modules at the OPAC level. The approach followed 

here, however, is primarily concerned with investigating vanous ways in which information 

can be stored at the record level, rather than at the system level. The assumption made here is 

that the information system-OPACs or othen-in which these records wiU be used will not 

necessarily be equipped with elabonte remeval modules, because in a North Arnerican 

environment, the vat  majority of OPACs (if not all) use simple retrievai and indexing 

algonthms based on "visual word" tokenization. MARC bibliopphic records a r t a r  

opposed to full text-highly structured entities, designed to be shared and exchanged among 

institutions. As the various institutions using these bibliographic records rnay possess different 

reaieval tools, it is necessary to consider the problem of information storage on a supra-level, 

rather than on a system-specific level, and assume simple "visual word" tokenization, in 

Roman script, to be the de@cto standard for indexing. In bibliographic records, "for indexing, 

fihg, somng and searching, it is necesary to divide the sentence into elements of meaning 

separated by spaces" (MacDougd 1991, 12-13). 

When Romanizing Chinese text (or any Ianguage that uses an unsegmented writing system 

such as Thai, Koresn andJapanese), the text must be broken down into visual units, 

otherwise the transliterated strings would be virtually uninteliîgible and unindexable (at the 

word level). For example, if the text of Figure 1-1 were to be Komanized without division, 

the end result would be: 



As we can see, this string of text is virtualiy unintekgible and contains only four visual units. 

To assure accuracy and consistency, rules musc be established concerning where divisions 

shodd be placed. For Chinese, consistency c m  be assured by foiiowing a syilable-by-syiiable 

(monosyllabic) division: 

Zi 80 n i h  dài chü ti ch5 zi dong En  ci yï lai, jïmg gu6 z h u h  jiii mén de biï xiè nù Ii, 

yin jiü chu le xii du6 En ci fang fa, mù qiin cài y6ng de En ci fmg Ei dà ti shàng En 

wëi rii xià ji zhdng. 

This form, however consistent, is still highly unintelligible and is not an accunte represent- 

ation of the Ianguage since lexical woràs are not recognized as individual unit. A word-by- 

word (polysyllabic) transcription improves legibilicy and is a more accurate rendering of the 

Ianguage: 

Zi 80 nihdài chü tichü zidong fènci yïlai, *ggub zhubjiârnén de bu xiè nùli, 

ykjiii chü le Adu6  Enci fansfa, rnùqiiin càiybng de fènci tàngfà dàrishàng Enwéi ruxià 

jizh9ng. 

However, because of lack ofword boundaries in the vemaculu form, the Chinese script does 

not provide guidance for joining or separaring syiIables when the script is Romanized. 

Because the relauonships between Chinese chancters can be considered on several Ievels 

(morphernic, lexical, semantical, syntactical), the process of k 0 h ~ g  "meaningful" units is 

somewhat ambiguous and blurred, arid the segmentation pattern proposed above could mily  

be challenged. For example, what one person considen CO be a word might be considered a 

phrase or an expression by another. The reality of liaguistic relativity (different regions, user 

cornmunitia, etc.) may lead to a variety of aggregaaon patterns based on interpretation. 



When the pinyin standard w officially adopted in 1958, no d e s  were estabiished 

concemuig word division (Wengaihui 1956), so the resultr of polysyilabic transcriptions are 

not always consistent. Pinyin wu developed under the principle that in order to increase 

readability, the transcripaon of Chinese into Roman letten should follow a polysyilabic, 

rather than a monosyilabic form. This means that a lexical unit should be written as one visual 

element without spaces between the syllables that constitute it. Today, there still exiscs no 

clearly defined national or international standards concerning the aggregation of Chinese 

characters into words for Romanization. It is interesting to note that the unavaiIability of a 

firmly established standard on word division, coupled with the Iack of an econornical way of 

convemng the e x i s ~ g  Wade-Giles records into pinyin records, are the two principal reasons 

that explain the reluctance toward the adoption of the pinyin systern by the Library of 

Congress (Lu 1995, 97). 

The actual trend in libraries that use pinyin, such as the British National Library, the National 

Library of Australia and the National Library of China (Meltzer 1996; Gilkes 1998), is to 

apply word division guidelines that are similar to those followed previously for Wade-Giles: 

monosyIIabic transcription except for multi-chancter place and personal and geographical 

names, which are aggregated. Other libraries have, however, aied to apply polysyllabic word 

division that refieca the 1exica.I structure of the language, as only about 5% of Chinese words 

are monosyllabic (Y. Liu 1987). Using either mono- or polysyllabic word division c m  have a 

tremendous impact on important hues such as remevd, f i g  and sorting in bibliographie 

databases, 

With the recent adoption of the Huiyu pinyin Romanization standard by the Library of 

Congres, the conversion fiom Wade-Giles to pinyin is under way and wiIi affect many 
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libraries in North America in the coming years. Using pinyin over Wade-Giles wiil have a 

definite impact on retrieval in online library catalogues. We can assume that the change Eom 

Wade-Giles to pinyin d l  be beneticial since end users are, for the great majority, more 

familiar with pinyin. 

Pinyin ennies in bibliopphic records can be constructed following either a monosyiiabic or a 

polysyliabic pattern. Aithough the former is casier and les costly to implemcnt, it is believed 

that, because monosyilabic pinyin transcription can only produce somewhere around 408 

different +ables for indexing, it creates data strings that are inadequately consnucted for the 

online retrieval of records for documents. Using the polysyllabic method is potentially 

beneficial for end-usea since combining single syllables into linguistic units greatly reduces 

ambiguity and thecefore increases dramaticdy the number of individual unie available for 

indexing. 

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

The goal of the current study is to investigare whether following the polysyllabic method 

significnntly improves retrieval effectiveness and eficiency in item-specific title searching in 

OPACs. For what is undeatood as retrieval effectiveness and efficiency, please refer to the 

Glossary (Appendix P on page 263) and also CO Secaon 1.5 below. The preliminary 

underlying hypothesis guiding this research is that Romaniution method and syllabification 

method wiu influence rea5eva.i effectiveness and efficiency. 

This research lies within the scope ofthe field ofinformation organization and retrîeval. 

Word division has been recognized as the major obstacle CO efficient organizaaon and retrieval 

of Chinese language information in either vernacular or Romanized forrn (Liu, Tan & Shen 

1994, ix; Mair 1991, 5; Nie, Brisebois & Ren 1996,225). Much research is needed to 

overcome thir barrîer. Advances in artScid intelligence are promisuig in this respect, but in 
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order to provide system developers with the appropnate knowledge-base and requirements, 

we need to augment our understanding otthe specific problems that arise regarding Chinese 

word division within the field of bibliographic control. The research will test assumptions 

about the impact of word division on reaieving bibliographic information. In tum, the resdts 

will provide new guidance for implementing cataloguing policies and standards and for devel- 

oping more efficient ways to record Chinese-language textual data in bibliognphic records. 

1.3.1 Objectives 

To fdfill the ovedl  goal of the study the objectives ofthe curent investigation have been 

defined as folIows: 

1. Detennine if using polysyliabic pinyin ennies, over monosyilabic pinyin entries, in 

bibliographic records improves retrievd efficiency and/or effectiveness in known-item 

exact-title searches. 

2. Determine ifusing polysyllabic pinyin enmes, over monosyllabic pinyin entries, in 

bibliographic records improves retrieval efficiency and/or efectiveness in known-item 

keywords-in-title searches. 

1.4 &UIONA~E FOR TEIE STUDY AND APPUCATXON DOMAIN 

The change from Wade-Giles to pinyin Romanizaaon for C hinese-language bibliograp hic 

records is a major decinon that wîll affect many libraries in North Amenca, and consequently 

sevenl thousands of end-users. implemenâng the new Rornanizaüon standard wiil require a 

lot of planning. The Library of Congres anticipates that an irnplementation "Day 1 ", after 

which time Wade-Giles should be abandoned in fàvour of pinyin, will occur somewhere 

shortly afier the year 2000 (CEAL 1999). One of the most problematic, unresolved issues is 

the problem of word division. Research in lhis ara is needed in order to help libmies make 
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enlightened decisions in this respect. Recognizing the sisnificance of that problem, the 

Research Libraries Group (RLG) published, in 1987, the Chinese Aggregation Guidelines (RLG, 

1987) and adopted a policy where Chinese characten and Romanized @ables could be 

joined with a specid "aggregator" chancter. RLG wili soon offer iû subscriben the possibility 

of downloading records with these aggregators showing "as a defined chancter instead of 

converted CO a space, as is done now" (Smith-Yoshirnura 1998), which means that local 

OPACs could contain records in either mono- or polysyllabic Romanization. 

The research provides empiricd &ta and offen some answen in the ongoing debate currendy 

taking place in the cataloguing community on whether or not word division is needed for 

pinyin entries. The decision to use mono- or polysyilabic Romanization will have direct 

implications on browsing, indexing and retrievd in OPACs and wiII have vast repercussions 

on the senrices we offer to übrary usen. The more knowledge we can generate in this area, 

the better equipped we will be to make appropriate decisions. 

In this document the ternis "word division" and "syiiable aggregation" (in Chinese *in7 8% 

Iiterally 'dividedl~exical] words/joined/writing') are used to designate the process of trans- 

fonning a string of Chinese text fiom its original continuous monolithic form into a word- 

based ttagmented format (Y. Zhou 1993, 5 1). As explained by Y. Zhou (1993, 5 1) the 

fragmentation of the text is pedormed according to orthognphically prescribed methods (in 

Chinese IEA %) by either breakhg up a Chinese text into lexical words and writing them as 

isolated visual units (word division), or by linking together the various syîiables of a lexicd 

word (syllable aggregation). For the transcription of Chinese into Roman charactea, word 

division consisu of fint i d e n w g  lexical words in the Chinese text and transcribing thern as 

visual words (see in& for detiniaon): e.g., %/B& L'I/swim'. thus transcribed as "W6 
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y6uyGng" and not as "W6 y6u y6ng" or as "W6y6u y6ng", or  even as "W6y6uy6ng". 

Syilable aggregation consists of first transcribing each Chinese character into a visually 

independent unir and then grouping them into lexical words: eg., 9 h & #@ 'People's 

Republic cf China', fint transcribed as "Zh6ng hui  rén min gong hé gu6" and then 

aggregated as "Zhhghui  rénmui g6nghéguoW. As we can see, word division and syiiable 

aggregaaon are but the two sides of the same coin. If no syllable aggregation is performed, the 

transcription is said to foilow a "monosyiiabic word division" mechod, that is, every syllable 

forrning a visual unit. When individuai syilables are grouped into lexical words, the 

transcription is said to foiiow a "polysyllabic word division" rnethod, that is, every word 

forming a visual unit, Le., visual word. A visual word is a string of characters visudy bordered 

on both sides with either white spaces or punctuation marks. The noâon ofvisual words is 

important in this research as most information retrieval techniques are based on the visual 

isolation of linguistic elements, usually words. This research focuses on OPAC "known-item 

title searches" which consists of using elemencs of a tide to query an information system for a 

specific item which is known o r  believed to exist by the end-user. In general, there are two 

types olquerying in second genention OPACs: phrase matching and keyword matching 

(Hildreth 1989,9). Phrase matching is undestood as pre-coordinated searching, for the order 

in which the unis (visual words) are entered in the query strîng m u t  match the exact order 

in the record âtle field. In chis research, phrase matching is referred as "exact-title search 

mode" which is the search fbncaon in an OPAC that allows a user to search an item by 

entering its titie, or  an initial contiguous segment, in the exact order in which it appears in the 

tide field. As opposed to phrase matching, keyword rnatching is post-coordinated searching, 

for the order in which the units are entered in the query string do not need to match the 

order in which they have been entered in the record. In this research, keyword rnatching is 



referred to as "keywords-in-tide search mode". It  is the search fiinction in an OPAC that 

d o m  a user to search an item by e n t e ~ g  any number of "word"' elemena ofits title 

independently of their order. In this research, both exact-ti-tide and keywords-in-title search 

modes are under investigation. The variables are selected to measure expressions of retrieval 

effectiveness and efficiency. The former, effectiveness, is defined as measure of success, which 

in this case corresponb to whether or not the item in the known-item search has been Cound 

or not; the latter, efficiency, is an expression of the "effort" spent by the end-user to find the 

records, i.~., time to complece the task, number of queries issued, size of retrieved sets CO be 

browsed. 

1.6 DEWM~TATION AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Because the sample of participants is drawn fiom a population of students enrolled in a North 

American universicy, results obtained in this study cannot be generalized to ail  types of 

environmenes. The subjects comprised in a sample drawn fiom a student population of a 

European or Australian univenity may feel more at ease with pinyin since this Romanization 

scheme has aiready been widely used in European and Ausaalian academic libraries. On the 

other hand, exposure to pinyin can be assurned to be sirnilar in Canadian and Arnerican 

univedties as near1y a l i  North Arnerican academic libraries follow the Library of Congress 

Rornanization guidelines. Samples drawn fiom non-academic libraries may ais0 be more 

likely to contain subjects with a lesser knowledge of any Romaniution scheme due to the 

tact that their level of education may Vary. Resulrs obtained in this study may therebre only 

be applicable to a North American acadernic library environment. 

3. Noce chat in this case the use ofthe words "word" and "kcyword" is somehow misieading since the 

Rommizcd text taken fiom the title fields is not nccessady indotcd by "words" in the strict sense of the rem, It 

wodd bc more appropriate, although o bit awkward, to use the terni "indexhg unit". For hpl ia ty ' s  sake, the 

worb "word" and "keyword" are rceained. 
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Any conclusions conceming the effect of Romanization methods for Chinese data on 

reaievai effectiveness and efficiency are lirnited to item-spentic retrïeval of monographie 

records with keywords-in-title and exact-ride search modes. It is not be possible to generalize 

the results to other types of searches and/or techniques, since it is clear fiom the literature that 

type of query formulation is an influential fictor on both effectiveness and efficiency in online 

searches, and that "there is a general agreement that known-item searches pose many fewer 

reaievd problem chan subject searches" (Large & Beheshti 1997, 121). As tide length is 

believed to be an influential variable on retrieval performance in tide searches, resulrs wiil be 

limited to retrieval of monographs, since the length of penodical tides may difer in average 

and in distribution from the length of monograph tides. 

Recall and precision-the traditional measures for retrieval eEectiveness and eficiency-were 

not compiled in th3 experiment, since the inadequacy of these two rneasures has been 

repeatedly demonstrated in the literature Oanes 1991, 102; Su 1994, 207-17). Recall has been 

defined as the propomon of the relwant documents or references in the collection that are 

retrieved, while precision has been defined as the proportion of the retrieved documents or 

references that are relevant) (Alun, Kemp & Boli 1991, 274)'. This indicates thac both 

measures are dependent on relevance, a variable which tends to fluctuate highly fiom user to 

user and even fiom search to search for the same user Qanes 1991, 102). Furthemore, recall 

and precision are measures that are more adequately suited to evduate the performance of 

subject searches than the performance of known-item searches. R e c d  is a measure that is 

especidy inadequate in rhis case, since in item-specific retrieval, r ecd  will always either be 

O% or 100% for any set ofrecords, depending on whether the specific item sought is present 

or not in the set. Success rate is more suited to thir expeciment. Precision is also rather 

4. Emphasis added. 
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inadequate in fhis case, since in item-specific searches, it is the size of the retrieved set that 

indicates the precision level of the smch. Therefore, the measure of expected search length 

(ESL) (Cooper 1968) has been selected as it is best fitting to the nature of rhis study, rince it is 

directly based on the size of the retrieved set. The researcher is aware that these measures are 

in no way standard measures of retrieval effectiveness and efficiency for item-specific searches 

but believes that they are potential candidates for the establishment of such a standard. 

Because the experimental setting developed for the data coiiecaon is in no way standard- 

there is not one standard OPAC environment-the resuits may not be generalizable to ai l  

types of system environmeno. Different intefiace designs, browse intefiace especidy, may 

accentuate or rninimize the differences observed between groups. The size of' the danbase is 

also another factor that can possibly influence the results, aithough it is easy to imagine that 

differences will be more marked in larger databases since the problem of low precision in 

renievai would unquesaonably be more acute. Also, in the experimental setting, the database 

contained only Chinese language records. This environmental setting was selected among 

othen, pady for simplicity's sake, but also because more and more OPACs, especialiy Web- 

based OPAC do provide the end-user with the alternative to iirnit searches by language either 

before the search or after the set is retrieved. The researcher is aware that ifthe retrieval task 

were replicated in a dacabase containhg records in Ianguages other than Chinese, there might 

be, at b e s ,  a ceroin amount of noise, mosdy in the keyword searches, caused by these 

records. For instance, the Wade-Giles syllable lung is also an EngIish word and so is the pinyin 

@able gang; the pinyin syliablc long is also a French word, and so is the Wade-Giles syllable 

chou, etc, There are however no strong reasons to believe that this would influence the resulcs 

in fivour of either Rornanizaaon scheme. 
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1-7  SEA ARC^ QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES 

1.7.1 Resesrch Questions 

From the two objectives stated above in Section 1.3.1, the foilowing four research questions 

have been forrnulated: 

1. What is the impact of using polysyllabic pinyin enma,  over monosyliabic pinyin entries, 

in bibliographic records on retrieval efficiency in known-item exact-title searches? 

2. What is the impact of using polysyiiabic pinyin entries, over monosyliabic pinyin entries, 

in bibliographic records on retrieval effectiveness in known-item exact-title searches? 

3. What is the impact of using polysyllabic pinyin entries, over monosyliabic pinyin ennies, 

in bibliopphic records on retrieval efficiency in known-item keyworàs-in-ade searches? 

4. What is the impact of d n g  polysyllabic pinyin enmes, over monosyllabic pinyin entries, 

in bibliographic records on retrieva effectiveness in known-item keywords-in-citle 

searc hes? 

1.7.2 Research Hypotheses 

Since chere was sufficient evidence in the Licerature (cf. Chapter 2) to formulate hypotheses 

about the influence of Romaniution rnethod over retrieval effectiveness and efficiency, 

hypothesis t e s ~ g  was an appropriate approach for thir research. The assumptions expressed in 

the hypotheses were tested through a tight experirnental setting (cf Chapter 3). Samples 

drawn from the popdation were used to obtain data that were compared with the hypothe- 

sized values. In conjunction with the research questions stated above the following research 

hypotheses have been formulated The hypotheses are stated directiondy where the review of 

the iiterature intuitively suggesn direcaonality of the outcorne; they are otherwise exprmed 

in a non-directionai fishion. Note that the predicaons are the same for phrase and keyword 
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searches, but that it is expected to observe saonger differences between Rornanization groups 

in keyword searcha.' 

Total completion time: It is predicted that the completion tirne will be sisnif~cantiy higher in 

the Wade-Giles group than in the two pinyin groups, and that it will be significantly different 

between the two pinyin groups. 

Time spmt per item found: It is predicted that the time spent per number of item found will 

be signif~cantly higher in the Wade-Giles group than in the two pinyin groups, and that it 

will be significantiy diferent berneen the two pinyin groups. 

Meun expected searth length: It is predicted that the mean expected search length will be 

significantiy higher in the Wade-Giies group than in the two pinyin groups, and that it wiii 

be significantly different between the two pinyin groups. 

Numbn of queries issued: It is predicted thac the number of queries issued wii.I be significantly 

different among all three Romanization groups. 

RETRIEVAL EFFECTIVENESS 

Success rate: It is predicted that the success rate will be signikantiy lower in the Wade-Giles 

group than in the two pinyin groups, and that it will be sigdicantly different between the 

two pinyin groups. 

Success rate p n  queqr: It is predicted that the success rate per query will be signif~cantly 

Mirent among d three Rornanization groups. 

5. Note rhat thue rcscarch h y p o t h u a  have bcen reformulatcd as sucisacd hypochtses in Section 3.4.6, 

page 114. 
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The primary goal ofthis study is to investigate the use of dinerent Romanization methodo for 

Chinese-Ianguage bibliographic material. In a North Arnerican environment, retrieval of 

Chinese-language bibliographic material is especidy problematic, because OPAC retrievd is 

pnmarily designed for Westem languages. In this contes, two main hurdles, among others, 

can be identified with regard to retrieval of Chinese-language material: 

1. In North-American OPACs, remeval is pnmanly based on the Roman script. 

Since Chinese is a not an alphabetic script, it is important to provide Romanized 

versions of Chinese atles in bibliographic records; 

2. In North-Amencan OPACs, indexing tokens are created fiom word units. 

As lexical words in a Chinese text are not isolated by white spaces-the way they 

are in most Westem languages-the Chinese text, in in Romanized form, needs to 

be segrnented into individual uni& to ailow the creation of index tokens. 

Virtually each Chinese character is a morphernic unit of exactly of one syilable in Iengch, 

which may be a word by itselfor pan of a word. Text segrneniarion c m  therefore be done 

chancter-by-character, i.e., in a monosyllabic fàshion. This is fairly simple, but because 

Chinese oniy has approximately 410 base syllables, this method creates only around 410 index 

tokens. The other aggregation procedure is to divide the text word-by-word, Le., in a 

polysyllabic fahion. This method produces a much gmter number of individual index 

tokem-due to combination of monosyllables-but consistency suffers, because aggregation 

d e s  are rather hzzy and non-standardized. 

The Rornanizaaon method currently in use in most North Arnencan acadernic îibraries is 

Wade-Giles, an old Romaniution system chat was developed in the mid-19th century. 

Wade-Giles wiiI soon be replaced by pinyin, the standard developed in the People's Republic 
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ofChina in the 1950s. With regard to word division practices for the pinyin rext, the Libnry 

oflongress proposes the foilowing (fiom Meltzer 1999): 

The old Word Division pncaces will be retained, i.e., monosyilabic, except for 
multi-c harac ter personal and geograp hic naines, which will be aggregated. 

The two main consequences of this policy are that: (1) there is a dual aggregation practice, 

which may prove confûsing to end-usen, and (2) there are still oniy 410 index tokens 

avdable for aii common names, which rnay prove too few for retrieval, especially in keyword 

searches. 

The motivation for this research is to test what would be the effect, on retrieval performance 

(titie searches) of folIowing either the proposed word division scheme or a purely polysyllabic 

word division for aii words. The next chapter provides an o v e ~ e w  ofche relevant literature. 



This chapter provides an overview of the lirerature perchent ro rhis research. The review 

serves as the theoreacal hmework for this research; it is divided into four signifrcant areas 

which have been ident5ed as: (1) Chinese language; (2) Syllable aggregaaon / Word division; 

(3) Script conversion; and (4) Bibliographie control of Chinese language material. Each area, 

handled in a separate secaon, covers the theory relevant CO the research topic, as weli as 

previous research done in related areas. 

Chinese is &en refemd to as the oldest language in the world. This statement, aithough not 

completely enoneous, is at the least deceptive, since, as W. Wang (1973, 51) pertinentiy 

points out, "alI human languages go back to the dim unceminty of prehistory, and at the 

present we have no way of knowing whcther or not they cm d be traced back to the same 

root." In order to be more accurate about the evolution ofchinese, one has CO make a 

disàncaon between spoken and written Chinese. 



2.2.1 Spokea vs. WAttea Chinese 

According to Gelb (1963, 63). Chinese writing is not the oldest writing system, since 

Sumerian cuneiforrn writing antedates Chinese characters by about one and a halfdennia.  

What is, however, remarkable is that "Chinese writing is the oldest only in the sense that 

arnong the scripts in use today, Chinese characters have the longest history in continuous use" 

(DeFrancis 1984, 40). Chinese writing can be traced back to about 1500 B.c. when 

inscriptions were incised on bones and tonoise shells for purposes of divinationt, and has 

"remained relativeIy stable for over two rnillennia [. . .] since the standardkation of the 

characters dunng the Qin # dynasty (221-207 B.c.E.)" (Mair 1996, 203). As for spoken 

Chinese, ic has, like a l  other living languages, evolved and changed greatiy over the yean 

(Chao l96l,3-6; Mair 1996, 203), to the point where, if Confucius could undergo a 

resurrection, he would find modem Chinese speech quite foreign to his ears (W. Wang 1973, 

55). This strong dichotomy between the more stable nature ofthe wricten form over the 

changing nature of spoken language cm be explained by the fact chat because written Chinese 

is a morphernic-based writing system, it is unquestionably more stable than phonetic-based 

ones: 

[ q h e  morphological level oflanguage . . . develops and changes much more 
slowly than the phonernic system. The amount of inconsistencies in 
contemporary Chinese script which are due to changes in the morphological 
systern ofthe luiguage is incomparably s d e r  than the typicd inconsistencies of 
most European orthographies, although the Chinese writing system has been used 
more or less in the present form much longer than any of the modem European 
scripts. (Kratochvil 1968, 158) 

1. It is interesting to note chat these boncs and sheh, d c d  jidgdwén 'onde bones', were discovered in 

1899 by two Chinest offici&, Wang Yirong EPE* and Liu E al%, in Chinese herbd dnigstorts whcre they 

were sold as dragon bones for mediand purposes (Y. C. Liu 1997.27). 



2.2.2 Spoken Modern Chinese 

2.2.2.1 Phonology 

What is referred to as spoken modem Chinese is the standard Mandarin speech-in Chinese, 

pt'itOtghud g@i% 'comrnon speech'-, which is based on the diaiecu spoken in Northem 

China, or more precisely the Beijing dialect. Mandarin is the standard phonological and 

grammatical expression of the Chinese language, and is now widely accepted woddwide. 

Mandarin is taught in school, in a i l  pam of mainland China, Taiwan, and even oveneas. It is 

also used in official broadcasting and comunications, and public addresses. 

There are seven major Chinese dialects (Y. Zhou 1992,23-24)', dong with hundreds of 

minor regionaiecu (see Figure 2-1 below). It is esamated that over cwo rhirds of the 

population of Mainland China speaks some form of Mandarin, with slight regiond variation. 

Akhough it is recognized that, "there is pnctically one universal Chmese grammar . . . apart 

fiom minor divergences . . . and differences . . . in some southem dialects" (Chao 1968, 13), 

there is a tremendous phonological disparicy between dialects, dong with some variaaons in 

the vocabulary, to the point where the local speech of Souchemers is h o s t  completely 

unintelligible to Northerners. 

2. In fia, the term ''Mandarin" is derived fiom the termguiïnhuh ES 'officiai speech', cht speech of 

government officiais, or "mandarins" (W- Wang 1973.57). The standard is also referred CO as gudya Hi3 

'nzaond llanguage' in Taiwan, and someOmcs as tCtngltud WFS 'northern speech', 

3, Certain sources. aamely DeFrancis (1984.58) and Bao (1999.8). consider chat there are cight major diaiects as 

they regard Southem Min and Nofihem Min as two suffTciendy distinct groups. 



Figure 2- 1: Dialectal divisions 

* Kejia or Hakka, literaiiy 'gum or disphccd people' is the dialect of people of c c n d  China who 

gnduaiiy migrated soucia. Unlike the other diaiccts, kejiz is noc confincd to a specific geographical ara,  but is 
sattered throughout the South (Bzo 1999, S), with a higher conccncracion in the arm s h o w  on the map. 

Since Chinese uses a non-phonologicai writing system-Le., the symbols used for writing do 

not have a direct phonetic vaiue-one can understand how a Chinese chancter rnay not only 

have changed its sound over tirne without changing its grapheme, but ntly &O have seved 

distinct pronunciations depending on geographical location, Le., space. For example, the 

character z, rneam-ng 'tea', pronounced chi [Qha] in standard Mandarin, acmdy has very 

distinctively different pronunciations in other didects (sec Figure 2-2 below)', but nonetheless 

retahs its meaning independentiy otsound. As one can imagine, this has very sign5cant 

impücations when converthg Chinese into the Roman script, for the conversion c m  only be 



Figure 2-2: Phonological variation through space 

based on one specific round. Ir is thus usudy established that phonetic tramcripaon of 

Chinese is based on the standardized sounds of the characters in Mandarin. 

Every snessed g a b l e  in Chinese has a specific tone or pitch which spreads over the vowel 

piut of the syilable. There are four disanct basic tones in ~andarin', plus a n e u d  toneless 

fonn for unstressed syllables. Although changing the tone ofan English word merely refleca 

the mood or attitude of the speaker without changing the meaning of the word, in Chinese. 

changùig tone has the same effect on meaning than changing a letter in an English word (W. 

Wang 1973, 56). As shown in Table 2-1, in Chinese, changing tone does alter meanîng. 

5. The four tones are usudy rcfèrred CO as 1%. 2"6, 3** and 4& toncs, or as yïiing P A F  'leveied', ydngping 

'rising*, shdngshëng LSrr 'dipping', and qhhëng W'f 'Edhg'. The neuud tonc is rcfètred to as qr'gshèng €2F. 



Table 2-2: Vanittion ofmeaning over change of tone for syllable "ma" 

Meaaiag 

mother 

Tone 

l* tone mü 

2& tone ma 
Y%one mli 

hemp. Huc 

hoae 

Cbarsctet 

Bsii 

#" tone mrf 

Neutral ma 

CO scold, CO curse 

[interrogative particle] 

S 
@l 

There is no visuai indication in the graphic representation of Chinese characten regarding the 

tone of the syllable; the tone is leamed and rnemorized as part of the sound of the syilable as a 

whole. In Romanized f o m ,  tone notation varies according to Rornanization scheme: pinyin, 

for instance, uses the following marks ' ' ' ' over stressed vowels (Y. Zhou 1993, 35) for 1". 

2"', 3'. and 4" tone respectively, while Wade-Giles uses superscript Arabic numerals 1 to 1 

after the syllable. King (1983a, 25-31) observed that, in a pinyin text, of tont marking or 

syliable grouping, the forrner is more effective than the latter for morphernic identification, 

among native speakers of Chinese. This goes to show that rones are very sipifkant phonetic 

elemena. Regrettably, due probably in part to the awkwardness of the notation systems, tones 

are very ofren ignored in Romanized text, as is the case, for instance, in MARC bibliognphic 

records. It may be m e  chat not markhg tones in Rornanized fields of electronic bibliographie 

records on one hand fiditare the query process-the end-user does not have to worry about 

inpurcing tone marks-but on the other hand, it coilapses dl tonal variations of a Eyllable into 

one generic Romanized represencation, thw reducing the potential precision of the query 

nght fiom the start. In a similar way, when diacriacs are treated as non-indexing chancters, it 

is impossible for the end-user to specificaily carget one of the four following French words, 

since they are aU indexed as "cûte": 

a cote: 'quoration, mark, rating, call number' 

a cor& 'rated, considered' 

a côte: 'rib, slope, coast' 

côth: 'side, face' 



One can see the practicality of this method since the end-user does not have to worry about 

inputting diacritics, especully Xthe inputting device-in North America, usually a QWERTY 

keyboard-does not provide a direct access, e.g., a single key stroke, to these charactea. 

There is, however, a tremendous loss of precision since each word , when taken individuaily, 

aiready has srveral meanings, let alone when d four forms are collapsed into one. This is 

exactly what is happening with toneless (unrnarked) Romanized entries in bibliographie 

records, only to a much larger extent. Virtually every four syiiables, Le., the four tones oCeach 

segmentai phoneme, are coiiapsed into one, losing their individuai physiognomy, thus nearly 

reducing the number ofindexable strings by a lactor of four. 

2.2.2.3 T h e  Chinese Syllable 

Chinese is ofken assumed to be a monosyilabic language. This "myth" was vividy refuted by 

Kennedy (1951) and DeFrancis (1984). Nonetheless, Chinese, as all languages fiom the Sino- 

Tibetan fimily, exhibits noteworthy monosyllabic features in the sense that there exists a quasi 

one-to-one relaaonship between Chinese characters, syllables and morphemes. PracticaIly 

each character represents, ac a given âme, a single syliable. However the one-to-one 

relationship benveen characters and morphemes-a morpheme being the srnailest unit that 

has a meaning in a given language-is not as universal since not all Chinese morphemes are 

monosyllabic. For instance the word sliünhil mm, meaning 'coral', consists of one disyllabic 

morpheme and is therefore represented with two characters, shiin and htl respectively. Each 

character taken separately is in theory meaningless (DeFrancis 1984, 47), the same way 

CC mn-" in the word "cranberry" is in itselfmeaningless (Chao 1968,167). But it has been 

pointed out that the charactea represencing these syllables are most of the tirne regarded as 

quasi-morphernic and are therefore not entirely meaningless. For instance, any of the cwo 

characters forming the word shünhh could be used separately in personal names, since, "each 

character u u d y  will rernind people of the whole compound" (Yang 1949, 463-64). This 



illustrates "the force of the o v e d l  [one-to-one] pattern of the syllable-morphemecharacter 

relationship" (KrJtochvil 1968, 156) of the Chinese language. On  this basis, Chao (1 968, 139) 

notes that "the so-called 'monosyllabic myth' is in fact one of the truest myths in Chinese 

mythology [since Chinese is] a language in which every syllable has a rneaning". DeFrancis 

(1984, 40) is more cautious and defines Chinese as a "morphosyllabic" writing system, 

meaning that each character nearly always represencs a single syllable that is also usudy a 

single morpheme. 

While there exist several thousand characten (cf. Section 2.2.3.1 below), modem standard 

Chinese has only about 1,300 different syllables (counting t ~ n e s ) ~ .  The two other Asian 

languages that use Chinese characters as part of their official script, Korean and Japanese, have 

in cornparison 2,350 syilables for Korean (Lee, Cho & Park 1999, 427), and only 2 13 syllables 

for Japanese (DeFrancis 1984.90). Note that modem Korean and Japanese use Chinese 

charactes quite sparingly alongside their own syllribaries. Indo-European languages, in 

genenl, have a richer syilable structure. English, for instance, has approximately 8,000 

différent syllables (DeFrancis 1984, go), including some fairly complex syllable constructions, 

such as CCCVCCC~, for instance in the word 'strength'. Chinese syllables consist of an initial 

and a final segment (Baxter 1992,6; Chao 1968, 18; W. Wang 1973, 57). The value of the 

initial segment, is either a simple consonant-lhinese does not allow consonant clusters of 

the type pl, sp, tr, etc.-or  is zero, meanhg that there is no iniaal consonant. The final 

segment consisa ofan obligatory nucleus vowel (and tone), which may be preceded with a 

medial glide (sernivowel) and/or followed with a final vowel o r  consonant. 

6. Chien et al. (2000,3 15) report chat ". .- thcre are 1,345 phonologidy dowed tond sflables, or 4 16 base 

syItab1ts md 5 tones [Le., 4 toncs, p h  one roneless hm]." 

7, C stands for a consonant, V for a vowel and Y for semivowdj (used Iater in the cext), 



To summuize, a Chmese sylable can take the form (C)(Y)V(C or V), where each bncketed 

element is optional. With one required element (the vowel) and three opaonal ones, the 

number of permutations allows for only eight different forms (23 = 8). ranging fiom the 

simplest V (e.g., a, e) to the most complex C W C  (e.g., 1-i-a-n, q-i-a-ng) or CYW (e.g., k-CI- 

a-1). In Mandarin, the only final vowels and consonants aiiowed are [-il, [-u], [-n], [-QI and 
sometimes [-JI; noce that the final is not a required element. The harder endings such as [-k], 

[-pl and [-t], that exist in other dialects-Cantonese for instance-ctisappeared over time and 

no longer suMve in modem Mandarin8. This, combined with the fact that consonant clusters 

are not allowed, altogether produces, "an extremely high phonological load Tor al1 the 

variables involved; in other words, any Little difference will make a great difference, and 

rnispronouncing a word wilI very likely result in saying another word." (Chao 1968, 23). 

The adverse consequence of this is readily observable when non-native Mandarin speakers 

Romanize Chinese according to what they believe to be accurate pronunciaaon. Speakers 

h m  the Wu W dialecc area (Suzhou / Shanghai) tend to conf ie  dental and guttural nasal 

([-n] / [-01) endings (King 1983a. 70). This can be explained by the fact that W h  has its own 

dental / guttural pattern (in Chinese qiinbiyin f$I#$f / hoùbiyin B#$f), that is not 

necessarily the same as the one in Mandarin, hence the confusion. For instance the characcer 

lin # 'forest' is pronounced [ I I ~ ]  (dental) in Mandarin but [hl] (guttural) in the Shanghai 

dialecc (Chao 196 1, 7). King (1983a, 98-99)-referring to a personal communication with 

Professor Xu Baohua of Fudan University (Shanghai)-also remarks that even people living in 

Mandarin speaking regions9, such as Sichuan and Manchuria, tend to make numerous errors 

8. inttrcsüngiy, the numbtr of distinct syiiables in Mandarin bas dropped 6om an escimatcd 3,877 syiiables for 

uiacnt Chinese (ca, AD- 600). to sligtidy fewer chan 1,300 in modern standard Chinese (Chao 1961, 14). 

9. f t  is a h t e d  chat ovcr two-thitds ofthe popdation ofMaidand China spcaks one ofthe four forms of 

Mandarin (Y, Zhou t992,Zi). 



in phonetic transcription since their native speech. "is a sub-dialect of Mandarin, with iitde 

difference fiom Putonghua, [and] when [they] learn Putonghua, they experience more 

interference fiom their own dialect than speakers otother languages do [. .. and they tend 

to.. .] settle for non-standard speech" without being aware of it." As one can imagine, this 

causes senous problems in information retrievd regarding query formulation when using 

Romanization. 

2.2.3 Written Chinese 

One of the most striking and fascinating features of the Chinese language is its writing system. 

Compared with the 26 letters ofthe Roman alphabet, the sheer number of Chinese 

characcers, coupled with their graphic complexity, may seem both mesmerizing and 

overwhelming. While it is practicaiiy impossible to determine with precision the exact 

number of exisang Chinese characters, one of the most authoritative dictionanes compiled in 

the 18& century by Zhang Yushu $ k Z  *, the Kàtgxi rididn @,&8& Fangxi Dictionary], 

lists between approxirmtely 42,000 to 48,000 individual characten depending on ediaons 

(Kàngxi tididn 1993)". The Hdnyu dd ddidn tXi%k?& [Great Character DictionaF/1, 

published in twelve volumes fiom 1988 through 1994, lists approximately 60,000 individual 

characters (Hdnyif dd tididn 1988-1994); The ZhCnghick zihdi *?% [Chinese Character 

Compendium] daims to List 85,000 characters (Leng & Wei 1994). This rounds k e  and is an 

asnonomical number! It is, however, important to specitj. that a knowledge of between 

approximately 2,400 to 3,500 characten is judged sunicienc for everyday written communi- 

cation (Leong 1972,386; Y. Zhou 1992,161; Mair 1996,200; Shu & Anderson 1997,82), 

10, In a simiIar wy,  a native speaker of French may tend ro consider the nvo English syllables "car" and "hear" 

as being identicai, beause the French tat (no pun intendeci) is not uscd to recognize the giottai tîicaave [hl as 

being a v&d phoneme. 

il, The most h o u s  edition of 1716 Iisa exactly 47,035 distinct chuacters, 



while most modem dictionaries usually contain somewhere between seven to ten thousand 

characters. The large number of basic units of writing in Chinese can be explained by the Eict 

that, "the nurnber ofmorphernes is incomparably greater in any language than the number of 

its phonemes" (Kratochvil 1968, 157). But as Ao (1997.2) points out, "the huge number of 

writing symbols one m u t  leam in order to read and write Chinese is the chief culprit of the 

difficulty in learning and using the Chinese writing system." As rnentioned earlier, although 

the majority of Chinese characters contain some phonetic elements (Y. Zhou 1978; Y. Zhou 

1992, 179), Chinese characters have the property of conveying meaning independently of 

sound. An illustration of this phenornenon-to some extent inaccurate but nevertheless 

vivid-would be to Say that the meaning of the Arabic numeral "2" can easily be understood 

by everyone, even though it is pronounced as "two" in English, "deux" in French, "ni" in 

Japanese, and so on. 

2.2.3.2 Charaeters 

Chinese characters are ofien referred to as pictograms or îdeograms. These terms can however 

only be ascnbed to a relatively srnall proportion of Chinese characters; the term logogram, 

which was fint used by Gelb (1963). is in Gct a more accurate and prevalent tem. Unger & 

DeFrancis (1995) argue that technically the term logognm is somewhat inappropriate rince ic 

undermines the fict that the vast majority of characters contain a phonetic indicator of some 

sort The authors, however, admit that, on a scale ranging Corn pure phonography to pure 

logography, of 9 writing systems, Chinese-apart 60m cryptographie codes-is the closest to 

a pure logographic writing system (Unger & DeFrancis 1995,54). Thus we can argue that the 

term morphosyllabic is more accmte as appiied to aU Chinese characters (DeFrancis 1984, 

125-26; Mair 1996,200). 



Tnditiondy chaacten have been divided into six categories (Leong 1972, 385-6)12, of which 

pictogram, ideograms and phonetic compounds are the most numerous. A simple example of 

a pictographic character is the character mù, rnrrning 'tree', which consists of a stylized 

picture of a standing ûee *. Ideograms can convey an abstract idea baxd on cheir shape, cg., 

- 
sün = 'three', but are usuaily consenicted by combining two or more pictogram in order to 

convey a more abstract notion. For example, the character h ,  meaning 'forest', is formed by 

the duplicaaon, side by side, of the character ml) ('aee') #. The character sën, representing 

the idea of a dense forest, is composed of three rnù chancten arnnged in a triangle %. 

hocher  example otan ideognphic character is the character ming 88, meaning 'bnght', 

which is produced by combining the pictogram for 'sun', H and the pictogram for 'moon'. 

yu8 8, hence the conveyed idea of brightness. Whiie these examples may seem quite 

wondrous and romantic, the consmiction of the great inajocity of Chinese characters-around 

81% of the characten in modem Cflitme usage (Y. Zhou 1978; Y. Zhou 1992, 179)13-is, in 

reality, based on what is known as the semantic-phonetic principle'". These characten are 

referred to as phonetic compounds (Leong 1972,386). In phonetic compounds, one part of 

the character, the semantic key (ofien called root or radical), most ofien located at the lefi or 

the top hait usually provides some semanac information, while die second part provides some 

guidance on the way the character is pronounced. For instance the character for 'locust' a, 
pronounced hudng in modem standard Chinese, is composed of the insect radicai & on the 

lefi, with the additîon of anoiher character, 1 pronounced htting (meaning 'emperor'), fiom 

which only the phonetic value shodd be retiûned. When the character is read, the reader is 

12. They arc (1) ridn&gz; 'pictognphs', (2) zhijhizi %7? 'idcographs', (3) Iiuiyizi S.*% 'compound 
idcograpk', (4) ji&ièzi #ZfW 'lom characters', (5) xingshëngzi @PT 'phoneac compounds', and (6) zhudnzhùti 

'andogous chanaers'- 

13. DeFrancis (1989. 1 13) clah chat around 99% of al2 chmcters arc phonetic compounb. 

14, Sornecimes refkrred as the phoncac-signit?c plan (W', Wang 1973.54). 



therefore aware that the character represena the insect one calls hrdng, providing that he or 

she has learned before-hand the pronunciation ofthe character used as the phoneac indicator. 

It is now more and more widely accepted that the phonetic element in the compound is the 

originai core consanient ofthe character, the sernantic key being some sort of added embel- 

lishment providing strong semantic information (Unger & De Francis 1995, 51). So in a 

sense, in written Chinese, phonetic ambiguicy, is graphically resolved not only tiom concext 

but also by adding sernantic information at the character level. In a sirnilar way, in English, 

phonetic ambiguity is also o k n  resolved through onhographic variation: the phoneme [tu:] 

can be at times spelled 'to', 'too', or 'cwo' depending on meaning. In spoken Chinese, 

however, phoneac ambiguity is usually resolved through the process of disyllabification of 

temis, for example zhbng 'CO plant' phoneticdy imprecise, becornes rhhgxlti l i tedy 

'to plant plants', a seemingly redundant but phoneticaily distinct stmcture. Duanmu (1998, 

18û-81) mentions that "the popular explanation for th5 apparent redundancy is that modem 

Chinese lost many sylIabic contrasa [cf. Secaon 2.2.2.3 above] giving too many monosyllabic 

homophones; consequendy, disyIlabic forrns are created to avoid ambiguities and help 

undestanding". 

With Romanized Chinese, since we extract round only, al the semanâc informaaon exisùng 

in the orthography of the characten is lost. Because of the large number of charactes and the 

relaâvely d nurnber of distinct syliables (ca. 1,300). there is unavoidably a large number of 

homophone characters, which are then rendered in the same Romanized form. This probtem 

is fùrther compounded by the fict that when tones are ignored, as is the case in Romanized 

fields of bibliographie records, the number of syIIables is greatly reduced to around 410. So 

unless tones are marked, there are a little over 400 difEerent syllables that can be used to 

represent the thousanck of existïng Chinese characten. This is, needless to Say, a source of 

great confiision for usen who rely solely on m o n o ~ a b i c  Romanized fields for the 

identification of their bibliographical references, 

CIutpter 2: titraturc Rm-m 



We should also note that because of the fister evolution of the spoken language over the 

written fom, and the depletion of distinct syllables through the years, as mentioned above in 

Section 2.2.2.3, the phonetic compounds used in the chanctea created under the semantic- 

phonetic principle centuries ago are no longer necessarily accurate in standard modem 

Chinese. In fict, a study by Y. Zhou has reveaied that only around 39% of the 7,000 or so 

Chinese characters in modem usage, still contain accurate (regardless of tone) phonetic 

elemena (Y. Zhou 1978, 173; Y. Zhou 1993, l)", "thus, we are not necessarily &en cues 

about pronunciation fiom the cornponents of the character, and only in some cases cm we 

deduce meaning fkom the contribution of elements within or between characters" (Lee, 

Stigler & Stevenson 1986, 127). 

Most Iinguists and sinologists now agree that the Chinese writing system may be regarded as 

an extremely Iarge and somewhat phoneticaiiy imprecise syllabary (DeFrancis 1984, 1 1 1-1 5). 

As an illustration, Table 2-2, below, shows sevenl characters in which the character qing 

' b l~e-~reen ' '~  was used as a phonetic element, gmuped according CO the number of vdid 

phmemes these chancters still retain. 

2.2.4 The Chinese Word 

As mentioned earlier, there ~ X ~ S D  a quasi one-to-one syllable-morpheme-chancrer pattern in 

Chinese (Kratochvil 1968, 156), in the sense that virtuaily each character represents, at a given 

t h e ,  a single sylîable. This quasi one-CO-one relationship becween syllables. morphemes and 

characters has for the Iongest ame been a source of argument in defining what, in Chinae, 

16. Technically, i?, the first of the tive coiours fiom the Yinymg Wuxing h8kaEB ccsmologicd systcrn, is the 
coiour ofnacure, the sea and the mounetins, and c m  thcrefore corne to mean, dcpending on contcxt. blue- 

green, dark blue, steel bIue, navy blue or evcn bkck. 



Table 2-2: Phonetic vanutions ofphonetic elentent "qing" a 
Some segmental 
phonemes preserved 

1~ng [Clth101 

l@ jing 

rn jing 

% jing 

@f jing 

jing 

Few or no 
phonemes preserved 

% ctiit7 [tshajj 

comtitutes a word. It is not the intent of this paper CO elaborate on that discussion. The reader 

rnay want to refer CO the following works (Chao 1961, 1968; Dai 1998; DeFrancis 1984; 

Duanrnu 1998; Kratochvil1967,1968; Yang 1949; Y. Zhou 1979a) to mention but a Cew. 

Chinese people have long considered single chanccen (zi F )  as words ( c h  iU7 x) because 

characters are ofien regarded as morphemes, the srnaiiest unit ofwriting that can convey 

meaning. Most Chinese dictionanes have therefore traditionaily been compilations of single 

charactea (A). However, many lexical words (cir) are p~lysyllabic'~ and are therefore written 

with two or more charactea. 1 ndividud characters may be used merely Cor theù phonetic 

values to represent a syllable without regard to their onginai meaning. For instance, in the 

word (dr) dongxi 'thing', the characters (A) dhg 3E and 6 I!S taken individually mean 

'East' and 'West' respectively, but the compound is not read to mean 'East-West' (Unger & 

DeFrancis 1995, 49). This distinction between ri and cir is important rince the former are 

17. 'To guess'; it is a nuining joke mong the smdena of Chinese 3s a forcign ianguagc that the phonctic 

eiement in ttùs ch?nctet r d y  Iaves one "gucssing" about ia pronunuacion, 

18. In Mandarin, the average Iength ofa word is h o s c  precisely cwo sylIabl6 (MW 1996,202). 



Table 2-3: Example of lexr'cal words ( i  of modem standard Chinese 

zlrèr 2 J L ('here') 

tànhud ('discuss') 

always monosyllabic while the latter may be mono- or polysyllabic, and may also be 

composed of one or severai inàividual morphemes as is illustrated in Table 2-3 above. 

It is estimated that around 28% of Chinese words are composed of one character, while 67% 

are two-chancter words; the remaining 5% are forrned with three or more characters (Suen 

1986, 8). Noce that an estimation of the number of characters in modern standard Chinese 

wordr made by Y. Liu (1987) showed chat only 5% ofwords contain only one character; 75% 

are two-character words, 14% are three-character words, and 6% have four or more characters. 

The divergence between these numben and the more conservative figures provided by Suen 

illusmtes the ditficulty of defining what in Chinese consatutes a word in the lexical sense. 

One can ncvertheless see that only a rninority of Chinese words are monosyllabic. There is no 

doubr that transcribing Chinese as polysyllabic words greatly helps reduce the number of 

homographs produced by the monosyilabic transcription method (Anderson 1972,12). 

2.2.5 Chinese Language: Surnmary 

Chinese being a non-phonologicd, morphemic-based writing system expkins the fàcc chat 

there is a very strong dichotomy between the more stable nature of the wricten form and the 

Eist evolving spoken form. Since Romanimaon of Chinese is based on the phonetic 

19. Huür is the phonctic conmction of the morphcmt hua and the morpheme Er and is therefore wrïttcn with 
w o  chmctcrs- The same rcmark applics for the word zhPr. 



transcription of Mandarin-the standard developed from the northern dialects-it does not 

necessarily represenc the way characten are pronounced in southern dialects. The noticeably 

simple structure of the syllable in Mandarin produces a very high phonological load with the 

consequence that the slightest variation Eom the standard pronunciation results in saying 

something completely dinerent. In mm, when Rornanization is used for retrieval, slight 

phonetic variations Eom the Mandarin standard during query formulation, evenmally results 

in recrieval failure. Tones are intrinsic elements of Chinese syllables, yet they are ignored in 

Romanized fields of MARC bibliographie records. Consequently, the number of visually 

distinct Romuiized syllables is reduced from 1,300, already quite low compared to most 

Indo-European languages, to merely over 400. It is estimated chat approximately only one 

quaner of words in modem standard Chinese are monosyllabic. Because of lack of visual 

word boundanes in the vernacular text, and because of the strength of the sylable-word- 

morpheme relationship, phonetic transcription is ofien done on a syllable-by-syllable basis, 

even €or polysyllabic words, producing an extremely large number of homophones (especially 

if tones are ignored). During Romanization, the very rich semantic information contained in 

the graphic represenration of Chinese charactea is lost and end-usea therefore have to rely 

greatly on context alone for phonemic disambiguarion. Expressing word unie in aggregated 

polysyllabic form gready helps reduce the number orhomophones as compared to that 

produced by the monosyllabic transcription method. 

As was menaoned eariier, in a Chinese text all characten are equdy spaced fÎom one 

another. Apart fiom punctuation that indicates the end of sentences and their synuctic 

divisionsm, there are no visual cues as to where lexical wordr SM and end (see Table 2-4). 

. -- 

20. incercstingiy, punetuaaoa was not uscd ùi Chinese und a hundtcd yean ago. 

Chupter 2: k'teruture Review 
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Fooinote continucd on nexr page.. , 



Table 2-4: Linguistic typology oJmodem Chinese and ~n~l i sh* '  

1 Delimi ters 

Linguistic unit 1 Chinese Englislt 

Morpheme 

Simple word 

Compound formative 

Phrase 

Clause 

Sentence 

The lack ofvisual boundaries does not mean that lexicai woràs do not exist in Chinese; 

bouncbries are simply not marked onhographically, and have co be iderred by the reader 

with the help of the larger context (Y. Zhou 1986, 86). The operation of mentally 

segmenting the text is not simple, as can be attested to by many parents who had to help their 

children learn to r ad ,  and by studenü of Chinese as a second language. Lee, Stigler and 

Stevenson (1986, 125) point out that "segmentation clearly is a problem for the novice in 

trying to decode written Chinese sentences". As demonstrated by Katz, the absence ofword 

boundaries and punctuaaon requires more interpreration on the part of the reader even for 

Western languages: 

. . . the Greeks at fint wrote Eom nght to lefi . . . vase painten ofien wrote in 
either direction .. . funhermore, rhere was no punctuation. The Romans did 
write in one direcaon. but they ran words together. The joined-up wriâng 
(scripao conanua) required the judgment ofreades to undentand. (Karr 1995, 
48) 

coungcousiy introduccd the use ofwestern style puamation in Chinae, z reader had no easy way to identifjr 
whcre a sentence started and cndcd. Although at the âme many "purist" scholars and intellemals wert strongly 
opposed to the id-, today cverybody enjoys the benefia of muking text with sentence deiimitcrs, and no one 
questions their added d u e  in terni of darity and readability. 

31. Reproduccd fiom Wu & Tseng (1993,533). "Yu" m a  the existence of obvious deIimiten, which indude 
b p a c ~ j  (5) and punmation @); "no" stands for the absence of obvious required deLmitea. 

22. Some ciassicai Chinese tcms do not have sentence delùniters, 



Tem segmentation grew out of a need for darity and to enhance readability of textual 

information; these divisions were ofien made in an ad hoc fishion at first. 

Parkes (1992, 1) mentions that: ''Pn Western languages] new conventions, such as word 

separation . . . were developed to make it easier for readers to extract the information 

conveyed in the written medium . . .". He also adds ehat: 

Roman scribes imitated Greek ones by copying texts in snrjltio continua-chat is, 
without separating woràs or indicating any pauses within a major section of the 
text. . .. Rendering a text in s e t i o  continua proceeded Eom identification of the 
different elernents-ietten, syliables, words-through further stages to 
comprehension of the whole work. (Parkes 1992, 10) 

Since, in written English, text is divided by spaces, we ofien take for granted that a word is 

any string of characters chat is visualiy bordered by spaces. In fact, the visual units that we c d  

words do noc necessady repment a word in a semmctic or lexical sense. Semantically 

'fiowerpot', 'flower pot' or 'Bower-pot', represent die same things; so even though 'flower 

pot' is written with two "visuaily separated words", it is only one "semantic unit". ~imiunskij 

(1966, 67) notes that "the minimum of f o d  independence of the word in the most diverse 

languages . . . produces the cntenon of ia po tenaal 'vydeljaemost' (capabiiity O t s tanding out 

and being dis~guirhed), that is, the separateness and întegrity ofthe word." For instance. we 

know to write 'black board' in hivo words to describe a board chat is bfack, but when 

'blackboard' is joined we know the word stands by itselfto represent die object round in 

classrooms on which we write with chalk, even though it is, by the way, sometimes green, 

not black. But ifthis is self-evidenc for a native speaker of English, it may not be so for 

someone leaming the luipage. It is not uncommon for non-naave speakers of a language or 

for a chüd to confrilie the boundvies ofwords; for example, a child may say that yesterday he 

ate one-apple, and that today he wanu to eat two nappler. 
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Because words are prefabricated units of syneax (composed of morphemes which are the 

smallest meaningtiil bits in any language), the deiimitation of words as syntactic units is ofien 

based both on historical and cultural conventions (Francis 1958, 112; Bolinger 1968, 53) that 

have CO be Ieamed. The answer to the question 'What is a word?' is probably different for 

different languages (~irmunskij 1 966,6546). Orthograp hical conventions are sometimes 

inconsistent as the distinction between compound worâs and word combinations can be 

blurred (Zirrnunskij 1966,90). For instance, we write 'teacup' in one visual word, but 'coffee 

mug' in two; 'bedroom' is joined, but 'living room' is not; the familiai- 'eamng' is a single 

visual unit, wMe the Iess cornrnon 'nose ring' is writcen as two units. Compounding 

conventions tend ro evolve over time, and sometimes two or more form are accepted at one 

point in rime (e.g., 'fiowerpot' . . .). There may also be regionai variations: 'iiardworking' in 

American English and 'hard-working' in Briash English (Crystal 1995, 181). Someames a 

single object or concept ("separate objects of thought" as p h e d  by ~irmunskij (1966, 66)) 

will be represented with one word in one language, but with several in anorher. For example, 

in English we write 'railway', but in French 'chemin de fer' or 'voie ferrée'. In Chinese the 

word for raiiway is tiPIM %LI& (literally 'iron-road'), but how do we know to write it as one 

unit timir or as two units tié fù (or even tiZ-fir)? The answer is, we do not know, unless we 

establish standardized orthographie guidelines. 

2.3.2 Word Boundaries in Chinese 

With Chinex characten being semantically rich in their graphic representation, it is much 

easier to distinguish syntactic woràs in a text corpus written in Chinese characters than in a 

Romanized te=, and that is probably the main reason why Chinese, is still to this day written 

in sniptio continua. However, in a Romanized text the level of ambiguity created by 

homophony is such, that it is otien nearly impossible to make any sense ofunaggregated 

(monosyllabic) Romanized Chinese text. A study by King (1983a. 57) has revealed that: 



" . . . simplex syllables in Chinese, when represented in pinyin without context, are ambiguous 

because of homophony in about eight out of nine cases. However, the ambiguity is resolved 

about 95% of the t he"  when the sarne syllables occur in strings as shon as cwo-syllable 

constructions." Furthemore, as W. Wang (1973, 51) reports, Chinese is a highly contextual 

language with a very simple grammu: "the language has virtudy no conjugaaon and no 

declension for its nouns". The absence of grammatical inflection (King 1983, 55) combined 

to the large numbcr ofhomophones makes it even more difficult to identifL endings of 

words. 

On the other hand, Wu (1991, 59) reports chat the homograph problem in Chinese word 

processing mainly involves monosyllabic words, since the average number of homographs, 

when using toneles pinyin, is 25, 1.7, 1.2 and O for mono-, bi-, tri- and quadrisyliabic words, 

respectively. Wu concludes that, "as the bulk of modem Chinese words are polysyiiabic, the 

sisnificance of tones for disambiguating such words is much lower because there are fàr fewet 

polysyiiabic iiomognphs". So, although the lack of word boundaries in vemacular Chinese 

text does not have a noteworthy influence on readability, in a Rornanized Chinese text 

foIlowing a polysyllabic word division procedure gready improves readability because it solves 

the problem of homophonous ambiguity 95% of the rime. Katz (1995, 113) demonstrates the 

impact of punctuation and visual word boundaries on readability: ". .. The lack of space 

between words, the lack of punctuation, encouraged oral activity. With the Middle Ages and 

the wide gap between spoken and written Latin, the Christian codices provided limited 

punctuation, and more important, popularized the division of words, sentences, and 

puagraphs. By the twelfth century? fûlI word separation allowed one to read silendy." A 

23. King (1983.58) notes that "The large number of homophonous syllables m;ikes it likely that homophonous 

bisyiiabic words wili occasiondy occur." for example shili an mean one of 6ve diffcrent things: E8tl 'give a 

demonstraaon'. 93 'power*, %$il "nobbish', 16i1 'exampk', and #!W 'sight'- 



similar phenornenon exists with clwical Chinese texts which are ofien demoted of any 

punctuation or capitalization. Their interpretation, even when pedormed by serious Chinese 

scholars, rnay lead to very different results. The key to many of these texts resides in the 

i n d i c  rhydun" (ofien shown by parallel structures and the altemation of meanin@ and 

"empty words" Bial xüci) in which they should be read aloud (nidn $ 'to read aloud or 

reste', 'to l e m  or memorize by reading aloud'). Wu and Tseng (1993, 54 W1) provide a 

very amusing example showing just how a simple poem could be interpreted in two 

completely different ways based on the hgrnentaaon of the text. The poem was written by a 

teacher who described the kinds of daily rations he would like to receive in exchange for his 

services. It reads as follow: 

wU jï yii yë kt %B%&aT 

wii yC r6u yë kE %&lm!3q 

qing cài y i  dié zii yi R % -aE U 

The poem w u  interpreted by his employer in this way: 

wU jï-y& yÉ kÉ Without chicken or duck, it is d right 

wu yii-du, yE kë Without fish or meat, it is aU right 

qïng-cài yi-dié zii-yi A [simple] dish of vegetable is sufficient 

The intended meaning however was probably more as folow: 

wi; 5, ya y t - k ~  Withouc chîcken, duck is di right 

wh y6, rbu yE-kg Withouc fish. meat is alI right 

qÿig-cài yi-di& zii-yi One dish of vegetable is sufficient 

24, Kwok (1999,712) noces chat, since "... 60-70% of  Chinese wotds are 2-cha~acters long, [.. ,j the rhythm of 
[modem] Chinest is ofitn bi-syhble punctuatcd with mono-qiiables and tri-syihbles," 



2.3.3 P x t  Patsbg for fdonnatioti Reaieval 

It has been noted that the absence of word boundaries is generally regarded as one ofthe two 

biggest obstacles to the efficient computer processing of Chinese language-the second one 

being the huge size ofthe character set (Wu & Tseng 1993, 532). Most indexing and retrieval 

techniques, such as clustenng, sternming, itrequency count and CO-occurrence measures, are 

based on the extracaon of content-bearing units-i.e., morphemes, words, phrases, etc. fiom 

a text corpus-in most cases, visuai words. Mair (1991, 5) has noted that the lack of word 

boundaries is "a tremendous bamer to inexpensive and accunte informacion processing in 

East Asian languages". Lack of word boundaries is especially problematic in Chinese, as 

opposed to Japanese and Korean, since, in these two languages, "they [the Chinese chancten] 

are disthguished by other syllables" (Sung 1999, 422). namely kanas for Japanese and hangsl 

for Korean. This view is corroborated by Nie, Brisebois & Ren (1996. 225) who Say that the 

lack of word boundaries in Chinese text is recognized to be a special problem in this respect, 

since "the identification of worck [. . .] in Chinese [. . .] is difficult because there is no 

separation between woràs". The authon also add that "aaditional approaches [i.e., thoie used 

Cor Indo-European languages] to RI [sic] camot be directly applied to Chinese" (1996, 225). 

For Chinese, mainly two approaches can be taken: (1) The Single Chinese Character (SCC) 

approach, in which Chinese text is processed on a chancter basis; and (2) The Multi Chinese 

Character (MCC) approach, a word-based approach, where the text corpus is first parsed into 

word uniù before query terms are interpreted (Wu & Tseng 1993, 533; Nie, Brisebois & Ren 

1996,22546)- 

2.3.3.1 Character- based Retrieval 

In SCC, each character in the text is treated and indexed as a single distinct unit. This is 

somehow comparable to indexhg strings of monosyllabic Romuiued Chinese text. Imple- 

menting SCC is fàïrly simple and conveniuit but this approach, "is only appropriate for text 



retrievai using concepts that m y  be expressed by a unique character sting" (Nie, Brisebois & 

Ren 1996, 225). As we have seen earlier, single characters may ail be regarded as morphemes 

(i.e., they are meaningful by themselves) but, in modern standard Chinese, they are seldom 

used alone, since monosyllabic words only form a smail proportion of the Chinese lexicon 

(cf. Section 2.2.4 above). Note that SCC may be more appropriate for classical Chinese, 

where the propomon of mono- vs. multi-character words is revened. As we can see, in SCC 

there is no need to worry about the word division problem, but it has been proven that 

monosyllabic (i.e., mono-chancter) search, based primarily on post-coordination of keywords 

is quite ineffecave because it is Likely to cause poor precision (Wu & Tseng 1993, 534; Nie 

1996, 225). This argument is supponed by Huang & Robemon (1997,74), who explain that 

the single-character approach is ahnost dways likely to produce a high number of f&e hits, 

and, therefore, decrease the precision and the effectiveness level of the retrieval operation. 

SCC, recrieval usualiy needs to be carried out using some forrn of post-coordination of 

characten right at the query level with Boolean and/or adjacency openton. Several years ago, 

Salton (1984). and more recently, Larson (1 Wla) identîfied several problerns associated with 

information retrieval systems that rely heavily on term post-coordination. Sirnilarly, it has 

been foreseen that, in OPACs, ifchinese entries are Komanized as single syllables, "one is 

putting the onus for effective retrieval ont0 (1) the catalogue system and/or (2) catalogue 

uses" (Greig 1992,2). For these reasons, the single-chancter approach has proven to be 

rather inadequate to deal with Chinese text renieval in genenl. 

Furthermore, it has been noted that the size of the inverted index file created with SCC 

increases substanady-although adrnittedly this is actually becoming less and less 

problematic-since it is difficult to irnplement stop word (or in this case "stop character") 

lists. Indeed, it is practicdy impossible to idenrity candidate chanctea for inclusion in stop 

word lins since most high-hequency characters are ofien compounded with other characters 

to form words; for instance the character hi  @ which is aca as the conjunction 'and' when 

Chuptn 2: fiterature Rtvitur 



used by itse& is &O used in multi-character words such as héplng @e 'peace' and hCmà @ l@ 

'humony'. Even the mort kquentiy used Chinese character, the genentive/associative de @J 

(Suen 1988.21) is sometimes used in compounds, such as diqué 'indeed' or mddi I @J 

'goal", and cannot be flagged as a stop word. 

In order to overcome the shortcornings of the chancter-based approach, multi-chancter or 

more precisely word-based approaches have also been developed for retrieval of Chinese text. 

In word-based approaches the idea is to ûansfonn the linear undivided string of characters 

into a word-hgrnented text. Since word segmentation of Chinese text is ambiguous for 

hurnans, one can imagine that it is very difficult to develop artificially intelligent systems to 

pediorm this task (Nie & Ren 1999, 446). Arnbiguity may still persist as sometimes severai 

segmentation patterns may be valid b r  a given string. By analogy, in Engüsh, the string 

"JohnSrniththerapist" can be cowectly segmented as "John Smith therapist" or as "John Smith 

the npist". Most word-based systems rely on word/phrase dictionaries or thesauri (iexical 

analysis), or on statistiwl analysis of text, or a combinaaon of both methods (Wu & Tseng 

1993,534; Nie, Brisebois & Ren 1996,226; Huang & Robertson 1997; Dai, Khoo & Loh 

1999, 82). In dlctionary-based methods, the text corpus or the query text, which is to be 

divided into word segments, is rnatched against the enmes stored in the dictionary or 

thesaurus, uniaiiy using the longest-matching or shortest-matching algorithm (Wu & Tseng 

1993,535)". The segmentation algonrhms may be supplemented with a set ofheuristic d e s  

(Nie & Ren 1999,447). Statisâcd methodr rely mosdy on CO-occurrence maures  taken 

fiom a training data set, which usudy consists of manudy segmented text corpora. The 

25. The sound de changes ta di or di when the chamctcr is used in compounds. 

26. Liu, Tan & Shen (1994,36-43) List a cotai ofsixteen diffetcnt wotd parsïng aigorithms for Chincsc ccxt. 

.- 1 Chaptn 2: Litcraturr Rcviov 
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probability of a character string S to be a word is usuaily calcdated as follows (Nie & Ren 

1999,447): 

number of occurences of S being segmented as a word in the training set 
P(S) = 

number of occurences of S in the training set 

Both the lexical and statisticai methods produce better results than the SCC approach, but 

have shortcornings of their own. On the one hand, lexical methods suffer fiom the fact that 

dictionanes and thesaun can never be complete and need constant updating and refining; 

detennining if a string of characten is a word in one ofien varies within application domains. 

On the other hand, statistical methods are excessively reliant on the quality and completeness 

of the training sets; they also require a large amount of manuaily segmented text for the 

training process which is usudy very difficult to obrain (Nie & Ren 1999, 447-48). 

Characcer-based or word-based methods can also be avoided by using ri-gram retrievd. With 

this method, text division becomes a very simple process by simply fixing an arbitrary length 

for the segrnentaaon (unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, ...). Nie & Ren (1999, 445) report that, 

"as the average length of words in usage is less than 2 (about 1.6), bignms seem to be the 

appropnate choice". Once the segrnentaaon is completed, each term is indexed with an 

wigned weight, usually based on its occurrence fiequency and distribution in the collection. 

Note that the segmentation obtained is obviously not grarnmaticaiiy or lexicdly correct but is 

still usefiil for the purpose of information retrieval. Experiments using n-grams retrieval 

techniques with Chinese text revealed that n-gams perform h o s t  as well as word-based 

approaches and chat it is possible to combine both techniques to increase effectiveness (Nie & 

Ren 1999,45940). 



2.3.3.4 Applicnbility of 4utomatic Text Patsing for Bibliographie Control 

Automatic text parsing methods have, in mort cases, been developed for fd-text retrieval. 

Although this is not the direct focus of this research, it is interesting to rhuik that some of 

these techniques could be adapted to the field of bibliographic control. Automatic paning 

algorithms could be usefitl to help cataloguers generate aggregated Romanized strings at the 

record level, or could be used to index charmer strings, and matching character-based query 

strings. Because of the high level of ambiguity of Rornanized strings, it is, however, dificult 

to imagine how autornatic text parsing or syUable aggregation could be achieved on 

transliterated Chinese text. 

2.3.4 Guidelines for Text Segmentation 

Defining orthographie guidelines for the segmentation of Chinese text is a difficult operation; 

producing 3 manageably small set of generic d e s  that will apply to 311 cases is practically 

impossible (Y. Zhou 1993, 51-56). To this day, few guideiines and standards for word- 

segmentation have been published. They indude: 

1) The H<tnyii pinyin zfaèngn[f;rj3t!n griizé (Wengaihui 1984) 

These are all-purpose linguistic guidelines, promulgated with the intent of "providing 

technical guidance [on proper and standardized orthopphy], and promoting an accornmo- 

dating model" (Wengaihui 1984, prefàce) . 

2) The RLG Chinese Aggregation G~tidelines (RLG 1987b) 

These guidelines provide assistance on word division for the purpose of bibliographic control. 

There is a sironger focus on standardking abbreviations and narnes. The main purpose is to 

generate "realistic index ternis so that users c m  e d y  recognize them as possible objects of 
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searches" (RLG 1987b, vii). It is also stated that unit5 should reflect the content of the item 

being catdogued. 

3) The Xinxichùll ydng xiànddi hdnyr5~ndguiJin (GB13715 1993) 

4) The ZhZngwPn cuit! ydnjiü y ri r k ù n  yiingfènd b i h h  fin (Computational Linguistics 

Society of ROC 1996) 

These two sets ofguidelines were specificaiiy developed to "provide guidance on word 

division principles to serve the neeàs of the information processing [business]" (GB13715 

1993, rule 1.1). 

Quick examinarion of these guidelines reveal that there is simply not always a "proper" way 

to divide words, but that it is more than ofien based on agreed upon conventions. For 

instance, in GB13715, the particle min {Il [plural mark] is kept detached, unless used in 

pronouns (GB13175 1993, d e  5.1 .1.9), but in the Wengaihui guidelines ( d e  1.1), the rule 

is to atuch it: e.g., ka'izimen a?fl7 'children'. Similady, the suffix fr 'inside' is detached in 

the Wengaihui guidelines ( d e  1.2), but attached in the FUG guidelines ( d e  1.3): e.g. wtiti l l  

ETif% 'inside the house'. 

2.3.5 btuitive Identification of  Wotd Boundaries 

Intuitive identifkation otword boundaries is of specid interest in the contes of this research 

(CE Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2, page 100), as one of the main arguments for not using 

aggregated transcription in bibliographie records is the fear of introducing too much 

iaconstancy in records (see 2.5.3.1 below). Admittediy, word segmentation Y not an easy task; 

the main problem lies in the Bct that it is very diflïcult to precisely defme what a word is. 

Everyone has a vague intuitive idea of what a word is, but, in reaiity, it is quite dificult to 

corne up widi clear, consistent and rigorou~ conventions in order to establish what constitues . 



a word (Mair 1991, 5). Wu and Tseng (1993, 537) also mention that, "what is referred tu as a 

word by a layman according to intuition is, in fact, an extremely complicated linguistic 

phenornenon. Chinese linguisa find it extremely hard to define the word dearly." The 

identification of words, (ci as opposed to xi 'characten') in Chinese, is a fairly recent topic that 

was mainly "prompted by the desire to introduce an alphabetic writing system" (Duanmu 

1998, 135). Many d e s  and cnteria have been developed for testing wordhood, namely, 

distinguishing words fiom phrases. Duanmu (1998, 136-59) reviews eleven of the most 

prominent methods elaborated to this W. Of these eleven methods, intuition is wumed to 

be one of the criteria for word identification since it is "assumed that Chinese speakers [. . .] 
have an intuition of what a word is and that the predictions of one's theory should agree with 

it" (Duanmu 1998, 157-58). For instance one knows intuitively that 'blackboard' is a 

compound word because the phrase "a very blackboard" does not make sense, unles we are 

taiking about a board that happens to be very black, in which case we write 'a very black 

board'. Sirniiarly, in Chinese, hëibdrl ('blackboard', l i t edy  black-board) is also thought 

of as a compounded unit since hérr hêibdn @#E, 'very blackboard', is grammaticdy 

incorrect. intuition is indeed a very important and powerfiil fàctor that has, however, some 

limitations. As Duanrnu (1998, 158) notes, "in many cases people's intuitions do agree [. . . but 

since .. .] there are areas where people's intuitions either are not clear or do not agree [. . . it] 

should be used with caution". Duanmu's view is shared by Lü (1979,21) who says that, even 

though, grammacicdy speaking, words rnay take complex forms, what is understood in 

people's mincis as a word unit is something that does not deviate too much fiom the lexicd 

words found in a dictionary. A word is something relatively short and simple; the problem is 

that people agree but &O sometimes disagree. According to Y. Zhou (1993, 32), experiments 

have shown that the consistency coefficient beween Chinese participants asked to segment 

27. For a more exhaustive review of these various aitena, plme refcr CO Duvunu (1998). 



Chinese text based on intuition, is somewhere around 90%. This rneans that around 10% of 

the segmentation varies between pamnpm because of a difference in the interpretation or 

percepaon of what is or is not a word. This tends to indicate that, in Chinese, the concept of 

word independence, even though not expressed orthographicaily, is indeed somewhac 

phonetically undeatood, which correlates to the argument put forth by Francis : 

.. . speech is a continuous flow, not a series of distinct sounds grouped into clear 
distinguishable worb. In listening to Our native language we m e n d y  divide up 
the continuous Stream into individual words, partly on the basis ofour intimate 
knowledge of the spoken language, and partly because of our farnifiarity with 
convenaonal writing and pnnting . . . (Fnncis1958,112) 

This view also seem to be shared by kirmunskij (1966, 68) who explains that orthographical 

independence is in most cases a sornewhat intuitive and logicai phenornenon, "that these 

elements Fe ne l'ai pus vtr] are written sepantely is expressive of the fact that the native 

speaken themselves redise these elements to be separate words which may be correlated with 

other words, including presentationd words; cf, Afied ne l'a pas vu." 

2.3.5. f Phonological Evidence 

Several phonologicd phenomena have been observed by Chinne linguisu regarding the 

intuitive perception of words by native speaken of Chinese. The three most notewonhy are 

briefly reviewed below. 

One of the most înteresting of phonological phenomena is that of tone sandhi. Tone sandhi 

occurs in Mandarin when the third cone (cf. Section 2.2.2.2, page 22) changes to a second 

tone when it precedes another third tone syllable (Hung 1989,9). The i n t e r e s ~ g  element 

here is chat thîs change of tone only OCCLUS in cenain syntactic, semantic. and prosodic 

conditions (Hung 1989,9). Deailed analysis of thae  conditions reaches far beyond the scope 



ofthis dissertation, but certain observations are, nonetheles, notewonhy since they seem to 

clearly indicate an intuitive phonological comprehension of word boundaries. For instance, in 

expression (1) below. it hu been observed that, in slow or moderdte speech, tone sandhi does 

not occur on the fim syllable even though it is a third cone preceding another third tone, but 

that compulrory lexical (or internal) tone sandhi does occur on the second syllable (Hung 

1989, 10). This is indicative chat mai 9; 'to buy' is understood as an independent unit, 

whereas xidofPn //j\.lq) 'starch' is clearly perceived as a compounded unit justified to be 

nanscribed as a joined unit. 

(1) mbiK) (literally 'buy-little-powder') 

miü xiio E n  (base tones) 

mai xi50 E n  (sandhi tones) 

In the fbiiowing example, expression (2), tone sandhi also occun only on the second syllable, 

being indicative that the speaker is clearly aware chat ldoshtï %l% is a set disyilabic expression 

for 'mouse', and that rhis particular one happens to be s d  but not necessarily old, and 

should thus be transcribed as one visual unit. 

(2) /IL% E l  (literally 'small-old-rodent') 

xi50 150 shii (base tones) 

xi20 150 shit (sandhi tones) 

Dai (1998, 110) explains that certain "phonological d e s  [such as fuial elision] apply only 

widiùi a word-like unit, as opposed to the d e s  which may apply across word boundaries". 

He argues that final elision is a word-intemal phonological phenomena that is blocked across 

word boundaries, substanâating the intuitive notion ofword at the spoken Ievel. For instance, 

the expression tii-men ft9f0 ' he - [p ld '  in normal speech becomes tüm, which indicates that 



the expression is uaderstood as a whole: tamen 'they'. By opposition, in xido-mh aI'7 

'schooi-gate', the final syllable is always voiced (i.e., xidom is incorrect). Dai (1998, 111-12) 

explains thac "since word-initial syllables, including prefutes, are generaUy strong in the 

language, the Final Elision cannot apply across word boundaries." 

Finafly, Duanmu (1998, 169-82). demonstrates that stress pattern is also indicative of the 

underlying noaon of wordhood at a phonological level. He explains that in Mandarin and 

other Chinese dialects, "there is a rich body of phonological evidence [. . .] for the disanction 

between words and phrases'' (1998, 169), such as variations in compound and p h a l  stress 

patterns. L. Wang (1% 1, 15) also observed that in modem mandarin, toneless syllables aiways 

occur on the second syiiable of a disyllabic word (CC. pdtao 'fi/i@ in Table 2-3, page 33). a very 

helpfd phonological phenornena to detect word bounàaries, or at least the lower limit. 

2.3.6 SyUable Aggregation / Word Division: Summary 

In a Chinese text, apart f?om punctuation, there are no visual cues as to where lexical words 

start and end. Since most information retrieval procenes are based on syntactic units (usuaiiy 

visual words), it is essential to transfomi linear character strings into a panable structure. 

Research has shown that on one hand, monosyllabic character-based parsing produces low- 

precision remeval. On the other hand, precision increases sharply with word-based remeval, 

but manual and automatic word division is problemaac because it ofien is ambiguous. In a 

Romanized text the level ofambiguity created by homographs is such that it is nearly 

impossible to make any senx of unaggregated (monosyllabic) Rornanized Chinese text. 

Research has shown that the ambiguity is resolved about 95% of the âme when syllables are 

aggregated inco words, which seem CO indicate that storage and retrievd of Romanized biblio- 

graphie data should be done in polysyllabic format- To rhis &y, only a few compreherinve 

guideiines on word division have been published. and they ofien contradict one another, 



a t t e s ~ g  to the arbitrary nature of the d e s .  Research has reveaied that the consistency 

coefficient between participants asked to segment Chinese text based on intuition, is some- 

where around 90% (Y. Zhou 1993, 52). There is also some phonological evidence that words 

are intuitively undentood by native Chinese speakers, which gives enough rasons to diink 

that word-based retrieval wodd not be too problematic for end-users. 

2.4.1 Ttsnsliteration, Transcription and Romanization 

Translitention is the process of representing the characten of one alphabet, the target script, 

in those of another alphabet, the host script (Weilisch 1978b, 28), the host scnpt being the 

one which is in use in the country or cultural area where the process is actually conducted. 

We can, therefore, associate transliteration with Romanization in North Arnerica and 

Western Europe, since the target scnpt is, in these cases, almost invariably the Roman 

alphabet. Correspondingly, aansliteration can be viewed as CyriIiization in Russia and part of 

Eastern Europe, Arabization in Arabic-speaking councries, and so on. Although this clarifi- 

cation in theory provides a more accurate picture of transliteration, a survey conducted by 

Hans H. Wellisch in 1976 in large libraries around the world, revealed that, in fact, 

bbpracticaily aü libraries which use any kind of scnpt conversion for bibliographic connol 

purposes convert non-Roman scripts into a Roman alphabet ... We s h d  therefore [in the 

field of bibliographie contror] consider Romanization as the virtual equivalent of script 

conversion" (Wellisch 1976b). 

An important distinction should also be made berween transcription and transliteration. In a 

general context, Lhere is no ciifference between the two terms. In a strict Linguistic 

perspective, however, the terms are dissociated with tmmcription being the method oflinking 

the sounds (phonemes) of a language with the script of the target knguage, and tra~fsliteration 
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being the method ofreprcsenting the characters of a certain script with the characters of the 

target alphabet, chrough the use of a strict (in theory) equivalence (Wellisch 1 976b, 28). In 

other words, in converting words fCom an alphabetic script into another one, "[one] has to 

decide whether to render them sound-for-sound [transcription] or letter-for-letter [translitera- 

tion] , or to compromise between the two methods" (Aurousseau 1957, 5 1). Thus, translit- 

eration and transcription are two similar but distinctive aspects of script conversion. 

This distinction is important because transcription, as opposed to transliteration, leads to 

different fonns, according ro the language in which a term is rendered. For example, on the 

one hand, the Russian author, named Yexo~,  can be transcribed in various f o m :  Chekhov 

(in English), Tchékov (in French), Tschechow (in Gennan), Chejov (in Spanish), to lise but a 

few. This method allows readers to approximate the sound of the foreign word in reference to 

the phonetic values ascribed to the lette= in their own language. On the other hand, a 

standardized transliteration scheme (in rhis case Romanization) such as the one devised by the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) for Cyrillic, would give only one form, 

Cexov, independendy of the host language in which it b rendered. In bibliographie control, 

the distinction between transcription and transiiteration is to be retained, and in the light of 

the example, above, we can see that using standardized transliteration schemes offea many 

advancages over using transcription. Admittedly, mnsliteration has a tendency to produce 

alphabetic sequences that are difficult, Xnot impossible, to pronounce for native speakers of 

certain languages; it is much easier, Tor instance, for a hncophone who does not speak 

Russian, to figure out how to pronounce the sequence Tchékov (transcription) thm it is to 

figure out how to pronounce the sequence Cexov (traasiîteration from ISO standard), bccause 

the lener C does not exist in the French alphabet, likewise, in French, the phonetic value of 

the letter x does not correspond to the value assîgned to it in the transiiteration schemt. In 

other words, in order to pronounce "correctly" a string of transliterated charactea, one has to 



be familia with the phonetic values assigned to each character used in the scheme. But as 

admirably pointed out by Meyriat (1993,70): 

A word is not transiiterated in order to be pronounced. . . . It provides a graphic 
equivalent €or the nansmission and the conservation of wrinen text. ... It allows 
someone who knows the language to transpose mentally (or materially) the 
original script and to pronounce it. Knowing the language is necessary anyhow: 
Would a penon €or whom English is unknown be able to pronounce correctly 
the alphabeac sequence enough or dotgh even though they are not products of 
transliteration? [my translation] 

Surely, the tranirnission and the consewation of written text are at the heart of the preoccupation 

of bibliographie control, rnuch less than is correct pronunciation. One can readily see the 

u n p d e l e d  advanages of having one unified form heading in ail catalogues produced with 

the same script, especially in a catalogue with a mulrilingual interface. 

2.4.2 Romanizing Chinese Script 

As we have just seen, transliteration is the operation that consists ofrepresenting the chancters 

of one dphabet with those of another alphabet. Consequently, transliteraaon is only possible 

between languages that make use of phonological writing systems, such as phonetic alphabets 

or syllabaries. Phonologicd writing systems use graphic signs (letters or syllabic signs) whose 

function, at least originally, is to represent the phonemes of the languages for which they are 

used. Viually al1 writing systems are phonological, Chinese being the one notable exception. 

Chinese is a non-phonological writing system, or more precisely a morphemic w r i ~ g  system 

since the graphic signs ic uses, the Chinese characters, are not used to represent phonemes but 

morphemes. tt is thus impossible to naditerate, in the strict sense of the terni, Chinese 

characters into Roman letters. The oniy type of script conversion possible between phonolo- 

gicd and non-phonological wriring systems is transcription, that is, using the witing system of 

one language (host), to represent the sounds of the other (mrget). Romanizing languages chat 

use Chinese as their writing systern (Chînese, of coune, but &O Japuiere and sometimes 



Korean and Viemamese), is therefore more problernaac than for other languages since no 

direct graphernic correspondence can be established between the target and the host scripts. 

This meam that the resulting Romanized character strings are, in Tact, twice removed from 

the onginai script. 

As we have seen previously in Section 2.2.2 (page 20), the pronunciation of characten in 

modern standard Chinese language is the Mandarin dialect which is based on the Beijing 

dialect. Phonetic tramcripaon is, therefore, usualIy based on the standardized sounds of the 

chancters in Mandarin. While there exist several chousand characters, modem standard 

Chinese has only about 1,300 différent syllables (counting tones); there is inevitably a large 

number ofhomophone characten. This problem is hnher  compounded by the tact that, 

when tones are ignored-as is the case in Romanized fields of bibliographic records-the 

number is reduced to around 410; so unless tones are marked, ~here are a Little over 400 

different syllables that can be used to represent the thousands of exiscing Chinese characters. 

This is, needless to Say, a source of great confusion for users who rely solely on monosyilabic 

Romanized fields for the identification of their bibliographic references. 

2.4.2.1 A Brief History of Chinese Romanization 

For several centuries, the phoneac values of Chinese characters were recorded in dictionanes 

with the use of other characters. One of the most widely used method, thefinqiè EtXJ 

method, was derived fkom a method used to transcribe Buddhist smptures fiom Sanskrit text 

(Y. Zhou 1993, 3). The method consists of using two charactes to indicate the sound of 

another, the former providing the consonant, i.e., the initial syllable segment, and the latter 

providuig the sound of the final segment @kase refer to 2.2.2-3 above). For example, 

pronunciation of the character % Iidn, 'cooked sW / 'to exercise', could be represented by 

rhe OKO chancten &v and $, pronounced Mng and didn respectively. By removuig the 

swked portions, and joinîng the remainden, we obtain the sound lidn (Y. Zhou 1992,203). 



As we can imagine, this method is somewhat awkward since it requires that the readea 

memorize before-hand the sound of a faVly large number of charactea. 

Systematic Chuicse Romanization started in the 17& century with the amival of the Jesuit 

rnissionaries. Facher Matteo Ricci (fiom Italy), and Father Nicolas Trigault (6om France) 

deserve the credit of bcing the first to produce scientific and consistent Chinese Romani- 

zation systerns (Cohen 1979, 180). Following the first Opium War (2839-1942). the influx of 

Westerners in China gave rise to a proliferation of attempts to produce Romanization 

schemes. One of the most well known was published in 1867 by Sir Thomas F. Wade, the 

Chinese language secretary in the British embassy to China. His scheme was revised and 

modified some forty yeaa later by H. A. Giles, and has, since then, been known as the Wade- 

Giles system. Foilowing the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895, a group of Chinese 

inteilectuals launched the "Movement for a Phonetic Alphabet". During this penod, sevenl 

Romanization systems were formulated by notewocthy Chinese scholaa. This eventually led 

m the adopaon by the Central Miniscry of Education, in 1928, of the Gwoyeu Romatzyh 

Pinin Faashyh ff 9 qPt#f%%% [Rules for spelling the Romanized writingl-mostly the 

work of Zhao Yuanren (Le., Yuen Ren Chao) i&Zf*-the frac National Romanizaaon 

standard adopted in China (Wengaihui 2958, 63; Ao 1997b, 1). Another system, the Latinxua 

Sin Wenz @Tff%ftF? [New Chinese Latinized alphabet], devised in 1930 by communist 

dissidents under the direcaon of A. Dragunov and Qu Qiubai %& B (Y. Zhou 1992,212), 

was introduced on a trial bais to educate Chinese nationais living in the Soviet Far-East and 

the regions conaolled by the comrnunist govemment of Yan'an X-2 in no&-eastem China, 

foUowing the Japanese invasion of1931 (Chao 1961.11-12; Lin 1968.49; Wengaihui 1958, 

63). 

Due partly to the political instabilîty in China during the first hdfof the 2oh cenmry, none of 

these systerns was widely adopted and popdarized. In October 1949, the Zhongguo Wemi 



Gaige Xiehui a ftP&@#%" [Association for Reforming the Chinese Written 

Language] was set up by the new comxnunist government; one of its primvy mandates was 

the creation of a standardized Chinese phoneac dphabet. The new scheme, published as 

Hdnyu' pinyinpng'ûn lXa##tfi% [Scheme for a Chinese phoneac aiphabet], usualiy 

abbreviated to "pinyin", was presented in 1956 (Wengaihui 1956), and officiaily adopted and 

approved in February of 1958, at the First National People's Congres (Cohen 1979, 181). 

2.4.2.2 Compadng Wade-Gilos and Pinyin 

Throughout the years, over one hundred transcription methods have been developed for the 

conversion of Chinese characters into letters, Roman or others (Wellisch 1975). Pinyin, 

promdgated in 1958, is now fuily recognized as the official Romanization scheme of the 

People's Republic of China (PRC); it was also recognized, in 1977, as a United Nations 

Standard, and as an ISO standard in 1982, namely ISO 7098 (Y. Zhou 1992, 215). Pinyin is 

now widely accepted in China and is used extensively by mort governrnent and press agencies 

around the world. It is used in the PRC to help fint graders and foreignen leam Chinese 

characters (Lee, Stigler & Stevenson 1986, 12849; Shu & Anderson 1997). It is &O used in 

pubücations, such as dictionaries and maps, and ais0 sometimes for book and periodical titles; 

pinyin is widely seen in public places, on building narnes, on street, highway and railway 

signboards, on product labels, and so forth (DeFrancis 1990, 9). Wade-Giles, still enjoys some 

popularity in Taiwan-it rernains the de facto system in Taiwan for phce and personal names. 

However, on July 26 1999, the Taiwanese government announced the use of pinyin (hanyu 

pinyin Eom the Mainland) for the R o d z a t i o n  of street narnes (Hwang et al., 2000), 

28. tt lacer becime the Zhongguo WenP Gige Weiyuanhui E)r B SFSTS Ei [Cornmittee for the Reform 
of the Chinese Written L;Ulpge]. I t  is ofien abbreviated as Wengaihui 



s u g g e s ~ g  that Taiwan might soon officially adopt pinyin as its Romaniution xheme. Pinyin 

use is &O widely spread in libraries excluding North America (Joachim 1993, 11). Wade- 

Giles is mainly used in North-Amencan libraries following the decision by the Library of 

Congres (LC) in the early-1970s to adopt it as its standard. For decades, a very extensive 

debate went on in the library comrnunity in order to demonsate which of the cwo systerns is 

best suited for bibliographic control and better adapted to user needs (StudwelI, Wang & Wu 

1993; Tao & Cok 199 1 ; Young 1992). Since 197- a direct result of the PRC's shifi 

towards the "open door policy" in the late 1970s-it has been widely used by most 

governent and press agencies around the world, including North America, hence the switch 

Eom referring to the PRC capital as Beijing, rather than as Peking (Lu 1995, 82; Tao & Cole 

1990, 1067). Because of this widespread trend, in 1979, LC senously considered switching 

Eom Wade-Giles to pinyin &C 1979), but this atternpt aroused vehement procesu fkorn a 

small but influentid group of Chinese librarians of the major acadernic libraries in the United 

States-rnainly pro-Taiwan-and was finally rejected (Shabad 1979; LC 1980). In the early 

1990s, it became, however, evidenc that this had been a wrong decision and the debate over 

converting Eom the now obsolete Wade-Gilr system CO the widely used pinyin system 

resurfaced. The discussion shifted towarcls finding efficient ways to implement the changes 

nther than trying to justiFj its adoption. M e r  yean of deliberation, at the 1997 ALA 

conference in San Francisco, LC finally officidy announced the adoption of pinyin Tor 

Romanizing Chinese data in its bibliographical records. Many naaonal libraries, such as the 

British Library, the National Library of China, and the National Library of Singapore. have 

long adopted the pinyin standard. More recendy, in 1995, the National Library of Ausrraiia 

(NLA) successfidly converted (or more precisely temporarily duplicaced) its Wade-Giles 

records into pinyin (ABN 1995). Followîng the decision by LC to switch fiom Wade-Giles to 

pinyin, we can urpect that, in a near fiinire, pinyin will be used udaterally in most Libnria 

around the world. 



When pinyin was developed, great care was taken to keep the notation as simple, and as 

internaaondy acceptable as possible. For this reason, it was decided, "not to augment the 

Latin alphabet by adding new lectea, such as [those used in] the International Phonetic 

Alphabet" (DeFrancis 1990,2). As a result, pinyin uses al1 the consonants of the Roman 

dphabet-except v which is only used for the transcription of foreign ternis (Y. Zhou 1992, 

285)-in conjunction with four digraphs, namely ch, sh, zh,  and ng? Except for these four (or 

five) digraphs, aiI other consonant sounb are represented with a single Roman lener. This, in 

some cases, proves to be bothenome for the native speaker of English. For instance, the 

phonetic values assigned to the pinyin letters c, q, x and 2, do not correspond very closely to 

the values that are usually attributed to these letters in Enghh. Wade-Giles uses letters or 

digraphs (thirteen in total (Y. Zhou 1992, 221)) which produces a las compact notation, but 

one fiom which the sounds are easier to infer? For instance, the sound [X], represented in 

pinyin by x, is transcnbed in Wade-Giles with the digraph Iü, which is easier to figure out for 

a native English speaker. Another major difference between pinyin and Wade-Giles notation 

is chat pinyin uses different letten to mark the difference between aspirated and unaspirated 

consonants. Instead, Wade-Giles uses an aspiration mark (ofien confused with an ayn)3' to 

distinguish between these aspirated / unaspirated pain: 

29. Whcn used donc to m c r i b e  the sound of the chmcter iiD for instance, er may bc considered as 3 d ipph ,  

bringing the rotai to tive (Y. Zhou 1992,221). 

30. Noce chat therc is a snong English b i s  in Wade-GiIa, as ir wu developed by and for English speakers; 
however one could argue that chis b i s  is not too borhcaome since Engtish is the 1;uiguage of wider 
communic;ition, 

31. The 3md ayu is used, for example, in the transcription of Anbic to represent the pharyngeai voiced 
fnutive. The charactcr uscd in Wade-Gdes for the aspiration mark is the "reveaed cornma", character Unicode 
U+02BD, and has the appearance of an apostrophe, fiipped lefi-to-right (Eom a penonai e-mail communica~on 
with Ken Whistler, Technical Director, Unicode Inc.) . 



Table 2-5: Graphmic diclinciion ofaspiratcd / unaspiratcd consonants pain 

WG 1 pinyin 

As for the vowels, a, e and o, do not cause too much of a problem as they are used fairly 

consistently, but i and u are used to represent various sounds, depending on the letter or 

digraph that precedes them. Hence, in pinyin, the vowel grapheme ai ,  is pronounced [u] afier 

6, c, ch, d , J g ,  h, k, 1, m, n, p, r, s, sh, t, w, t ,  and th, but b] atierj, q, x, and y. Wade-Giles, 

on the other hmd, disanguishes between [u] and b] with the use of a dieresis: u and ii for 

each sound respectively. Pinyin makes use of the u-dieresis, but much more sparingly than 

Wade-Giles. Ic is used in only four pinyin syilables, lii, nii, liie and nüe." 

On the whole, the pinyin notation is somewhat simpler than the Wade-Giles notation, for its 

use of diacritics, punctuation marks, and digraphs is noticeably lighter. On the other hand, for 

native speakers of English-and even for speakers of other Western languages-Wade-Giles 

produces Roman strings that are ofien easier to rad.  I t  has been noted, for instance, that 

people with the sumame 6% [w] XU (pinyin) / Hsü (Wade-Gïies), which is by the way a 

nirly cornmon sumame, will end up having fewer problems explaining how to pronounce 

their name ifthey Romanize it die Wade-Ciles way. 

32. Oniy in the case of lü and nü is the dictesis redy neccssvy CO diumbiguate them fiom the syilablcs lu and nu 
rapecavciy (lue and nue are not d i d  Chinese syhbles so thecc is not tedy a need to use the dieresis for 

disunbiguation). It is apparendy permissibie to replace ü wîth the dignph yu, and writc lyu and nyu instcad 
(DcFcanck 1990, n- 4), the same way it is dowcd to replace a, 8, and ü, with ae, oc and ue in Gcnnan, 



In Appendix A (page 221), all the Wade-Giles syiiables are Listed dong with their pinyin 

equivalent. Analysis reveais that, due to removal of  diacriacs and punctuation, 200 (100 pairs) 

of the 410 Wade-Giles syllables are collapsed into 100 syllables (e.g., pu and pra are both 

searched with the string "pa"), a ioss of100 syllables; twelve (three quartets) o f  the 410 

syllables are collapsed into three syllables (e.g., chri, chil, chii and ch'ii are all searched with the 

string "chu"; sarne for chun and chuan), a lors of  nine syllables, for a total of 109 syllables lost. 

The remaining 198 syllables (singletons) remmin unaffected. As for pinyin, only four of the 

syllables are coilapsed into two syllables, a lors of two syllables, caused by the use of  the 

dieresis on the u (lu/lii and nu/nu) Y explained above. This leaves 301 "usable" Wade-Giles 

syllables against 408 "usable" pinyin syllables (see Table 2-6 above). 

59 

Table 2-6: Syllable loss due to punctuation and/or diac11~tiCS5~ 

In other words, if we use Wade-GiIes for bibliographie control, because punctuation and 

diacriacs are largely ignored in OPAC indexing, the number ofdistinct syllables a d a b l e  for 

searching is reduced to a mere 301- Table 2-7 below gives a sumavy of the problem of loss 

ofdistinctly unique syllables due to transcription and indexing procedures. 

Unaffected syllables 

Two folded into one 

Four folded into one 

Total 

33. Reproductd fiom Arsenauit (1998.1 O)- 

34. Anderson (1972.19) coma to 297. 

Wade-Giles 

Involved h s t  Usable 

198 O 198 

200 100 100 

12 9 3 

410 109 301 

Pinyin 
Involved Lost Usable 

406 O 406 

4 2 2 

O O O 

410 2 408 



Table 2-7: Summary oJsyllable loss due CO Romanization and indexing procedures 

2.4.3 Usefubess of Script Conversion 

Total num. of syiiables 

M e r  removing tones 

Distinct for indexing 

The use fulness of transcription and transli teration to improve communication between various 

people and cultures is undeniable. We need effective and standardized script conversion 

system to help us understand one another, and to promote cultural exchange. A very simple 

example of the necessity ofthese iechniques would be in the rendering ofa foreign name in a 

newspaper or in a news broadcast. It would be impncticable, for instance, in a Western 

newspaper to use the sequence CII~THHK to write a piece of news about the sptttnik satellite 

(Aissing 1995,207). Readers would just be confused and, not knowing how to pronounce 

the word, would find it inconvenient to dixuss what they had read and leamed with other 

people. The same argument can be applied to brand names. For marketing purposes it would 

be unrealistic, in the Western world, to pubiish a written advertisement for the new Kawasaki 

as "Have you med the new ) 1 llY6f yet?" 

ca. 1,300 (100%) ca. 1,300 (100%) 

420 (31.5%) 410 (31.5%) 

301 (23.2%) 408 (31.4%) 

The question chat needs to be asked here is whether it is usehl o r  not to use transliteration 

and/or transcription in bibliopphic records for items in afireign script. The need to use 

Romanitaaon in online bibliogaphic records grew primady out of system limitations; but 

using Romankation was prescribed by the Arnencan Library Aaociation (ALA) long before 

that specXc problem was encountered. The main argument in ~ V O U ~  of'Rornanizing entries 

was that is was othennrise impossible to produce a single valid tiling sequence for catalogues 

containing bibliographie records in more chan one script andlor Ianguage. This füing method, 

fàvoured in North Arnenca. cons&& ofproducing a single sequence of records ail consolidated 

in one single A to Z füe by Romanking d the entrîes of the non-Roman records (ALA 
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1980; LC 1980). In Europe, however, the preferred soluaon is to keep records in non- 

Roman scripts in separate sequences of alphabetic extensions (one sequence per script), each 

sequence intemdy arranged according to the ordering conventions peculiar to the script in 

question (Hagler 1991.225). Arguments can be made in favour of either method-Romani- 

zation or alphabet extension. The alphabet extension approach seems however to be getcing 

more and more pop ular-especially in libraries where vernacuIar catalogues are being 

maintained-in order to avoid the many piÉf& of transliteration. As early as 1977, the New 

York Public Library went dong this way when it added the Hebrew script records to its 

catalogue: "Alphabet extension does not bewilder the reader Eimüiar with the language with 

the vagaries oERornanization; it irnrnediately segregates materials into classes whose utility to 

the reader rnay be quickly judged; and cataiogen are reiieved of the added task of providing a 

romanized titIe in every case.. . " (Malinconico 1977, 21 9-20). 

In an online environment, providing usen with a systemaac arrangement of records is of 

lesser importance since only portions or  subsecs of the database are seen at one point in tirne 

(Chan 1994, 9). Nevertheless, presenting large sets of retrieved records on a terminai in 

nndom order rnay not serve the best interescs of the users. The interna1 sequencing of records 

in a cornputer does not influence how users will search the database, but sets of retrieved 

records, that are presenced on the monitor, need to be ordered in a meûningful sequence. 

Recorâs must ultimately be presented CO the human searcher in a logicai order, hence the 

need CO produce either a systematic unified List or separate iists for each scxipt Rornanized 

ennies would still be needed ifthe fiat opaon is foliowed. Cain (1987, 338-9) notes that in 

the Japan CATSS darabase (the Japanese version of the bibliographie database of ag-Canada), 

the entries presented in the browsable index in the vemacdar, are regrouped by s"pt (digits, 

Roman, Greek, Cyriliic, Japanese ...) each group with i a  own f h g  sequence, thus avoiding 

the use of transliterated heaciings. 



One interesting point of view is that aansliteration will becorne an obsolete operation because 

the progress made in system automation and d i c i a l  intelligence will enable computers to 

transpose various scripts automaticdy. Lo and Milier (1991, 225) argue that the whole debate 

about the tramfer fiom the Wade-Giles to the pinyin system for the transcription of Chinese, 

is unnecessary because they have demonstrated that the wo schemes are compatible and 

completely interconvertible in an operation that could be fist and simple using the proper 

technology. True, computer programs such as Rornax (Lo 1996) and WG2PY (Ao 1997c) 

can automaticaiiy convert Wade-Giles into pinyin and vice-versa, but the conversion 

experiments done at the National Libnry of Australia (NLA) in the early 1990s (MacDougall 

1991) that led to the actuai conversion of 500,000 CJK USMARC records at the N'LA in 

1996, showed that the operation is not a small undertaking (Groom 1997). Other programs, 

still at the design stage, can automaticdy produce Romanized versions "on the fly" (in any 

standard) directly Eom a string of Chinese chmcrers. This is a very attractive solcition as "it 

would d o w  any new rornanization schemes to be supported by simply adding another table 

to the sofware to create the 'views"' (Groom 1997, 262), thus removing the burden of 

adding Rornanization schemes fiom the cataloguen. If Romanization can be automaticdy 

generated fiom the vemacular strings with artSicial intelligence, it is no longer necessaxy to 

record Romanized enmes in a specific format at the record level. Romanized strings could be 

displayed upon request Crom the end-user (patron and/or operator). Rornanization format 

could be specified with the request and the &ont-end program would simply present the data 

accordingly. These prototypes are still not 100% accunte due to the tact that, "many 

characters are homographs whose pronunciaaon depends upon word affiliation", and that, 

"some phonological d e s  depend upon correct word-segmentation" (Sproat et al. 1994, 1). In 

other words, there exists a rnany-to-many relationship between Rornanization and characters 



since one ryUable may correspond to several characters. while one character rnay have 

aiternative "reaàings" depending on context? 

2.4.4 Script Conversion: Summary 

Transliteration has been defined as the process ofrepresenting the characters of one alphabet, 

the target script, into those of anocher alphabet, the host script. Because Chinese is a non- 

phonological writing system, it is impossible to tnnsliterate, in the strict sense of the rem, 

Chinese characten into Roman letters. The only type of script conversion possible is indirect 

transcription, that is, using the wriiing system of one language, to represent the sounds of the 

Chinese characters. Because Chinese homophone characters are numerous, monosyllabic 

Romanization, without tone marks, produces a highly ambiguous and sometimes 

unintelligible rendering of the vernacular entries. Pinyin is now the worldwide de facto 

standard for transcription of Chinese; Wade-Giles, stiil currently in use in most North 

American libraries will soon be replaced with pinyin. The Wade-Giles notation 6equently 

makes use of punctuation and diacriticai marks, hence the pinyin notation is better suited for 

information retrieval in OPACs since the indexing algorirhms of these online systems usualiy 

ignore punctuation and diacritical marks. Script conversion is ofien an awkward and ill-fitted 

substitute Tor the originai script, but in North Arnenca, where most automated systems 

function with the Roman script, Romanization, if used alongside the original script, could be 

used to enhance access. 

35. One of the mon ~ O C O ~ O U ~  cxarnple is the charactet .fi which can be  ptonounced either xing or Ithg 

depending on context: lilxing $k?f 'travel'; yinhing %fi 'bank'. InJapancse, the problem is even more acute; 

for example, the diaracter iî has over 200 readings (Lunde 1999.52)- 



Considered to be one of the most successfiiI project of IFLA, the International Standard 

Bibliographie Description (ISBD) has served, for nearly 30 yean, as a solid foundation for 

promoting the cause of international bibliographic description. The promotion and 

implementaaon of the ISBDs-the various standards developed for parcicular document 

fonna t s~w standards, was a major step taken to facilitate the international exchange of 

bibliographic data. Byrum (1994, 67) explains the world-wide acceptance of the ISBDs as, 

"the continuing influences ofthe forces which prompted their formulation in the fint place". 

Although the ISBD standards were developed for use by the international cornmunity, the 

tirst versions published throughout the 1970s connined some cultural bias. For instance, the 

tint venions did not provide indications on how to deal with script that is written fiom right 

to lefi such as Arabic and Hebrew. This was lacer fuced in the revisions made in the 1980s in 

which special actions were nken to make the ISBDs more hospitable to non-Roman scripts. 

In ISBD (G) (IFLA 1992)-the general ISBD standard which sewes as the basis to produce the 

various ISBD standards for specik fomilrs-it is specified in section 0.6 that, "wherwer 

practicaable," the transcription of the elements appearing in areas 1, 2, 4 and 6 is to be made in 

the script in which they appear". As we can see, ISBD prescribes the use of the vemacular 

script in the production of bibIiographic records, regardess of the script chosen by the cata- 

loguing agency. It shodd be noted that this prefèrence for using the vemacuiar script in 

cataloguing records is &O ucpressed in the revised version of the second edition of the Anglo- 

Amencan Cataioguing Rdes (AACR2r 1998, d e  1.OE). but in the USMARC forma?, 

"nue non-Roman text, the source of the romanization, is regarded as the alternat? graphic 

36. Emphasis addcd, 

37, In 1999, USMARC becamc the MARC 21 format; this new standard will b t  tûiiy irnplemented in the near 

Litme to replace USMARC and CdMARC. 



representation of its Latin [Le. Roman] script rendering. and is an optional addition to 

bibliographic records" (ALiprand 1993, 8). One can undentand the initial motives for ensuring 

that entries are at least captured in Roman script, because in an electronic environment, it is 

alrnosc certain that Roman is available on all placform worldwide. We can only hope that the 

approval of the Univerul Character Set (UCS) / Unicode in MARC 21 (LC 2000b) will 

promote and facilitate the inclusion, display and exchange of Chinese vemaculnr script in 

elecuonic bibliographic records, which is, as we know, the prescnbed form in ISBD. 

2.5-1 Non-Roman Data in the MARC Format 

In late 1984, LC made important modifications to the USMARC bibliographic format 

conceming the accommodation of non-Roman script data. These changes, in conjunction 

with the releae of RLIN's CJK capability module previously in September of the same year, 

opened up new possibiliaes for the treatment of items in non-Roman scripts. These 

advancemena allowed the inclusion of non-Roman script in its original form within 

machine-readable bibliographic records which had, und  then, only been represented by 

means of Romanization. 

In view of the development of the new UCS standards, there was a need to review the 

structure of ch5 format In doing so, BoDmeyer (1987) identifies three principles which must 

be foliowed: 

Allow mixing of Roman and non-Roman scripts in one record and in one data field; 

Allow linking between original information in uanslitented and vernacular f o m ;  

AlIow identification ofalternate scripts as well as origînal and non-original Ianguages. 

MARC was developed by the Library of Congress to serve as a standard for the representation 

and communication of bibliograp hic information. The principles that govern the format are 



developed and maintained by the Library of Congres primady under the recomrnen&tions 

of the ALA's Machine-Readable Bibiiographic Information Cornmittee (MARBI). On 

November 8 and 9 1994, representatives fiom the National Library of Canada. the Library of 

Congress, and the British Library met to discuss the potentiai harmonization of the 

Can/MARC, USMARC and UKMARC bibliographic formats into a common MARC 

f o m t  (Parent & Stewart 1997). By December 1995, the three libraries had agreed on a three 

year agenda to achieve this goai (British Library. National Bibliographic Service). It was 

agreed chat harmonizing ofthe three national formats would be w a d y  welcomed, but 

predicted that the weight oirecord numbers indicated that USMARC wodd serve as the 

basis for the new standard. Graham Roe pointed out that, Y * .  a 'cornmon' format will look 

very much like the present USMARC format" (Roe 1995). Janet Higinbotham (1995) 

presented another important argument to support this prediction: 

The USMARC format is supported by a cornmunity which has the cornmitment, 
money and enthusiasm to maincain it, to change it quickly to incorporate new 
requirements and to document and disseminate those changes quickiy and 
effectively. There will be a r d  gain in efiîciency at the international level of 
record exchange if we al1 use one format. 

There are sevenl benefitr of a common MARC format: reduction in cataloguing costs; 

increased possibiiities for record sharing; and elllnination of programs for convemng 

bibliographic records received Eom foreign sources. In mm, these benefits contribute to 

resource sharing by making the process more efficient and less costiy. 

While the main purpose of UNIMARC-in essence, the European counterpart of 

USMARC-is to serve as an intermediate format to facilitate the exchange of bibliographic 

data between differe~t n a h d  agencies, the MARC 21 format was developed to enable the 

Library of Congress to communicate its catalogue records to other institutions (nationally or 

intemationally). However, in the same way cauloguing agencia adopted UNLMARC as theù 

in-house format, USMARC-and eventuaiiy MARC 21-has emerged as a somewhat 
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international standard. It is found to be widespread in libraries rhroughout the world, 

especially in North and Laan-Amenca, sub-Saharan Atnca, and Asia (McKercher 1995). In 

the format amendment proposal, concerns were expressed regarding the actual use of 

character sets in the records. The general adoption of Unicode was suggested and a 

comrnunicaaon addressing these concerns reports that, "the consensus view is that this [using 

vanous character sets] will soon cease to be a problem" (Briash Library 1996). The recently 

released MARC 21 format also allows the inclusion of several scripts concurrendy within one 

bibliognphic record, either under the MARC-8 environment-where differenc sets of 

characters accessed via escape sequencc are used concurrendy within one record or field-or 

under the global UCS/Unicode environment (LC 2000a). 

2.5.1.1 Unkage Technique 

The inclusion of non-Roman script in MARC 21 records is based on the principle that, 

because R o m  script is fundamencal to vimially all library systerns in the United States, non- 

Roman cext first has to be rendered in a Romanized form. The non-Roman scnpt is an 

optional addition to the record, and is entered in field 880, cded  Alternate Gnphic 

Representaaon. The data entered in this repeatable field is in fact the original scnpt of the 

corresponding transliterated rendering data, entered in fields 100 through 899 @lus some of 

the OXX fields). The relation between a n  880 field and its associated field is expressed in 

subfield $6 (the linkage subfield) whose structure is represented in Figure 2-3 below. 

The linking tag corresponds to the tag of the wociated field, while the occurrence number is 

a number assigned at random kom 00 to 99 (00 is reserved for cases where there is no Roman 

field to which an 880 field is linked). This occurrence number has to be the same in the 880 

field and the azsociated field and is used to ditferenâate a pair fiom other pairs of linked fields 

(especially those that have the same tags)). The orientation code is omitted for leti-to-cight 

scripts, which is the defàult, otherwîse the letter r îs added to indicate the presence of a right- 
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Figure 2-3: Structure ofMARC 2 1 linkage subjefd $8 

1 $6 - clinking tagw - <occurrence numbem/< script identification code +field orientation code, 1 

to-left script iike Arabic and Hebrew. The addition of non-Roman script is lefi as an optionai 

addition to bibliographic records, although the format gives instructions on how to iink 

Roman and non-Roman fields. 

2.5.2 Rornanization in Bibüographic Records 

It appears that the use oftransiiteration in bibliographic records has always been controversid 

in the Library comrnunity. For decades, people have voiced their opinions on the usefLlness of 

using transcription and transliteration in library cataioguts and there is a relatively abundant 

iiterature on that subject (Bnur 1930; Sommer 1933; Hamilton, 1953; Kent 1956; 

Ranganathan 1964; Weinberg 1974; Spalding 1977; Wellisch 1978c; Aliprlnd 1993). It 

should be noted that even the most fervent defenders of transliteration cannot deny the fact 

that, for a reader whose native script is not Roman, a catalogue record in the vemacular script 

is inexonbly most effective (Appedaile 1994, 105). On the other hand, experts who are 

strongly opposed to the use of transiiteration in bibliographic records admit that, for practical 

reasons, transliteration, dthough undesirable, can still be helphil, especiaiiy to help library statr 

in their clerical tasks such as circulation, inter-library loan, etc. (Weiiisch 1978b, 370-77). 

2.5.2.1 Arguments Against the Use of Transliteration in Bibliographic Records 

In the early 1970s many people believed that using transliteration (or specifîcaily in that case 

Rornanization) wu a precondition to achieving Univend Bibliographical Control, thek main 

argument being that it would not be possible to achieve aiphabeacd o r d e ~ g  otherwise, and 

to List, in a single catalogue, d the records otheterogeneous script documents. h o ,  in an 



online environment, Lo and Miller (1991, 223) indicate that, "the value and need for 

Romanization as a substitute for the original characters is confi ied by the thousands of 

iibraries with CJK materials but with no automated CJK processing capability." This in itself 

is more an observation of the present state of multiscript bibüognphic control in North- 

Arnerican libraries; it neither justifies the use, nor proves the usehlness of Romanization for 

end-users. 

Time and again iibnry users have complained about the deficiencies of the method. As 

pointed out by Wellisch (1980, 225), "native readers of a non-Roman script are [.. .] badly 

served by Romanization because they will o k n  be unable to recognize names ofauthon or 

titles. It is virtually impossible to recognize name or ride in Chinese, Japanese or Korean, and 

the name cannot be reconsmcted in its originai tom." 

Recent studies have shown that library users are not usudy very successful at retrieving items 

for which only a Rornanized fonn has been entered in the bibliographie record. Nor are they 

always enârely successful at interpreting the information contained in these records because so 

much infonnation has been Iost in the conversion process (Aissing 1992; Young 1992), and 

back conversion is not always possible. This is especidy truc in the case of Chinese due to the 

high 6equency of homophones when it is Rornanized in monosyllabic form without tone 

marks. 

Transliteration of script often leads to confision, because the information contained in the 

vemacular script is almost always distorred in some way by the conversion process. The effects 

of this distorâon in systems where online access and reuieval are of prime importance-such 

as bibliognphic databases-can at times be unfiortunate (Aissing 1995, 208, 212). To rnake 

thingr even worse, several automated indexing and sevching engines will "nomaiize" the 

data to ficiliate retrieval-for instance rernoving diacritics so that the French ternis pêche 

'peach' or 'fishing' and pich6 'sin' are remevcd even when the user enten the string peche; if 
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this proces is applied to mnsliterated text, more distortion is inaoduced (Niprand 1992). [f, 

for instance, a search engine normalizes the data by striping off diacritics and apostrophes of 

Chinese Romanized text (Wade-Giles), the terms chu, ch'rr, chu and ch'ii are al1 reduced to chu. 

Considering that each of these four terms can be pronounced with four different tones- 

which are also not preserved in the Romanized version-there are, in fact, sixteen possible 

r e m  chat are reduced to only one! The recall ratio ofsuch a search engine would be quite 

hi& But taking into account the high number of homophone characters already present in 

the Chinese language (especially in personal names), the precision ratio wouId be considenbly 

lower, at tirnes probably even so low, to a point of being useless. This is, however, the reality 

in many OPACs and automated idormation systems today. In MELWL, the University of 

California OPAC, the search argument "fi nd t w  chu and 1 anguage Chi nese" retrieves 

23,015 records!" The number of items about pigs cenainly is much smaller than this. In fàct, 

a subject search under 'pigr' with languqe set to 'Chinese' (fi nd su s w i  ne and 1 anguage 

Chi ne se)'' reaieves only ten items? 

2.5-2.2 Arguments in Favour of Mng Transliteration in Bibliograpiiic Records 

As we can see, the need to provide ustrs wich bibliographic data in the original script is 

undeniable. Relying solely on Romanized entrîes for bibliographic conaol is an utopian 

noaon as has been brilliantly demonstrated by Weliisch (1978b). However, since most 

autormted systems in North Amerïca Iunction with the Roman script, Romanizaaon, ifused 

alongsîde the original script, could be used to enhance access, rather than to act solely as a 

40. tn MEL.VYL, tw is the search key for keywotds in utie. Here the example iiiustntes a seacch for documents 

about pigr in C h i n e  %; chu' (in pinyin zhu) is the Wade-Ciles Romaniz~tion ofthe word 'pig' mong othen. 

41. In the Library of Congress Subjca Hading  (LCSH), swine is the prefèrred tetm for pigs. 

42. Telnet search session performed on 3"' April2000, 



poor subsritute for verrucular script. Romanized entria, especially for logogaphic scriptsu, 

are, in tâct, an added value to the bibliographie records, and can be used to facilitate filing, 

scarching, and retrieval, while allowing users without the proper equipment for viewing non- 

Roman script to browse records oni.int. Four arguments in favour of retaining transliteration 

are developed below. 

It is practicdy impossible to intexfile different scripts, but even intertiling records in different 

languages using the same script rnay be quite problematic. For instance basic characters of the 

Roman script, when modified with diacriticai signs, may , because of language conventions, 

be assigned to a different position in the alphabetic order. For exampie, the letter A in 

Swedish does not file as a regular A but rather as an individual letter afier the Ietter 2, at the 

end of the aiphabet. In French, however, ali diacritical signs are ignored for filing purposes, 

and ë simply fües as a normai e. In Spanish, the digraph II  is füed as a unique letter f a n g  

benveen the letter 1 and the letter ni. Dozens of other exarnples codd be given to illustrate the 

culturally dependent nature of alphabetization. 

Ordering the chvacters which compose the languages thhac use logographic scripts, such as 

Chinese and Japanese, poses an even thornier problem. It would be vîrtually impossible Br  

anyone co remember a pre-detennined and fixed sequence for the thousmds of'characters 

used in chese w r i ~ g  systems, as is the case with the 26 ktten that compose the Roman 

alphabet. Chinese characters are built up of a multitude of  dinerent strokes, a stroke being n 

line that is completed every tirne the pen leaves the paper. In Chinese calligraphy, there are 

43, First used by Gelb (1963), chis tcnn is uscd CO iden* writing systems dut use gmphic signs oogognms) 

which rcprcscnt ptimarily morphmics, rather than phonemes. Chinese, and CO a certain uctent Japanesc arc said 
to be logographic wricing systems. Sec Section 2.2.3-1 on page 28, 



seven standard types ofstrokes (Chiang 1973, 1 1 0 ) ~  with up to 72 variations (Chiang 1973, 

151). The simplesr character, y ï  - 'one' consisa of one single horizontal stroke; the most 

cornplex in terms of number of strokes, is the rare character tiP '~erbose '~~,  which is composed 

of 64 individual strokes (DeFrancis 1984,75). Traditionally, characters have been arranged 

according to their number of strokes. This is norrnally perfonned by a simple stroke count, or 

with the radical-snoke system which wu developed by Xu Shen if%& (d. 120 A.D.) in his 

etymological dictionary, the SftSf Shu6wén jiPxi. It consists of fint amnging chanccen by 

sernantic keys-ofien referred to as 'radicals', in Chinese b h M u  gfls-and then sub- 

arranging them by number of strokes (see Figure 2-4 below). 

One very pnctical feature of düs fang method, is that it is language-independent, since the 

filing sequence is enârely based on the physical shape of the chancten. For example, the 

character h, pronounced wbn in Chinese and mam in Japanese, retains one single filuig value. 

Cain (1990, 149) noces also chat in the Chinese and Japanese CATSS database, enaies are 

arranged in the ndicaktroke sequence, and that this stracegy "neatly avoids the problem of 

word division since a division beween words is not required in order to Eorm such a 

sequence. Neither the creator of the database nor the user needs to know anything about 

Chinese word division".* 

44. Ernperor Zhmg ofthe later Han EiX dynasty (25-220 AD.) compilcd fourteen different saokcs. Wang 

Xizhi's EeZ (321-379 AD.) ciasdication (Wang is unanimously recognizcd as one the of the most emintnt 

Chinese caiiigraphers) indudes cight diffèrent saokcs (Chiang 1973, If 1)- More modem sources usudy kt 
around 20 ditferent suokes (2. Chen 1966; Chiang 1973; W. Wang 1973.53). 

45, This is a rare diaracter that it is not yet available in the Clnicode chmcter set. The charaaer is actually 

composed of  four Idng charactcrs 'dragon' m g e d  in a teargnm +. 
46. But it shouid &O be noted that this probltm can sïmply bc " n d y  avoided" by zrranging enaies according 
to the Iccter-by-Ietter f i h g  principIe as opposed to a word-by-word sequence. 



Portion of a radical zdex fmm a dictionary 

Unfortunately, the main weakness of this process is that variant forms of the same character 

cannot be collated togeeher. For instance, the character for 'sword' in Chinese jidn, in japa- 

nrse ken, has somewhere around seven or eight different variant f o m  ($4 ?&j m@i] @J&ff8.. .) 

which would all be "fdeà" in a differenc position. Furthemore, it is sometimes quite difficult 

to detect the key of a character" (DeFrancis 1996, 5) or to count the exact number of strokes 

in a character (Anderson 1972.44). The number of keys, has greatly varied over tirne (Y. 

Zhou 1992, 181) and also varies between dictionaries, as pointed out by DeFrancis (1996, S), 

"the nurnber [of keys, . . .] 214, [. . .] remained the stan&rd until the PRC introduction of 

simp=ed f o m  [...]. Since then, PRC lexîcography has been in a state of alrnost complete 

chaos, wîth dicâonary-maken going their own way by variously arranging the characters 

under 186, 187,188, 191,201,225,226, 227,242 and 250 keys." It has long been observed 

that f i h g  Chinese enaies based on the stroke count or radical-stroke methods is not only 

time consumùig, but places an undue burden on the end-users. Because these rnethods are 

imprecise, they dow too rnany chances for e m r  (Li 1940,lO). 

47. The Rica dictïonary (Institut Rica 1986, t65-68) for instance appends a list approrcim;itcly 1,000 "hard to 

find" draracters out of a total of 6,031 enaies! 



Chinese encries can &O be filed based on the alphabetic sequence of the Rornanized fields 

included in the catalogue records. Even though alphabetical arrangement of Chinese 

characten is language- (and dialect-) dependent, it has the noteworthy advantage of using the 

more or l es  universally agreed fuced A-Z order of the modem Roman alphabet. Ir is attested 

by the results of dictionary lookup tests adrninistered by Profissor Victor Mair, that, "words 

can normdy be tound two to cen ames fister in a single-son alphabetically arranged list chan 

in other types of arrangements" (Mair 1986, 18-19). Based on these considerations, it is safe 

to assume that it is preferable to arrange catalogue entries in Rornanized order, for it speeds 

up and facilitates browsing, libenting the end-uses fiom the painstaking task ofsûoke 

counting, and semantic key identification. 

DATA ENTRY 

One rnight think that querying Chinese data directly with strings of Chinese characters, rather 

chan Romanized strings, is indubitably more effective, and thac we should concentrate on 

"Chinese characten [. ..] not the auxiliary romanized systerns" (J. K. Lin 1997). Maybe so, but 

the task of inputting Chinese characten into query strings makes computing direcdy in 

cha~cters racher difTicult. As anyone can imagine, because of the extensive character set, there 

is no simple solution for data entry like direct keyboard input, such as for Western languages, 

which rnakes it quite inefficient: 

Perhaps the single greatest bamer to economical information processing in East 
Asian scripts is that there exists no rational, recursive method for o r d e ~ g  the 
sinognphs. . . . Mnputthg becomes a nightmare . . .. How îs die operator to 
iden*, Iocate, and specifjr one particular graph out of 5,000 (or 10,000 or even 
30,000+, as is more likely in China) different shapes in the entire font? (Mair 
1991, 5) 

As a matter of fict, cornputer usen in China find that inputthg Chinese chancters is so 

cumbersome that they most ofien either rely on Romuiization or switch dîrectiy to English: 
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On the internet, Chinese people discuss Chinese affairs or even the Chinese 
language in English. When Chinese speaking people are forced to write persona1 
e-mail messages in English for their private communication inside China, 
something is seriously wrong. (Ao 1997, 4-5) 

As pointed out by Y. Zhou, inputting Chinese characters has always been the bottleneck to 

efficient Chinese computing (1991,20). Through the years, researchen have nied to corne up 

with new input methods to improve this situation. Traditionally, chese methods are either 

derived fÏom the orthographical (shape) the phonetic (sound) features of characten (Wu & 

White 1990, 682). So, ironicdy enough, even ifa query is performed by matching a smng of 

Chinese characters against the data in Chinese characters contained in the records, users rnay 

still need to use the phonetic transcription of the characters, in order to input the characters 

into the query string. As we can see, this is sornehow a waste ofthe end-users' time. 

Let us now review some of the methods and devices that are available today for electronic 

inp utting Chinese characters. 

Kevboards 

The computer keyboard is the mort standard and comrnon input device used in computerized 

systerns today. Other input devices such as the computer mouse, touch-sensitive monitors, 

electronic wriring pads and scanners, and voice recognition apparatus are also used to a lesser 

extent. The use of the keyboard in computer systerns is predorninant for several reasons, the 

main one being that using keyboards as input devices assured a smooth tansition between 

typewriters and cornputers. The keyboard ùso otfers a lot oftlexibïlity because it is relatively 

simple to use, it is cheap to produce, and takes relatively little space. Funhermore, a keyboard 

is espetidy usefd to input textuai or numerical idormation. Tactile and pointing devices, 

such as "touch-screens" and computer mice, are very usefiil in systems that are limited to 

simple opentions, such as a cash register or an ATM (automatic teiler machine), where a 

limited number of options are offered at any point in time. However, these input devices do 



not offer the required fiexibility to enter textual Xonnaaon, especially a large quantity of 

text. True, the leners of the alphabet can be mapped out on the monitor and selected by 

poinang or touching each letter individually, but the "typing" speed wodd be greatly 

reduced. 

The computer keyboard is, therefore, the input device which is predominmtly used in libnry 

OPACs and in other information systems. With the development of Web-based systems, we 

are seeîng a shift in this trend; but, so fir, the computer mouse is basically only used to 

navigate within the systems, mostiy through the selection of links, rather than to enter query 

terms. The keyboard is stili the preferred device used to input formulated search quenes. In 

the Western world the physical layout of most keyboards is usudiy referred as the QWERTY 

layout, or the AZERTY layout (more prominent in Continental ~urope)." The characters 

(numbers, lettes of the alphabet, and typographical chancters) are mapped to keyboard keys, 

or  to a combination of keys. It is possible to modiCy the layout of the rnapping according to 

national, linguistic, o r  personal requirements. For instance, because the letter é in French is 

used extremely ofien, the French and French-Canadian keyboard layouu have assigned a 

single key to that character, which rnakes it easier and fister to type text in French. With an 

Amencan-English or Canadian-English layout, ic would otherwise be necessary to use a 

combination o f  keys to c d  up that character. 

The physical layout of a keyboard, once set, cannot be changed easily. True, individual keys 

can be rnoved ancilor replaced so that the graphic signs printed on the keys correspond to the 

characters being sent to the CPU. Using labels or  sticken that are applied on keyboard keys is 

also a possibility~g These metho&, are, however, very tedious and remain irnpnctical. Some 

48. Q W E R ~  and A Z E R n  being the fisc six letten (6om the lefi) o f  üic top row of  Ietters on the keyboard, Set 

Kano (1995) for a more complete Listing of keybovd Iayours by locaie- 

49. Keyboard keys with luminucent displays that indiate the exact charactca cocresponding CO =ch key at any 

Footnotc continued on nexr page.. . 



k e y b o d  will have keys on which several chuacters are written; the character entered 

depends on the character mapping selected, and on the use of the CTïZi. or NT keys. I t  is, 

however, only possible to write and assign so rnany symbols on one key. 

These problems are rektively simple compared to the complexity of entering characters of 

non-phonological scripts where the number of characters h r  exceeds the possibiüty of the 

normal keyboard keys and key-combinations. Over 700 methods for entering Chinese 

characters, alone, have been invented (Meng 1990, col. 1; Gong 1999,281). Of these 

methods, there are only about 50 that have been commercialized by computer vendon. Most 

of these rnethods use the standard Q\KERTY keyboard, while other keyboarding methods 

require a large keyboard, where each character is inputted by a touch sensitive tablet (called 

Kanji Tablet, mostly used injapan), or a s r n d  (or medium) keyboard, where each key is an 

orthographie or phoneac component used to synthesize characters based on their intrinsic 

components. The methods that use the Q ~ E R ~  keyboard can be divided into three 

categones, the first three being the most predorninant methods (Wu & White 1990, 686; Wu 

1991, 58): 

1. phonetic-based (chancter units or word/phrase units) ; 

2. orthographie-based (Le., based on the forms of characters); 

3. phonetic- and orthographic-based (i.e., a hybrid of the two methods above). 

The most populv method in mainland China is the tive-stroke input method (wiibl zLÏitig 5 

Bq!@) which cornes under the second category (Wincentowski 1996; Gong 1999, 281). 

According to Meng (1990, col. 3), about 83% of computer w r s  in China use this method. In 

givcn cime* according to the cfiancter mpping scheme seleaed, have been uscd at the British Libmry on their 
intemal systems for cadogue maintenance (Butchcr 1993a. 169). This is however s d i  a somewhat impncticaf 

(and cosciy) solution for Chinese charaatm. 
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Taiwan, on the other hand, cangfih fa  is die pretemd input method (Hsüeh & O'brien 

1991,256), also an orthographie-bued method. The majority of non-native Chinese speakers, 

in contrast, prefer phonetic-based input methods since orthographic-based input mediods, as 

opposed to phoneac-based methods, require some specific training. Because of this lack of 

standardization, most commercial applications have to include seved input methods within 

the user interface leaving it open for the end-user to select the method of his or her choice. 

Microsofi is now offering Eee Asian-language IMEs (input method software) for Windows 

95,98,2000, and NT  use^,^ that can be used in conjunction with most applications 

supporting multilingual data. 

OCR and Voice Recoenicion - 

As we can see, the cornputer keyboard is not the most flexible apparatus in a multilingual 

and/or a multiscnpt environment, especidy to input quenes in non phonological scripts. In 

the past decade or so, there has been a lot of research dedicated to optical character recogni- 

tion (OCR), and voice input, in particular for Chinese characters. Voice input and OCR can 

largely alleviate the complexicy of' inputting Chinese text and have a great potential in library 

applications. Voice recognition or dictation is believed to be the fastest and most natunl way 

to input Chinese text for most users. Uncil recendy, large vocabulary dictaaon sofonare 

typicaily required expensive high-end worksauons and hardware add-ons, but, since 1995 

some commercialized products are appearing, notabiy Apple Cornputer's "Chinese Dictation 

Kit" and BM's "ViaVoice", also cded  "VoiceType" (Lunde 1999, 261). The main hurdle 

however, is chat in order CO get started, the system nee& to be "taught" to recognize 

individuai voice patterns. This is achieved with a training session which takes around three 

hours to complete, and which rnakes this application difficult CO integrate in the retrieval 

50. See http://www.microsokcom/windo~~/ie/f~~nrtcsf imesp. 



modules of public information systems, such as library OPACs. In order to use voice 

recognition for retrieval, users have to be able to provide a relatively "correct" Mandarin 

pronunciation for the Chinese characters, which is not necessarily easy for non-native 

speakers, or for speakers of another Chinese dialect. 

Classified. Gra~hic  and Hmertext Interfaces 

As we c m  see, finding a universai input method that would be flexible enough to adapt to ali 

scripts and languages is problematic. In a multiiingual and multiscript environment, inputting 

search quenes in non-Roman scripts using a simple input device, such as the QwERTY 

keyboard, is feasible, but quite impractical, since learning ali the intricacies of character sets 

and character input methods is a burden Cor most end-users. Under these considentions, one 

can see the potentiai of using classificaaon systems m serve as a mechanism for retrieving 

information in a language-independent way. Alchough this potenaal has long been recognized 

in classificaaon systems, relaavely few applications have included clusified interfaces for 

re tieval. The use of classificaaon schemes is po tenaally interesring especiaiiy for subject 

retrieval, It has been recognized that browsing through classified information is one of the 

foremost ways to improve precision and recali in oniine searches (Liu & Svenonius 1991, 

360). In this regard, the hypertext interface seems like an excellent candidate for 

i rnplemen~g classificaaon intefaces, since it ailows for easy navigation through the selecaon 

of highlighted areas of text which causes related information to be presented to the user. On 

hypertext interface, Pearce and Nichoks (1996,264) note that, "hypertext ha the advantage 

of providuig an intuitive user intefice integral to the underlying documents unlüre naditional 

full text retrieval which relies on query laquage." Some experimental and commercial 

prototypes of graphical hypertext intertaces have been developed to provide access to 

mdtüingual data and information and have been pvticularly successfbl in systems dealhg widi 



data in languages with large character sets such as Chinese (PoUitt et al. 1993; P o l k  & Smith 

1993; PoUitt, Ellis & Smith 1994; Pearce & Nicholas 1996). 

To summarize, the small standard QWERTY keyboard is the one univenally established device 

used for textual data enay in most computerized environments. Other input devices, such as 

electronic tablets and tes-to-speech technologies, may be more appropriately suited to input 

Chinese text in vernacdar fom,  but these are still not widely spread, and are difficdt to 

impiement in existing systems. Due to its worldwide acceptance, it is doubtful that the small 

computer keyboard will ever be replaced (Lunde 1999, 239), and it stiil remains the primary 

input device for textual data. Most input rnethods for Chinese chancten are therefore based 

in the small QWERTY keyboard. In North America, phonetic-based input methods are 

preferred to orthographic-based methods since the later methods necessitate a hir amount of 

training. In tum, this means that, in a search interface, to construct quenes in character form. 

end-usen most iikely need to input Romanized text anyway to "cd-up" the chancters with 

the help of an input method (IME) sofware. 

This process is îilustrated in Figure 2-5 below. It appears that this process leaves the end-user 

wich the extra burden of Chinese character input. If bibliognphic records contain Romanized 

strings, the query building process is simplified, as the input method sofiare becomes 

redundant (see Figure 2-6 below). Romanized strings are therefore useful for the query 

building process for it 6ees the end-user fiom the encumbrance of imputing Chinese 

charactes, provided that a satisfactory precision level is obtained with Romanized saiag. 

Rormaùed ennies are sometimes essentid because Rornanized entries are ofien the oniy way 

end-usen have to access the records. Anderson (1972, 120) has shown that, "nearly 25 

percent ofall sources of bibliographie information about Chinese language materi l  used by 

aii catalogue users [ui North America] do not supply that information in Chinese characten, 
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but only in romanized form". Unless Romanized enaies are provided, users will most likely 

not be able to trace back their bibliographic items twenty-five percent of the time, since it is 

ofien quite difficult CO reconstruct, with exactitude, the original script from a Romanized 

citation. 

The last argument in Eivour of retaining Romanized entries in bibliogaphic records is re1ated 

to character sets encoding. It is a sad obsenration, but, after nmly a decade of Unicode 

standard, now in its third version (Unicode Consortium 2000). due p d y  m its slow 

accepance, displayhg n0n-Roma.n text electronicaily is s t i i i  very much a technical hindrance 



in mast O P E  setthgs in the Western world. The inclusion of Unicode in MARC 21 is 

encouraging in this respect, but the reality is that, it will be a long rime before Unicode 

becomes the deJacto n o m  in the bibiiographic community. Displaying the Chinese characten 

encoded in bibliographic records stili remains especially problemaac, due in pan to the fact 

that previous editions O~MARC~ ' ,  encoded Chinese charaeters with the REACC (RLIN 

East Asian Character Code, ANS1 239.64-1994)- three-byte encoding stan&rd based on 

the CCCII standard (Chinese Charactcr Code for Information Interchange) developed in 

Taiwan in the late seventies, early eighties (Lunde 1999, 98-100). REACC is a bibliographic 

control-specitic encoding system and is not widely supported by computer applications 

ourside die library community, which makes the displaying of the 880 fields containing the 

vernacdar data difficult to display. In this respect, Romanized entries are sdl  badly needed, to 

ensure that at least "some" information is displayed, and they must still be regarded as the oniy 

viable alternative, since Roman is the only script that we can be certain will be displayed 

under any environment. 

2 -5 -3 Pinyin for Bibüographic Control 

The recent decision by LC to convert fiom the Wade-Giles to the pinyin Romanization 

system, was long awaited by many Iibrary uses in North Amenca. There are no easy ways to 

implement this change, and the rmtter should be studied carefdly in order to assess its impact 

on the quality of bibliographic control for Chinese language material. A range of issues needs 

to be resolved, namely: establishing new Romanization guideiines; converting existing biblio- 

gnphic records and finding a way to d o w  the coexistence of records in both standards, at 

least for a while, in bibliographic databases; altering Cutter numbea in classif~cation schemes, 

51. MARC 21 in the MARC-8 environment tetains d the speafied character secs previously deftned in 
USMARC, but d o w  crcation of  records in the UCS/Unicode environment with a UCS/Unicode marker. 

nameiy the d u e  "a" in the leader character posiaon 9 (LC 2000b). 



since the aiphabetic sequence will be changed; and converting geographical headings and 

name authority fdes to the new standard, L C  has been studying the feasibility of 

implementing the change for over cen years (Meltzer 1996, 1999; CEAL pinyin Liaison 

Group 1999). Day One has finaily been set for October 1" 2000, where new records should 

be created in pinyin. The conversion process tirnerine will be extended over a one-year 

period, afier which it is expectcd that the conversion of the records in individual iibraries' 

Of ACs will have been completed (P. Zhou 1999). 

2 . 5 3 .  Monosyllabic us. Polysyllabic Transcription 

The most troublesome issue ac hand is undoubtedly the word division problem. In 1995, 

when the NLA converted ia Chinese language records fiom Wade-Giles to pinyin, chey 

opted for the monosyllabic word division principle (Groom 1997, 258). In its new 

Romanization guidelines for Chinese", LC advocates separation of syllables (monosyllabic 

transcription), with the exceptions of multi-character persond and place names, and racial, 

Linguistic or tribai groupings (Meltzer 1999). Although ic is recognized that rnonosyliabic 

word division is easier and less costly to irnplemenc, there are undoubtedly many piâalls 

associated with this procedure that codd be averted with polysyllabic transcription. Table 2-8 

below attemprs to surnmarize the advantages and disadvancages ofusing either method in 

bibliograp hic records. 

52. The new Romankation guidelines for Chinese, were conveniently prc-published in 1999 (Mdner 1999). 

The Guidelines will be offiaaiiy issued by the Network Devdoprnent and MARC Standards Office ofthe 

Library of  Congres at a lacer rime which has not yet bcen detelmined, 
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Table 2-8: Advantages oJusing either mono- or polysyllabic tmnsniption 

Monosyuabic transcription 

Easy to be consistent; with poly- 
syllabic it is more difficult to be 
consistent due to lack of strongly 
established standard and 
complexity of guidelines 

May increase recall in retrieval 

Might be easier to apply 
conversion programs between 
different Romanization systems 

Easier to develop algoRthms that 
can automaticaiiy generate 
monosyliabic Romanization fiom 
a string of Chinese charactea 

PolysyUabic transdp don 

Improves precision in online searches, especially 
ifstring indexing (KWIC) is not available 

The proper format according to Han yri pinyin 
/angPan (the PRC pinyin standard) 

Refleca the true structure of the languageU 

Improves recognition (i.e., back transliteration) 
of titles when browsing in systerns that cannot 
display Chinese characten or in records that do 
not yet contain Chinese characters 

Would be more effective in eventual voice 
recognition / text-to-speech implementations, 
and in most information retrieval and automatic 
indexing techniques 

The conversion Eom Wade-Giles to pinyin has the potential of improving tremendously the 

quality ofbibüographic control for Chinese materid. If the standard is irnplemented with 

monosyilabic, instead of polysyllabic, word division, the benefits will, however, be 

rninimîzed. Providing users with accurate and consistent polysyllabic Romanized enaies codd 

be of great help to our users, notably for browsing and retrieval. The defect ofthe current 

Wade-Giles Rornanization lies, not so much in the tact that it is a outdated system with 

which few uses are stül f d a r ,  but in the tact that it is transcribed in a monosyllabic form. 

Thus, converthg from monosyllabic Wade-Giles to monosyllabic pinyin is a big endeavour 

that wiil most probably increase the usefihess ofRomanization in records. However, it is 

assumed that greater benefits would be obtained if Wade-Giies were to be converted to 

polysyllabic pinyin, because of the added value that aggregation c m  have on retrieval 

53. Y. Zhou (1992,234) argues that 'Vhen using pinyin to amscribe Mandarin, we should consider the spokcn 

word as the bue unit for the wriacn unir. Only this way is it possible to objecrively reflect the r d t y  of  the 

Iînguage*' (my d a r i o n ) .  
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performance. For this remon, it is important to leam more about the difficulty and obstacles 

for implementing the a polysyllabic Romuiintion in Chinese language records. 

The UNIMARC and MARC 21 bibliographic standards ailow the inclusion of non-Roman 

script concurrently within a single bibliographic record, but it should be noted that. in 

MARC 21, R o m n  is still considered the deficto required script. Non-Roman is still regarded 

as an optional addition. In a North-American context, this is expkined by the fact that a 

majority of computerized systems are still not equipped with the necessary hardware 

architecture and appropriate sofiware to handle non-Roman script. Making Romanized fields 

a required element in the records of non-Roman items is, therefore, a safeguard to ensure the 

usability of dl records on every kind of plaborm. The adoption of the UCS/Unicode 

character set in MARC 21 will hopefulIy promote the use of non-Roman scnpt in the 

bibiiopphic cornmunity, and its accessibility by the end-users. 

Even though there are rmny p i t f i  associated with the use oftransliterated data for biblio- 

gnphic control, it is still difficult to work without it in an online environment. In the case of 

Chinese, mnsliterated text may prove especidy usefûl, for problems refemng to: (1) filing, 

(2) data entry, (3) sources lacking original scnpt, and (4) character display. Including 

Romanized entries in bibliographic records of Chinese-Ianguage items, Xused alongside the 

vernacular ennies, can be regarded as added value to the record, for it fiees the end-usen 

fiom the problem of handling Chinese characters in predorninantly Roman-Ekiendly 

environmenes. It is casier and les costly to Romvlize Chinese entries in monosyUabic format; 

however, the polysyllabic transcription is potentially more efficient and effective, especially 

wich regards to online retrieval, narnely by increasing precision. 



~esewch &tethocCs and ~rocedures 

This chapter includes a genenl description of the research design and a detaiied explanaaon of 

its vanous components. The sampling methob for the participants, the database, and the 

search Liso are explained. Variables are defuicd and operationalized in the context of the 

experiment, and the control and measurement methods for these variables are given. A 

decailed account of the various elements of the apparatus, and how they were created is also 

included, foilowed by a description of the &ta gathering methods. The chapter ends wirh a 

bnef account of the pilot test and the lessons karned 60m it. Data collection and anaiysis are 

included in the next chapter. 

Having established the research quesaons and hypotheses, it now became necessary to design 

an appropnate pian for conducting the research. This plan should identify the most suitable 

and feasible methods to answer the research questions and mt the research hypotheses. Bued 

on the research guideiines defmed in Sproull(1995). it wu determined that the most appro- 

priate design available to execute rhis research was the factorial experirnental design, for it 

ailows for maximum Ievel ofcontrol. With a controlled experimental environment it was 



possible to isolate many extraneous variables that could otherwise have interfered with the 

dependent variables under investigation. The main required control mechanisms for using this 

method are: (1) Have a sufficient number of participants to allocate to the cornparison groups; 

(2) Have a random assignrnents of subjects to treaanents, and (3) Make it possible to 

manipulate the independent variable (Sproull 1995, 137), in this case, Romanization method. 

Special considentions were given to these three ficrors throughout the consmiction of the 

research plan. 

3.1.1 C~oriology of the Research Process 

The review of the literature and the research plan were developed over a one-year period 

starting in September 1997, after which the instrumentation for the pilot test was prepared. 

The pilot test was conducted at the end of 1998. M e r  analyzing the results of the pilot test, 

the research plan was revised and modified and the fidl instrumentation to conduct the 

experiment was developed. Data collection took place during the Surnmer of 1999. 

The reader will notice that this chronology of events is not fùlly respected in the order of the 

sections of this chapter. The section on the pilot test (Section 3.6) was deliberately phced at 

the end of the chapter, for it wu felt necessary to inform the reader on the f d  methodology 

before hand, to avoid confùsion, and also to prevent repetition. 

Figure 3-1 below, shows, in a flowchari, the step-by-step plan developed for conducting the 

experiment. 
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Fkure 3- 1 : Romhart of experimental plan 
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CREATE PILOT DATABASE 
(n = 1,000) 

CREATE LOGGING PROGRAM 

PILOT TESnNG 

R M S E  PROCEDURES 

CREATE FINAL DATABASE 
(n 50,000) 

I 

DRAW SAMPLE OF TITLES 
(n = 40) 

t I 

RECRUIT SUBJ ECTS 
(n = 30) 

a) pte-search i n t e ~ ~ e w  

b) retrieval task 

c) post-search interview 

DATA ANALYSE 1 

3.1.2 Description of Research Design 

The e-xperïment was primarily designed to mesure the dinerence in retrievai pe&ormance in 

online public access catalogue (OPAC) searches when switching ftom Wade-Giles (WG) to 

monosyUabic pinyin (mPY) and to polysyllabic pinyin @PY) Romanization in Chinese- 

Imguage bibliographie records. The experirnent concentrated on item-specific remevai using 

the exact-tide and the keywords-in-tide search modes. A nurnber of dependent variables, 

defined below in Secâon 3.3.1, were measured in order to assess the variations, in 

effectiveness and efficiency, becween each of the three treatment groups. 
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Measurement wu obtahed by asking a number of libnry users (cf. Section 3.2.1, page 90) of 

a large acadedc library to perforrn a retrieval task. Each participant was wigned to a specific 

Rornanization method and asked to use Rornanization to search a kt of monograph tides 

given in original Chinese characters. This required each participant to mentally convert the 

Chinese script to Roman script to build the search queries. The main data collection metho- 

dology used throughout the experiment was transaction log analysis (TLA), which allowed for 

unobtrusive observation ofsubjects dunng an online remeval cask by generating logs 

recording the human-machine transactions. These transactions were captured during the 

search process by a concealed logging program. The data gathered via transaction logs were 

anaiyzed in conjunction with data coilected during brief pre- and post-search interviews, 

admlnistered with the aim of eliciting the participant's background and of compiling 

comrnents on die retrievai task, as well as their personal views on the use of the Romaniza- 

tion schcmes under investigation. As pointed out by Kurth (1993, 102), supplementing the 

transaction logs with i n t e ~ e w s  is essential since it helps to ". . . counteract the limits and 

limitations of transaction log anaiysis, lirnits and limitations that ailow transaction log analysis 

to tell only part of the story of online system use . . .". 

Figure 3-2, below, illustrates the major components required by the transaction log analysis 

methodology. In the context of this experîment, the search interfice was a hypenext intefiace 

accessible through a web browser. The database was composed of approxllnately 50,000 

C hinese-Ianguage bibliognp hic records. 
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Fkure 3-2: Pn'napal components of transaction log analysis 

3.2 POPULATION AND SAMPLES 

3 -2.1 Population Definition 

In accordance with the research LMitaaons established in Chapter 1, the populaaon, fiom 

which the sarnple of pdc ipana  was drawn, was defined as aU native speakers of Mandarin 

Chinese who had some fàmüiarity with automated Iibrary catalogues and who were 

conversant in Romanization of Chinese script. 

3.2.2 Sample of Participants 

As it was not possible to draw subjects randomly fiom the population defined above, it w u  

ascerained chat the best aiternaave was to consnuct a purposive sampk of participants with 

the folIowing chuacterisacs: (a) k t ,  and foremost, participants needed to be native Chinese 

speakers from mainland China; @) participants also needed to be gnduate students at the 

University of Toronto; (c) findy. due to the nature ofthe ta<k required in the experiment, aIl 



participants needed to be somehow f&dïar with the concept of Chinese script Roman- 

ization. It was wumed that graduate students would have a certain level of farniiiarity with 

OPACs. Limiting the selection to people Eom rnainland China usuaily meant that they were 

conversant in Rornanization since, in mainland China's elementary schools, pinyin is taught 

dunng the tirs 10 weeks of the first grade (Y. Zhou 1992,215), "[and students] practice 

pinyin tiequently because pinyin is used as a guide to pronunciation whenever a new 

character is introduced in a textbook" (Shu & Anderson 1997, 82); "they [the dementary 

school studenu] develop proficiency in reading and writing pinyin" flin & Bddauf 1990, 

285). No specific mechanism or pre-testing was devised to accept or disquaiify participants 

fiom the sample. Individuais anwenng the ad posted on campus (cf. Appendix B on page 

224) were simply pre-screened with briefinte~ews either by phone or e-ma& to ensure they 

fit the critena sec forth in the purposive sampling. The retrieval task within the experiment 

itself wu used to complete the screening process. That is to say, rather than submit 

participants to a pre-test and have them return at a later time a h  they had been approved, di 

participants were accepted fieely and asked to do the ti<ll experirnental retrieval task. 

Following examination of their search logs, their results were rejected fiom the sample if it 

was obvious thac they were unable to properly use an online catalogue or the Rornanization 

method to which they were assigned. This screening method proved to be quite efficient as 

oniy four scheduled participants were rejected (ct  Section 4.1 -2, page 140). 

Because rhree treatrnent groups were required for the experîment, it was necessary to obtain a 

relatively Iarge number of participants in order to populate each of the groups. On the other 

hand, time and money consaaints meant that only a d number of subjects could be 

included in the sample. Based on those particulan, it was decided to have a sample size of30, 

which is somewhat of a compromise considering the temporal and monetary constraints 

under which this research wu conducted. Thirty, although still manageable in terms of time 

and money, is sufficiently large to satisfàctorily popdate three ceils in a 1 x 3 fictorial design. 
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3.2.3 Patabase o f  Bibliograpbic Records 

Bibliographic records for the construction of the database (see Figure 3-2, page 90) were 

obtained £iom the FUDI database maintained by the Research Libraries Group. This database 

was selected as a pool of records because it is the only large bibliographie utility database with 

Chinese-language records with Romanized fields in aggregated format'. At the time the 

experirnental database was created, that is, in early 1998, the RLIN database contained 

approximately 750,000 Chinese-language monographie records. It was estimated that about 

80% of these records contained Rornanization in aggregated form while the residual20% 

contained Romanizaaon without aggegation. Because it was necessary to simulate a "real 

life" environment in an experimental semng, it was decided that the size of the database 

should at least come close to the size ofa medium-size acadernic Chinese-language biblio- 

graphie database'. Also, the size of the experimental database needed to be large enough to 

register small variaaons in meuurernents. For example in a database that contains only 1,000 

records, there is litde basis for cornparison between the effectiveness of two queries ifthe tint 

query retrieves only one record and the second query retrieves only two records; however 

with a larger size database the same two queries cm, for example, respectively retrieve sets of 

30 and 120 records. In the fint case, one would tend to conclude that the first query is twice 

as precise as the second, whereas, in k t ,  ir is four cimcs more precise. 

While at fint 100,000 records was thought to be appropriate, it soon became obvious that 

reducing that number by halfwould be much more manageable, since transferring the recordr 

Eom the FUN database into the experimend database proved to be somewhat problematic 

1. The form is actudiy "semi-aggrcgated" since the sylhbles fonning words are jouicd with 3 specific aggregîtor 

chatactcr that forms n "sofi" link betwecn the syliables (for dctA  cf. Section 3.5.1 -1, page 116)- 

2. Aithough there is no SMW dehicion ofwhat consticutes a "medium-size" Chinese-languagc bibiiographic 

dambase. it is understood in the context ofthis rcsearch as bcing iarger than approxhateiy 25,000 ades. 
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and required a f& amount of manual clean-up (cf. Section 3.5.1.2. page 119). Still. it w u  felr 

that 50,000 records was large enough to measure small variations in set size and browsing time 

to an acceptable degree of precision. 

A subset of 55,000 records was findy extracted €rom the RLlN database. M e r  clean-up and 

elimination of duplicates, there were 47,786 recordc le6 in the experimental database. This 

formed the sampling pool fiom which the records were selected for inclusion in the search 

lists. 

To construct the lists of items to be searched in the retrieval task, a stratified nndom sample 

of40 titles was drawn fiom the experimentai database. Completion cime was the main factor 

for determining the size of the liscs. It w u  estimated chat a slow searcher would, on average, 

need approxirnately two minutes per title; this estimate was later confirmed during the pilot 

testing. As it was necessary to limit the search sessions to roughly 90 minutes, including 

approximately 10 to 15 minutes for administering the questionnaires, the lïsu could not 

contain more than 40 titles. 

The sarnple was smtified on the basis of atle length which was hypothesized to be one of the 

most important and infiuential intervening variables (CE Secaon 3.3.1, page 97) in the 

retrieval process. Indeed, very short titles, containuig only two or three syilables, offer fewer 

indexhg te- than long ones, thus limiting che pamcipant in the construction oÉhis or her 

search query. This could have the adverse consequence ofseverely lowering the precision 

level. 

In order to build a representative sarnpIe of 40 atles, the 47,786 titles h.om the test database 

were nnked by number of words in tide, based on a count fiom monosyllabic transcription. 

Note that ail the numerais and the dates Uicluded in the titles were excluded in the count and 
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Table 3- 1: Frequenq counts for number of title words 

Total 

Firequenfy V) Sample (f + c) Cumulative 

241 0.20 0.20 

1,987 1.66 1.86 

4,554 3.81 5.68 

8,45 1 7 .O7 12.75 

6,839 5.72 18.48 

6,058 5 .O7 23.55 

4,648 3.89 27.44 

- 3,572 2.99 30.43 

2,622 2.19 32.62 

1,874 1.57 34.19 

1,541 1.29 35.48 

1,177 0.99 36.47 

825 0.69 37.16 

730 0.6 1 37.77 

1,236 1 .O3 38.80 

1,35 1 1.13 39.93 

26 0.07 40.00 

47,786 40.00 - 
* Some mata wcrc groupcd to indude at l e s t  1 ritle in the sarnple. 

chat multi-character place and persond names were counted as one word. hequency councs 

were recorded for each ofthe ritle lengdu (see Table 3-1 above). The fiequency count for 

=ch title length wu divided by a constant c = 1,194.65. This constant was obtained by 

dividing the total number of records in the database by the number ofrecorâs required in the 

sarnple: 47,786 + 40 = 1,194.65. 

Table 3-1 above shows the proportional fiequencies (f+ c) against the title lengths. This 

graph was analyzed in conjunction with a graph of the cumulative counts ofthe sarnple 

fiequencies against the title lengths (see Figure 3 4  below) in order CO v h d y  approximate 
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how many titles in each o f  the title-lengths wodd be appropriate to construct a sample a s  

closely representative as possible ofthe experimental database in terms of variation of atIe 

lengths by words. 

Fijyre 3-3: Gvaph oJnttmber of titles required i n  sample over title length 

Number o f  titles 

required in sample 

Figrire 3-4: Graph of airnulutive counts over titie length 

Cumulative count 

litle Length 
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Afier analysis of the gnphs presented above, the stratified sample was constructed with the 

following proportions: 

Table 3-2: Nuntber of titlrs neededfir each title length 

Numbet of 
words in tide 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15-16 

17-26 

27-51 

Total 

Number of records 
in sample (munded) 

O 

2 

Having established the acmd number of rides required for each titie-length stranun, the 

required number of tide(s) was randomly selected fiom each straturn of the database. For 

emmple. since cwo records of tide-length 2 were required for the sample, the 1,987 records 

of atIe-length 2 contained in the experirnenpl database were nurnbered fiom 1 to 1.987 and 

rwo nndom numbers within that range were generated by a random aumber generator (cf. 

Appendix C on page 225 for complete list oftities). 
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The main advantagc of c r e a ~ g  a stratified randorn sampk cornes fÏom the level ofcontrol on 

extraneous variables "which are possible sources of influence on the m j o r  variable[s]" 

(Sproull 1995, 115). 

3.3.1 Operational Pefinitions of Variables 

Success rate (F/N): Success rate is a coefficient between O and 1, that may be expressed as a 

percentage, defined as the number of item found (F) over the total number of' items searched 

(N) in the search lists, and/or the number of items found over the total number of queries 

issued during the expenment. 

Campletion time 0: Completion rime is the total rime, in seconds, required to complete the 

retrieval task requested in the experiment, from the first query issued to the Iast displayed 

record. 

Time rpcnt p n  item found (TIF): Time spent per item found is defined as the ratio of the 

total time spent (T), in seconds, over the number of items found O, showing on average 

how much tirne was spent to find one item. 

Nrtmber of qunics (Q): The total number of queries issued during the experirnent, or the 

mean number of quenes issued per titles searched and/or found. 

Expected search lmgth mlF): The expected search length is a coefficient-strongly dependent 

on the average size of the renieved sets-used to estimate the precisîon level of the queries. 

The expected search Iength is cdculated with a hrmula develo?ed by Cooper (1968) and 

explaîned in Section 3.4.4.2 (page 108). 
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Romankation method (R): This is the method used to render Chinese characters using the 

letten of the Latin alphabet. For this experiment, possible instantiations of this variable are: 

(1) Wade-Giles; (2) MonosyUabic pinyin; and (3) PolysyUabic pinyin. 

Search mode (M): Search mode is the search mech- in OPACs that allow the users to 

retrieve records. For this experiment, possible instantiations of this variable are: (1) phrase 

rnatching (i.e., building queries foilowing the exact order of the atle string with implicit 

right-side truncation) and (2) keyword rnatching (building queries by using any individual 

word(s) chat appear in the titie in any desired sequence). 

Typu ofrecords: The type of the records in the experimental database based on the nature of 

the items they represent. In this experiment ail records are bibliographie records of Chinese- 

language monograph items. 

Type of search: This is undentood as the nature of the searches performed in OPAC. This 

experiment focuses on item-specific title searches, which means chat pamcipants are requested 

to retrieve records of items for which a correct tide is known. 

Setting / Environment: Environment refers to the setàng of this experiment is a simulation of 

a library OPAC fiom a North American academic libnry with a medium-size (Le., more than 

35,000 records) C hinese-language collection. 

Esplay order: Display order is the method used to order (sort) the secs of retrieved titles in 

the brome interface. In this ocperirnent, an dphabetic display by main entxy (autho?) has 

been used since it is the method used in the majority of OPACs in North Arnerican academic 

Iibraries. 

3. Noce that the author field was not r c h e d  horn the orighd dowdoad of records, but wu later reconsmctcd 

for fihg and idcnàf?uaon purposes (cf. Section 3.5.1.4, p. 123)- 
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Browse intetface: The way records trom a retrieved set are displayed and presented on the 

monitor. In this experiment, the browse interface consist of a brief display of the records 

(title/author) and records are always grouped five at a time on each screen shot. 

Acadmic stutus: The academic status ofparticipanu. As required by the sampiing method, all 

participants in the study are graduate students (Masten or Ph.D.) from the University of 

Toronto. 

Mothn  tongue: The fiat language (rnother tongue) of participants. AU participants in the 

study are native Chinese speakers and conversant in the Mandarin diaiect (#aiif pt'itOrthuà) as 

specified in the sampling method. 

Eength of title (numbn ofsyllabies): The number of characters (i.e., syilables) in a title, 

excluding dates and numerals. Multi-chriracter place and persona1 names are counted as one 

unit as they are iinked, even under the monosyilabic tramcripaon fomat. Thus, although the 

title Shang-hai cfting cfli shih is a title composed of five characters, it is considered to be a title of 

length four. This variable is controlled in the strat5cation of the sample. 

Intuition on word boundaries: The level of intuition that people have as to where syntactic 

words start and end, even though it is not marked visualiy with white spaces in the vemacular 

script (cf. Section 2.3.5, page 45). 

k w l  of familiarity &th Romaniration schmes: The level otfirniliarity that users of library 

catalogues have with the Rornanization schemes u x d  in this experiment. 

Grammatical constructions: The type of grammacicd construcaons in the title string, such as 

pretixes, suffiues, compounds, particles, conjunctions, etc., as defined in the RLG guidelines 

(RLG 1987b). 
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3 -3.2 Categories of Variables 

The experimental variables have been identified and categorized by type. The operational 

definitions of these variables are given above in Secaon 3.3.1, while the relationships between 

the variables are explained below in Section 3.3.3. 

Retniwal efectiveness Retrieval eflciency 

- Success rate - Completion t h e  

- Time spent pet item found 

- Number of queries 

- Expected search length 

- Rornanizaaon method 

(variable instanciations: Wade Giles / Monosyliabic pinyin / Polysyllabic pinyin) 

- Search mode 

(variable instantiations: Exact-title / Keyword) 

CONTROL VARIABLES 

-Type of records -Type of search - Setting / Environment 

- Display order - Brome interface - Academic status 

- Mother tongue - Length of tide (num. of syllables) 

Im'ERvENmG VARIABES 

- Intuition on word boundaries 

- Grammatical constructions 

- Level of familiarity with Romanization schemes 
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3.3.3 Re1adonships Among tbe Variables 

The relationships among ail the variables descnbed above are shown in a mode1 below. 

Figure 3-5: Mode1 of vaRable relationshipr 

ControL variables 

Independent Variable 

Romanization method 

Moderator Variable 

intuition on word boundaries 
Level of familiarity with Romanization 
Grammatical constructions 

a Search mode 

r 
Dependent Variables 

L 

F 

Intervening VariabLes 

I a Mother tongue 
Length of title 

Type of records 
1 a Type of search 

Setthg / Environment 
Display order 

a Browse interface 
a Academic status 

Ar explained in the opening chapter, Romanization method, the independent variable 

manipulated in the experirnent, is believed to be strongly influentid on retrievai effectiveness 

and efficiency in item-speci.6~ titie searches of Chinese-Ianguage bibiiognphic items. Thur, 

the hypotheses set forth in thîs research are formulated to test that assumption. Search mode is 

Success rate 
Completion time 
Time spent per item found 
Number of queries 

a Expected search length 
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used as a moderator variable since it is believed that the level of influence ofthe independent 

variable over the dependent variables, varies according to the search mode used by the end- 

user. The experiment thus needs to be repeated over each of the two search modes under 

investigation, that is, all  measures are repeated over the moderator variable with the same 

participants. 

External factors such as, type of records, type of searches, setting / environment, display 

order, and browse interface, are &O believed to be influentiai on the dependent variables. For 

this reason, the experimental design provides a strict controlled environment over these 

factors with the aim of offering a uniform experimentai environment to each participant, to 

ensure participants al1 work under the same external settings. These external settings are aimed 

to simulate an online catalogue of an academic libnry, and although there is no standard 

mode1 for OPAC settings, the choice was based on the most cornmon characteristics found in 

present-day second genenaon OPACs (Hildreth l984,4l). 

The sampling methodology unlized to select participants provides some concrol over the 

academic status and the mother tongue of pamcipants in order to rninimize the potenâal 

impact of these factors over the dependent variables. As was explained in Chapter 2, there is 

great variability between Chinese dialects, so it was essential to ensure that dl participants 

were native Mandarin speakers, or had received schooling in Manàarin. Adrnitting only 

graduate studenu had the double advancage of assuring that, due to their high level of 

education, participants had (2) an acceptable level of Mandarin, plus (2) already had a certain 

level of familiarity with OPACs and bibliographie searching in general in academic settings. 

Tide length, believed to be the most infiuentiai of the intervening variables, is controlled with 

the construction of the random stranfied sample ofrecords to be included in the titIe lists. 
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Other intervening variables such as the level of fàmiiiarity with Romanization schernes, and 

the intuition on word boundaries, are not controlled since controlling these variables would 

go beyond the scope of this experiment which focuses on Romanization, not user skills. The 

type of grammatical constructions included in the records is also not controiled even though it 

is believed to be an important intervening Cactor. Controlling for such a variable would 

necessitate a much larger sample of titles to cover aii possible grammatical variations and 

would again go beyond the scope of this particular study. 

3.4.1 Rettieval Task 

The retrieval task consisted of searching 40 Chinese-language monographic items. Participants 

were provided with Liscs oftides, so alI the searches were known-item title searches. Titles 

were given in the original Chinese script and participants searched by Romanization, that is, 

they had to mentally convert the sounds of the charactea and represent thern with the Ietters 

of the RomadLatin alphabet to consnuct their search queries. The 40 tides were broken 

d o m  into two lists of 20 tides each. Mter being randomly assigned to a specitic treatment 

(Romanization), each pamcipant searched the fist Est using the exact-title search mode and 

the! second List using the keyword mode, or vice-versa. Participants were asked to wrîte down 

the record numben displayed on the monitor when they believed they had found the record 

for the item searched. Participants were informed that aIl items in the lise might or might not 

be included in the database (in fàct all records were present in the database) and that they 

were 6ee to issue as rnany or Y few queries as desired as long as each title in the list was 

searched at l es t  once and the order of the titles in the lists was respected. Zididn P$k 
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'character dictionuies", and conversion lise between Wade-Giles and pinyin (CE Appendices 

1 and J, page 254) were provided so that participants codd look up unfarniliar characters and 

convert between Romanization schemes, if needed. 

Known-item searches or item-specific searches are defined by Hildreth as "querying", as 

opposed to "browsing". Hiidreth (1989, 9) defines criteria for querying as follows: "[The] 

search aidcntena [is] known and can be expressed with relative precision and complete- 

ness". The experiment design met these criteria by providing participants with lists of 

monograph atles and a query interface to search for these items. 

In general, in second generation OPACs, there are cwo rypes ofquerying: phrase matching 

and keyword matching (Hildreth 1989). Query searching ofboth kinds utilizes an exact 

matching function on the part of the system, regardless of the marner in which the rnatching 

criteria are specified. It is an "all-or-nothing" approach. The search algorithrns in this 

experiment were based on this approach. 

3.4.3 Search Algorithms 

3.4.3.1 Phrase Matching 

The phrase rnatching algorithm used in the exact-title searches is a simple procedure in which 

the query string inputted by the end-uxr is matched against die titie index of the database. 

1. It was bcst to only use Zididn 'chmcter dictionaries' as opposcd to noibn SI& 'word dictionuiu' since the 
former ody  list single unaggregatcd charactets and cherefore do not provide hints on word aggregation, one of 

the intcrvening variables. Two xididn were provided, one giving the Wade-Gila Romankacion (Institut Rica 
1976) and the other giving the pinyin Romanintion (Xinhuri zidiün 1990). 
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Because most commercial OPACs have implicir' cight-hand truncation, and because the 

experimentai design is aimed at recreating "red-Mie" conditions, the rnatching process was 

also done with impiicit right-hand truncation. The truncation is a real "phrase" truncation as 

opposed to a "word" truncation. This means that muication occun only afier a complete 

word, so that the string "Zhongguo ji" may retrieve the title "Zhongguo ji xiang tu an", but 

not the tides "Zhongguo jin dai Li shi", or "Zhongguo jing ji shi". This form of truncation is 

most appropriate to handle Romanized Chinese text queries since there is no semantic 

relationship between the sounds of individual characten. For example, there is no semanac 

relationship between the sounds ji, jin or jing, that is, the ''ji" root Cound in those three 

"words" is not a semantic root but purely a phonetic one. Therefore, it does not rnake sense 

to remeve "jin" or "jing" when the query is "ji"6. The text string of the exact-tide query is 

therefore manipulated this way: 

3. capture text string; 

2. add a space and an stet-isk at the end of the string; 

3. put new string in variable; 

4. construct SQL query with variable and L W  commmd; 

5. match SQL query against appropriate index in database and retum set of retrieved 

records. 

5. lmplicit in the scnse thoc the tnincaaon wu automaac and the end-user did not have to enter a spccid 
cornand or character to ûuiicate his or her query. 

6. Rom;inizcd Chinese text is in this respect unlike most Western lmguagcs, where it is usudy more appropriate 

to use a word-based auncacion. For instance, it is Iogicai that the string "harmon" temeves "harmonie", 
"hmnonious", "hmnony", etc. since these words share the svne sem3nuc root, 
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In the keyword algorithm, used in the keywords-in-title searches, the SQL query is 

comprised of aii the words inputted by the end-user. These words are automaticaily joined 

together with Boolean AND connecton before the query is matched against the database 

index. The same "whole word" principle foilowed in the phrax rnatching algorithm applies 

in this case, so each keyword is taken as a whole and is not truncated, meaning that the 

keyword j i  does not retrieve records containing the strings 4'jia". "jian", ' po" ,  "jin", "jing", 

etc., but simply records containing the string "5". The step-by-step procedure is shown 

below: 

1. capture text string(s); 

2- put string(s) in variable(s); 

3. constnict SQL query with LiKE comand, joining variable(s) with BooIean AND; 

4. match SQL query against appropriate index in database and retum set of retrieved 

records. 

3 -4.4 Research Measures 

3.4.4.1 Meusuring Eflectiveness and Eficiency 

The Oxford English Dictionary, 2d ediaon (OED2 1989). defines 'effectiveness' as "the 

quality of being effective in various senses", and 'effective' as "that îs attended with result or 

has an effect". The re.sult/effect expected or desired in a known-item title search is to fmd the 

record of the item sought Thus a query is characterized as effecave if the record sought is 

displayed in fidi. In this experiment, effectiveness is therefore expressed as the success rate, 

which has been detlied as the proportion of items found over items searched, expressed as a 
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percentage. The success rate for each trial was computed by dividing the number of items 

found (E;) by the number of items searched (N), 20 ifd tides in the list are searched. 

Therefore, a simple count ofremeved items is al1 that was necessary. This count was 

obtainable both fkom the transaction logs, generated by the logging program, and tiom the 

search logs, filled out manually by the participants. Comparing these two logs ensured that 

every record number had been properly recorded by the participant. Success rate is also 

deiined as the ratio of item found per query. It is computed by dividing the number of 

retrieved items by the number of queries issued during the trial. The number of queries was 

also obtained fiom the transaction logs, by simply adding them up for each trial. These 

measures were sveraged across Romanizaaon mechods and search modes, and the means for 

each group are presented in 2 x 3 tables (cf, Chapter 4). Significance ofthe variations 

observed for each Rornanization group was determined with a t test. 

'Efficiency' is defined in the 0ED2 as the "ftmess or power to accomplish, or success in 

accomplishing, the purpose intended". As with effectiveness, we are concerned here with 

accomplishing a purpose, tinding a catalogue record, but more precisely thefitnecz or power to 

accomplish that task. With effectiveness the interest revolves around the question "Does it 

work, yes or no?", while with efficiency the attention converges on the question "If it works, 

how well does it work?, Le., how much effort is required to get there?" In this experiment, 

efficiency figures are obtained from a set of measurements expressing, in various ways, the 

effort spent by the end-users to achieve their ti-isk. Note chat traditional measures for apprai- 

sing the efficiency ofsubject searches, such as recaii and precision, are somehow dificult to 

apply in the case of a known-item renieval test. M e r  a thorough examination of the litera- 

ture, it was decided that task-completion âme would give the best and most reliable measure 

ofefficiency since it has been observed thac tirne is the panmeter chat is most strongly corre- 

lated to all  efficiency measures (Lancaster 1979, 10û-9; Boyce, Meadow, & Kraft 1994, 172- 
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73)- Furthemore, time is a variable thar can be measured relatively easily and with a high 

Ievel ofprecision. Other measures are also considered, and are explained beIow. 

The data gathered to caiculate efficiency were: (1) the task-compleaon t h e  ofthe mai, 

which in tum was used to calculate the time spent on average to find an item, (2) the size set 

retrieved for each query, used to calculate the expected search length (Cooper l968), and 

3) the number of quenes issued during the whole triai, which wu a simple count of the 

queries recorded in the log. 

To summarize, the folIowing measures were computed fiom the data collected in the 

transaction Iogs: 

total tirne for whole trial: T; 

ame spent per item found, being the ratio of total cime over the number of retrieved 

items: T/F; 

mean expected search length of successfd queries: 

(Wltere SF is the size set (a sticcesSJiil qriery); 

total nurnber ofqueries issued in trial: Q. 

As for the measures of effecaveness, these measures were averaged across Romanization 

methods and search modes, the group rneans were presented in 2 x 3 tables, and a t test was 

used to mess the significance of the variaaons observed in each Romanization group. 

The primary goal of this research HN to generate anpirical dam on the benefits of converthg 

Rornanized ades 60m Wade-Ciles to monosyIlabic pinyin, and fiom Wade-Giles to 
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polysyilabic pinyin in bibliographic records, with the expectation that these data could 

provide some grounds for cornparing variation in retrieval performance between WG and 

mPY and between WG and pPY. 

The vanables for which data were coilected and analyzed were selected in order to establish a 

valid companson between the various Rornanization systems, and different word division 

practices, since as explained by Cooper (1973a, 89). "the investigator's first task is to decide 

upon a unit in terms of which the worth of system A and B can be measured and compared." 

Let us define a value 6, as the difference in retrieval performance fiom WG to mPY. and 4 as 

the difference in retrieval perforrnance from WG to pPY. The difference in retrieval 

performance fiom rnPY to pPY can therefore be defined as 6, = 6, - 6,. If the value of 6, is 

negative, than it will prove that monosyliabic entries are preferable; if the opposite is observed 

(i.e., if 6, is positive), then it wiil prove that polysyUabic entries are preferable. Furchermore, 

the size of fictor 6,. wül be used to demonstrate the magnitude of that difference between the 

two Romanization systems since "[the anaiysis should] not only a m e r  the question 'Which 

system is better?', but also the foliow-up quesaon 'How much better?', which is ofien of 

much greater pnctical importance in decision-making" (Cooper 1973a, 98). 

The magnitude of the value measured for 6, will be an indication of the effect ofaggregation 

on remevai performance, providing fictuai data thac may help managers assess the worth of 

the extra effort required to input aggregated pinyin syllables in bibliographic records. 

Figure 3-6 below iilustrates, in a model, the projected variations that will be observed from 

the resuic data. In the fint case, phrase searches, the 4 tàctor is negative while in the second 

case, keywmd searches, $ is positive. 
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Fkure 3-6; Mode1 of projected variations of retnèval perjGmance 

It is possible to identiQ three factors f,-) that can potenady influence the expected 

peaormance in OPAC retrieval generated f?om the conversion of Wade-Giles records into 

monosyllabic pinyin records. These are: 

f, (Number of usable syllabfes for querying) 

In an online environment where punctuation and diacritics are ignored, pinyin off'ers a 

greater number of distinguishable syliables (408) than Wade-Giles does (301). 

J2 (Average num ber of Ietters per syllable) 

Pinyin syilables are fister to type since on average they are 10% shorter than Wade- 

Giles letters (Le., they are wrîcten with fewer Roman letters). 

I ,  (Familiarity with Romanixation method) 

The rnajority of usea are more tvniliar and more successfbi in retrieving atles with 

pinyin than with Wade-Gîles (Young 1992). 

A detailed analysis of the discrete strength of each of these factors is given in Arsenault (1998). 

Sincef,,f,, andf, are all tactors that hvour pinyin, it is predictable that converting to mono- 

syllabic pinyin 6om Wade-Giles will increase remevai performance. It îs important to mess 

the relative importance ofeach Làctor since 6ctors 1 and 2 are related to the nature of the 

Romanization scheme, while fàctor 3 is related to the users' knowledge. It is highly 



improbable that the WG group will perform better than the mPY group and for chis reason, 

the hypotheses drawn on comparing these two groups have been formuIated in a directionai 

tâshion. 

When converting records Çom Wade-Giies to polysyllabic pinyin, two additional factors, 

emerging ftom the aggregation process, are to be considered: 

Aggregation provides a greater number of unique indexable terms. 

(Aggregation intuition) 

Aggregation may cause intederence since the users' intuitive aggregation used in the 

queries and the aggregaon used in the records might not be 100% similar.' 

In this case, factor 4 is also a factor chat can only influence retrievai in a positive way-since 

having a greater number of unique t e m  in the index can only increase precision-, but this 

positive effect could potentiaiiy be counterbdanced by tactor 5 which is a negative factor. 

Indeed, because the end-users will have to intuitively pane the Chinese tide, there is always a 

chance that the query string will not match the tide field in the aggregation format. 

It is, however, highiy unlikely that fictor 5 alone can counter-balance the added benefics of 

fictors 1 through 4, and for thac reason, the hypotheses dnwn on comparing the WG and the 

pPY groups were Connulated in a directional fashion. 

7. For instance, the tide + Hk4%iSiK&, is Rornanized as, "Zhongguo jingji f?zhanshi", according to the RLG 
guidelines (RLG 1987). but the end-user might build his or her scarch query as, "Zhongguo jingji 6zhan shi", 

resuicing in a missed hic. 
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Table 3-3: Anticijmted &écu of inipuen tialfactod 
D 

Retrieval efficiency Retriewl effectiveaeu 
b s 

Phrase Keyword : Phrase K w r d  

_f,: Nurnber of indexable terms 
D 

// : / / /  
b s 

/I: Asregalion intuitior? 
s 

i \ \ \  

Number of amws, conespond tu an approxintation ufthe expected strength of the/anor. 

On the other hand, it is possible that the positive effect of fictor 4 could be nullified or even 

overtumed by the negative effect of factor 5, hence the possibility of having a negative value 

for 6,. The hypotheses companng the two pinyin groups were thecefore formulated in a non- 

direcaonal fashion. 

Table 3-3, above, illustrates the anticipated eEect of the five factors idenafied above on 

retrieval effectiveness and efficiency, for both phrase and keyword searches. 

3.4.5 Main Statistical Mode1 

The independenc variable being Romuiization method, three treatment groups were defined, 

namely Wade-Giles (\KG), monosyllabic pinyin (mPY), and polysyllabic pinyin @ PY) . The 

experiment was repeated over the moderacor variable, namely the two search modes, exact- 

title search and keyword search. The generic experimental mode1 c m  chus be regarded as a 

8, Upwatd mows indîate urpected improvemcnt oftetrieril performance, while downwud arrows indicate 
urpected decrease; dash inûicater chat no effect is cxpcctcd. Numbcr ofa~~ows,  fiom 1 to 3, indicate chat the 
expcctcd cffcct will be WC&, medium or strong. 

9, The effea ofboth fâctor 1 and 6 a o r  2 is expected to be quitc m i n i d  (Arsenault 1998, 16). Factor 3 is 
utpcctcd to be strongiy influenad. The force offiaon 4 and 5, is much mort ciifficuit to predin The outcome 
of the ucpcriment did providt informaaon on  ch& combined effect (cf. TabIe 5-6, page 190). 



single 2 x 3 fictorial design, or as two independent 1 x 3 Factorial designs (see Table 3-4 

below), since comparative anaiysis over the search modes tactor was not required. 

Table 3-4: Generic statistical mode1 

Exact-title search 1 xtI jc,, q 3  

Rowcanixation 

Search mode 

Of course, the population variances a iG, a:,, and o ;,,, were unknown, but could be 

assumed to be equal and were estimated fiom sample data. A t statistic was used to verify iCthe 

sample rneans for each group were equal. The expected sample mean E(F) being an unbiased 

estimator of the population mean p, it is reasonable to assume-since the sampling 

distribution of the differences between sample means is expected to be normal-chat the 

expected difference beween the sample means, E(F, -F,) is equal to p, - p2 Therefore, in 

this case, two-sample t tests were adequate to ver* if the population means differed for each 

pair of celis fiom the model shown in Table 3-4. 

WG mPY pPY 

3 . 4 .  Allocation of Participanîs to Cells 

Table 3-5 below iiiusnates how the 30 participants were distributed in the cells of the 

sutistical model. Since the focus was to detect variations in retrievd performance between the 

m o  pinyin groups, a larger number of participants were allocated in those cells. Fewer 

participants were asigned to the Wade-Giles group since it was expected that the WG/mPY 

and WG/pPY differences would be &er to observe than the rnPY/pPY ones, thus requiring 

a smailer n. 



Table +5: Allocation of particzpantr 

1 WG mPY pPY Total 

As mentioned earlier, measures were repeated over the search mode treatment (moderator 

variable), so the same six participants assigned to the WG/exact-title celi were also be assigned 

to the WG/keyword cell. The same applies to the 12 participants assigned to rnPY and the 12 

assigned to pPY. 

Exact-titie search 

Keywords search 

The research hypotheses f?om section 1.7.2 (page 14), are now rewritten in staastical form. 

6 12 12 30 

6 12 12 30 

Hypotheses on E&dmcy 

HYPOTHESIS A - TOTAL COMPLETION TiME 

It is expected that the completion tirne wiU be signiftcandy higher in the Wade-Giles group 

than in the two pinyin groups, and that it wiU be ~ i ~ c a n t l y  diSetent between the two 

phyin groops. 

H,: WG > rnPY H,-: WC; > pPY H,..: mPY # pPY 

Ic is expected thac the rime spent per item found WU be signifcandy higher in the Wade- 

Giles group than in the two pinyin groups, and that it-wïll be significantiy different between 

the two pinyin groups. 

H,: WG > mPY H,.: WG > pPY 



~%YPOTHESIS C - EXPECTV) SEARCH W G T H  

It is expected that the mean expected search length will be sisnif~cantly higher in the Wade- 

Giles group than in the two pinyin groups, and that it will be significantly different between 

the two pinyin groups. 

Hc: WG > mPY H=: WG > pPY Hc-.: mPY # pPY 

H ~ P o m s r s  D - NUMBER OF QUERLES ISSUED 

It  is expected that the number of queries issued will be significantly different b e w e n  aii three 

Romankation groups. 

HP: W G  # mPY HD-: WG # pPY HD-: d ? Y  # pPY 

Hyporheses on EJettiveness 

HYPOTHESIS E - SUCCESS RATE 

It is expected that the success rate will be ~ i ~ c a n t l y  lower in the Wade-Giles group than in 

the two pinyin groups, a d  that it will be significantiy different between the two pinyin 

groups. 

HE: WC; < mPY HF-: WG < pPY HP.: mPY = pPY 

f%YPOTHES1S !? - SUCCESS RATE PER Q W Y  

I t  is expected that the success rate per query will be signiticantly different berween all diree 

Roinanization groups. 

HF: WG # mPY HF-*: WG # PPY HF-: mPY # PPY 
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3.5.1.1 Selecting and Obtuining the Records 

The experimend dambase was prepared by downloading an initial set of 55,000 Chinese- 

language recordst0 from the RLIN CJK database to a local hard drive. As menaoned in 

Section 3.2.3 (page 92), the RLIN ditabase was selected because a great proportion of the 

Chinese-language records in that database contain aggregator chancten in the Romanized 

fields." It was imperaave to obtain records with aggregatoa since the manipulation of that 

special chancter would later be indispensable to construct the mono- and polysyllabic pinyin 

strings required for the expenment. 

Ail downloaded records needed to be bibliographic format MARC records, of Chinese- 

language r n ~ n o ~ r a ~ h s ' ~ .  The RLIN Terminal for Windows (WinRLIWM, version 4.0) 

retrieval software was used to search and download the records to the hard drive of a local 

Pentium 11 persona1 cornputer ninning under the Windows NT operating system (version 4). 

The search was perfomed specificdy in the RLIN bibliographic database, as opposed CO the 

authority records database". Within that database, the BKS fie (Tor books) was selected with 

the comrnand "select fde BKS". This prevented any other type of records fiom being 

10. Oniy ca. 50,000 records were rcquired but it was cstimated chat probably around 10% of the downloaded 

records would be removed duang the various clcan-up proccdurcs. 

11. The agkcgacor character is s p t d c  to the RLIN MARC format and is coded as ASCI 1 255. Wïth the 

appropriace s o b e  the chmcter is displayed as a hoiiow diamond, 

12, Ifwe d a c e  these criteria in tcdraicai tenns, MARC records shouid have enay "m" in position 07 in the 
Icader (for rnonognphs), and code "chi" in position 35-37 of fidd 008 (for Chinese Ianguage). 

13, This infonn;iaon may seem supeduous, as ic is obvious chat oniy bibiiographic records were needed, but has 
to bc tmdeatood hcre in the light chat the fiat scrccn of the RLIN intefice rcquires that one selects either the 

authoriry or the bibiiographic daabase. 



included in the retrieved sets. At that point, the only concem le€t was to obtain a random 

subset of Chinese-language records fiom the BKS file. This could have been achieved ideally 

by limiting the search by language and then selecting 55,000 records at random within that 

Chinese-language subset. This, howevcr, proved to be technicaiiy impossible, because the 

search engine does not ailow for language limitation on sets larger than 5,000, which was a bit 

disconcerting. Due to time and budgetary constraints, a compromise had to be found. Ic 

became apparent that the solution was to create large sets of records 6om which large number 

ofrecords could be more or lesr automaticaUy transferred in a relatively short penod of time. 

To rninirnize the number of duplicate records, it actualiy became obvious that the best way 

was to create one single large set of records of size greater or equal to 55,000, Eom which al 

the needed records wodd be taken. 

Because of s o f i r e  limitaaons, the creation of that large set of records proved to be 

sornewhat problematic. The fist idea considered by the researcher was to query the BKS €de 

with a broad subject search (e.g., " f i n d  subject China-History'') and then limit that set 

by language, but, as mentioned above, language limicaaon was technically impossible on large 

sets. It was thus necessary to find a way to retrieve directiy, with a single query, records that 

wodd ail invanably only be in Chinese. 

The best solution was to use the keyworb-in-tide search mode and formulate a query 

containhg Romanized keyword(s) '' that are unequivocally Chinese. For instance, the 

Chinese word for 'dragon', & lung (in Wade-Giles) would not be a good choice Nice it is 

also an English word, and the retrieved set would contain both Engiish and Chinese language 

records. On the other hand, ifone were to use the Chînese word for 'snow', 3 hsiieh, as a 

14. Wade-Giles Romanincion was used since, at the t h e  of the resevch (Spring 1998). the Chinue-language 

records conmined in the RLiN &tabase were Romanizcd, and therefore indexcd, in Wade-GiIes. 
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keyword, most, ifnot aii the records in the retrieved set would be Chinese-language records 

since chat word probably does not exist in any other Ianguage. 

The other problem k i n g  the researcher at chat point was finding a way to assure that most, if 

not aii, the records in the remeved set contained Romnizacion fields that had been 

constmcted in aggregated form with the use of the special aggregator character. A rough 

estimation established that about 20% of the Chinese-language records in the RLIN database 

contain Rornanization without the aggregator character (cf. Section 3.2.3, page 92). it was 

thus imperative to construct a query that would elirninate these non-aggregated records fiom 

the stan since manualiy cleaning-up these records at a later stage would prove extremely time 

consuming. The solution was to formulate a query chat concained multi-syiiabic Chinese 

word(s) as search terrn(s). Using multi-syllabic Chinese words in the keyword query, not only 

meant chat it would no longer be necessary to Mt the search by language, but also that it was 

almost cenain that al1 retrieved records would have Romanized fields in aggregated form. 

Hwing established the method and requirements for constructing the query to retrieve a 

"clean" set of records, the next question that arose was how CO create such a large set with the 

use of keywords, without ending up with a set in which chese keywords were over- 

represented. The solution taken was to select a single keyword that appears very Eequently in 

senes statements and relatively inftequently in the title fields. Since the MARC 440 and 

MARC 830 fields (aced  series satement) are searched when a keywords-in-âtle query is 

issued, it was decided to select the keyword ~~5<ngshu &;#, meanhg 'series' or 'coilection', as 

it is bound to appear very fiequentiy in MARC 440 or MARC 830 fields but relatively 

ïnfrequently in title fields (MARC 240-245-246-740). Using this keyword insured that most, 

ifnot dl, records in the set would be Chinese-language records and that the Rornanization 



wodd indude aggregatorsl'. Ako, it was assumed that the keyword "ts'ungshu", being so 

c o m o n ,  would retrieve a set containing at least 55,000 records. Although this was not the 

ideai solution, it appeared to be the best possibIe compromise considering the software 

limitations and the temporai and monetary constraints. 

Findy, the query that was used to create the subset ofrecords was consmcted as: "f i  nd t w  

tsungshuYM The set created from this query contained about 90,000 records (search 

performed in Spring 1998). The tirst 55,000 records nom that set were downloaded using the 

TYPE command in groups of 1,000 at a time. By using this method, it was possible to import 

11,000 records per &y, so that, afier a penod of five &YS, 55,000 had been downloaded and 

saved on a local hard drive as 55 sepante text files, containing 1,000 records each. These files 

were subjected to a senes of "clean-up" procedures which are detailed in the next section. 

3 . 2  File Ctean-up 

Since the experiment consisted solely of known-item tide searches, only MARC field 245, 

subfield a and b (respecavely, Romanized tide proper and other titie Monnation) needed to 

be retained. The cext files containing the downioaded records were opened one by one in 

Microsofi Word, and the text was subjected to a series of macros designed CO e x a c t  only the 

15. Using ditng and shu as rwo scpanct keywords wodd reaieve records boch induding and not induding 

;iggrtg;icors, whera  using rs'ungshu as a single scarch unit oniy reaieves records in which the word has been 
inputted as tsungOshu, chus eliminating records chat do not conmin aggregacoa. 

16. This wodd licerally transiatc in SQL iïngo as: ' SELECT b ksD * FROM b ks WHERE ( (240 L I  KE 

"* tsungshu *") OR (245 LIKE '* tsungshu *") OR (246 LIKE "* tsungshu *") OR (440 LIKE 

** tsungshu *le) OR (740 LIKE la* tsungshu *") OR (830 LIKE '* tsungshu *")) '. 
Noce chat it was not necessary CO include the ayn-the apostrophe-likt puamation mark-in the qucry saing 
since it is ignorcd in che index. The rcsearcher is awîrc that worcis othcr thyl &Sf, shacing the m e  

Romanhaon (either rsungshu or rs'ungshu), may have been retrieved with rhis query- Howevcr, the Rica 

diaïonary (Insanit Rica 1976) Lists oniy ont other word undtr ùther rtungshu or ts'ungshu, a relaavely 
uncommon wod, &$a tsungshu meaning 'foreign a f f k  rninisayr, so the "noise" is bclieved CO be mhhd, 
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req"red section of the records while discarding the remainder portions. With the help of 

another macro, aii MARC tags, indicators and subfield codes were removed and replaced 

with the proper ISBD punctuation. AU füw were re-saved as text format. 

Because the TYPE command used to download the records actually sen& the records in 

USMARC format (i.e., it converts the records Eorn the internal RLIN MARC format to 

USMARC), and because the aggregator character used in the Romanized field is not a legal 

character in USMARC, al1 aggregatoa were exported as an undencore character. Also, the 

character set used in USMARC is specific to that format, and since the records were saved on 

a Windows operated system that uses the ANS1 character set, all diacritics and some 

punctuation marks (including the ayn) were aIso exported as an underscore character. It was 

therefore no longer possible to distinguish, in the Romanized fields, whac was originally a 

dieresis, an ayn or an aggregator. For instance the tide "Chang-yeh tioch'ü kungolu 

chiaoottungoshih" was downloaded as "Chang-yeh ti-ch-u kunclu chiao-t-un~shih". 

The researcher had to create an algorithm, based on the chancteristics of Chinese syüables, to 

reconstruct the text strings to their original form. The general principles followed in the 

construction ofthat algorithm were based on the fâct that all Chinese syilables (Mandarin), 

end with either a vowel, or a sowhard nasal, transcribed as nhg. Therefore ali underscores 

following a consonant other than n org  have to be an ayn or a dieresis. The dieresis is only 

used on the letter u, so ail undencores preceding vowels other than u must be ayns or 

aggregatoa. The conjunction of these two facts was sufficient to resolve ail cases, except for 

one, the combination "_u". This was the most problematic case since both ayn+u and 

dieresis+u are possible. However, a more detded analysis reveded that taking into account 

the preceding character or group of characters was usually sufficient to resolve the contiict 

except when the preceding lenen are "ch". The combination "ch-u" remains problemaac 

since c r u  and chü are both valid Wade-Giks strings. The ctch~u" string was therefore flagged 



for manual review by the conversion algorithm. The step-by-step reconstruction procedure is 

detailed below: 

F k w e  3-7: Algorithm designed to convert rrnderscores to their or@naf valrre 

Action Saing 
sequeuce searched Replacement 

1. -u ' ü 

9, fi- ts ' 

10. ch-u ch*ut7 

ch' 

Once the algorithm had been thoroughly tested on a dummy file, all55 title fües were 

subjected to the aigorithmic procedures. Tities containing occurrences or the "ch*um string 

were flagged and saved in a separate file for manual correction. Once these corrections were 

completed, all tities were combined in a single master fde. An excerpt is given in Figure 3-8. 

17. In one case, it  was impossible CO figure out if the underscore representcd an ayn or a diecesis. Three pairs of 

syllables (di'u/chü, ch'udchün, and ch'dchüan) had to be searched and corrected manudy on a cast-by- 
case buis, Around 1,200 records contained one or more of  these syiiables. These records were manudy 

corrected by the researdier over a three-week period foilowing the reconstruction process. 

t8. The plus sign was used in lieu of the aggregator to simplifj. the dean-up and conversion procas. 



Fgure 3-8: Exce'pt of mastev tif le file 

The text of the "master file" was rnanipulated to generate the various title fields required in 

the experiment. These were imported in database records, the stucture of which, is defined in 

the next section. 

Since the experiment required searching tides using three different Romanization methods, 

records had to contain three fields, one for each of the Romanization systerns. To simplifl the 

search algorichms, two titie fields were in fact created for each Romanization. The fist, 

identified with a d, was lefi untouched and used solely Cor display. In the second tide field, the 

text was cleaned-up of all diacritics and punctuaaon marks. This field was used for searching 

and thus identified with the lecter S. Each record was also given a unique ID field that was 

used as record number. Finally, author fields (one in Wade-Giles and one in pinyin) were also 

added to die record, for identification purposes. Figure 3-9 below, shows the detail of the 

final record structure. Except for the ID field and the two author fields, all the other fields 

had cheu content generated fiom the title strings of the downloaded EUiN records- 
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F&ure 3-9: Record stmcture 

-- - 

250 not indexed Text Title in WG. (display) 

250 Duplicates OK Text Title in WC; (search) 

50 not indexed Text Author in WG (display) 
- 

250 not indexed Text Title in rnPY (display) 

250 Duplicates OK Text Title in mPY (search) 

250 not indexed Text Title in pPY (display) 
- -- 

250 Duplicates OK Text Title in pPY (search) 

50 not indexed Text Author, in pinyin (display) 

Following this record structure, a skeleton table, labelled "main", was prepared in a Micros06 

Access Relational Database. The table contained no records at chat time but al1 the character- 

istics of the record structure were specified, so that records could readily be inserted in the 

table with the "import" cornmand. 

3.5.2.4 Record Production 

A total of 55,000 six-digit records number, starring at  000-001 rhrough to 055-000, were 

quickly generated by using the drag hnction of the Microsofi Excel software. To obtain 

numbers of the form -, cells were fomt ted  with the ceIl customization h c t i o n  

available in Excel. These numbers were saved in a text file, ready to be exported to the iD 

field of the "main" table of the database. 

19. To improve Iegibiliry, it was deaded chat di record numbers would bc of  the form ###-###, 

20. Note chat the pinyin author fieid will bt entered ody in polysyiiabic pinyin since it consisrs soleiy ofpersad 

names that are wricren in polysyiiîbic form even when monosyihbic Romankation is foiiowcdc This has no 

influence on the reaievai process since the author ficId is only added for identification purposes, 



To generate the texr strings of the WG-d field (display field) of the records, all plus signs (+) 

in the master ade file were replaced by spaces and the füe wac re-saved as a text file under the 

name "wgd.txt". For the Wade-Giles search field, WG-s, all punctuation signs @lus signs, 

ayns, exclamation marks, bnckets, etc.) were removed. and all the u-dieresis were changed to 

regukr u-S. This rime, the fde was saved under the name "wgs.txt". These two t'les were 

ready to be exported to the skeleton "main" table ofthe Microsofi Access database file. 

Pinyin titles were generated by running the text ofthe master file through the WG2PY 

algorithm developed by doctor Benjamin Ao (Ao 1997~). With this algorithrn, every Wade- 

Giles syliable was converted to io pinyin equivalent, following the one-to-one equivalence 

table between the two Romanizaaon systerns. This new file was saved as "py.atW in text 

format. From this file, the monosyllabic enmes were simply generated by replacing all aggre- 

gatoa @lus signs) with white spaces, while polysyllabic strings were produced by sirnply 

removing ai l  these aggregators (i.e., replacing them with nothing). These files were saved as 

"mpy-dmt" and "ppy-d.txtW respectively, in text format. These des were aiso "cleaned-up" 

of al1 punctuation marks and diacritics in the same manner as had been done for the 

"w~d.txr" file, and cwo new files, respectively "mpy-s.txtm and "ppy-s.txt", were also saved 

in text format. The four pinyin files required in the "main" table were chus ready to be 

exported to the database. 

It shodd be noted that the aggregation brmat of the polysyiiabic pinyin text was taken as is, 

that is, as it appeared in the RLIN database. The researcher is aware char the aggregation is at 

cimes inconsistent, and that interpretation of the RLIN aggregation guidelines (RLG 1987b) 

somecimes varies slightly between records, but manual revision otsuch a large nurnber of 

records was simply not an viable option. 
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The inclusion of  author fields in the records served solely two purposes: (1) Identification, in 

case two or  more titles have identical Romanization entries, and (2) Sorting enaies in the 

browse interface. The content of the author fields does not interfere in the retrieval process; 

for simplicity's sake, authors were simply generated by randornly matching a set of 100 

Chinese sumames (Bdijiking cldidn 1988) with a set of approximately 1,000 given names, until 

55,000 complete "ficatious" names had been generated. This procedure was repeated in both 

Wade-Giles and pinyin. Each fde was saved in text format, respecavely as "wg_a.at" and 

"py-a.a<t", ready to be imponed in the database. 

Al1 nine text files prepared were imported in the "main" table of the database in their 

respective corresponding field, thus genenting 55,000 complete records. The fint operation 

perforxned was to remove duplicate records with the use of the built-in "rernove dupücate" 

query available in Microsoft Access, which lefi 47,786 unique records in the table. 

As specified in the record structure, the three search fields, identified with "-s", were indexed 

with the built-in indexing function of Microsofi Access. These are phrase-indices that were 

adequate for phrase matching and could be used in conjunction with the exact-ride search 

algorithm. For ke)word searches, however, they would noc be of any help. Therefore, three 

keyword indices had to be rnanually generated, one for each of the three search fields. To 

generate such an index, a new table wu created wîth two fields. The fint one, labelled 

"unit", contained each individual word of every tide fiom the 47,786 records, and the secocd 

one, labelled "ID", being the corresponding record number fiom which the word originated. 

Each €de was sorted alphabeticdy on the "unit" field and a permanent one-to-rnany (1:M) 

relationship on the "ID" field was crmted, fiom the original "main" table to each new table, 

in order to speed-up the matching procea. The final rekaonal structure of the database is 
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Figure 3- IO: Relational database structure 

1 unit-mpy 1 

given in Figure 3-10 above, and congenid interfaces to query the database were designed, as 

explained in the next section. 

3 S.2 Interfaces 

Foilowing the mode1 illustrated in Figure 3-2 (page 90) the interface was developed in 

HTML format with an HTML text editor. The various components required for the interface 

were identified by mapping the remeval process in a flowchart (see Figure 3-1 1 below). As 

the flowchart illustrates, the three major cornponents are: (1) the search interface; (2) the 

browse interface; and (3) the display interface, Each incedace was created in a single file 

(details for each interface are given in individual setions below). Hyperlinks were used to 

connec t the various intta- and inter-interface components wich one ano ther. Illustrations of 

these interfaces can be found in Appendix D on page 227. 

The guiding p ~ c i p l e s  followed in the design of the search, browse and display interfàces was 

to try to provide participants with a simple and pleasing unclunered uea, concaining all the 

necessary informaaon at a glance. Four main a r a  were defiaed to &play informaaon, These 

were: (1) Header, used primady for identification; (2) Instructional, used for guidance; 
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Fipure 3- 2 1: Flouichart of search procesr 

q Last? 

I STOP 

SEARCH 
INTERFACE 

(3) Core, used CO display the informaaon, and (4) Navigationai, used to provide ways CO 

navigate between interfàces." 

21, The designs werc evaiuated by Rick Kopdc, who was, at the cime, a PhD candidate at the University of 
Toronto, hculty of lnfomtion Studies- Dr- Kopak's own doctorai research was strongty rehted to OPAC 

Footnote continucd on n e t  page,. . 
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Since only tide searches were under investigation, the search inteiface for the expenment was 

relatively simple. Essentiaily, the interface included the foilowing five elernents: (1) A 

heaàing: "Search Interface"; (2) On-screen instructions"; (3) Text-input box(es) to write the 

query text; (4) "Send" and "Clear" buttons; and (5) A statement of search mode and 

Romanization method. Six variations of the search intedace were custornized, following the 

2 x 3 search mode by Romanization method grid. 

EXACT-TITLE SEARCX INTERFACE 

For the exact-title searches, oniy one text-input box was required since the retrieval algorithm 

is based on the phrase rnatching principle. Only one string of text needs to be manipulated. 

For the keyword searches, the intefiace included three text-input boxes, allowing the parti- 

cipant to use sep to three keywords to construct his or her search query. Limiting the number 

ofkeywords authorized in the query proved CO be necessary since, it was observed during the 

pilot test that, if no limit was imposed, participants tended to input all the words contained in 

the tide, even insignificant words such as the generative/associaave particle de m. This not 

only slowed down the system considerably at times ( i g i n e  a query with fifieen keywords), 

but &O meant that these queries were no longer conventional "keyword" searches. Since the 

a h  of the experiment ù to recreate a red-Me environment, the maximum number of 

keywords was h e d  a t  three, based on Hildreth's observation that nearly 95% oCd  keyword 

OPAC searches contain fewer than four keywords (Hildreth 1997,61). 

disphys and hc provided rhis cesearcher with m ~ l y  duable comments which led to a much irnproved final 
design ofthc interfices. 

22. Bricf instructions nunnuruing the pcïnted decailed instructions given CO the p3mapmt 
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3.5.2.2 Bro wse Itzte$ace 

The browse interface, or browse display, was built to resemble the search interface in the 

sense that the font, colours and disposition of the various elements of the intertace were 

sirnilar. The elements included in the browsci intedace were: (1) A heading: "Browse 

Display"; (2) The page number. indicating how rnany screens had been displayed; (3) A 

genenl statement displaying the query string with the number of records retrieved; (4) A bnef 

display of the retrieved records in the form: "Sequential number. Tide / Statement of 

responsibility"~; and (5) "Previous", "Next?' and "New search" navigaaon buttons. 

As for the browse intefiace, the look ofthe display interface was purposively simüar to the 

search intedace. Elements of the display interface included: (1) A heading: "Full Display"; 

(2) A fiill display of the selected record with Tide, Author and ID# tags; (3) A statement 

instructing participants to record the ID number of the record; (4) "Back" (i.e., back to the 

browse display) and "New search" navigaaon buttons. 

Following the expenmental design (cf. Figure 3-2, page go), a logging progam was required 

CO record the user-data interactions. The logging program was developed using Microsoti 

Active Server Pages (ASP) documents". in ASP documents, it is possibk to integrate HTMt 

text and Visuai Basic Script (VB-Script) or  Java Script wichin a single file, to create dynamic 

Web pages and easily generate transaction logs. ASP also dows  for interaction between the 

23. Records werr displayed five at  a cime and sorred aiphabetidy by aurhot. Since Chinese r i ~ n e s  are wrïnen 
in rhe "Surname G v e n  nune" format, the form appearing in the satement ofresponsibiliry is the same 3s the 

one uscd for sorting. Titles wcre dispiayed as undcrlined hyperlinks, lcading to the hü display. 

24. For more infocmanon on ASP, sec Fcdorov, cc al. (1998). 
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Figure 3-12: Example of transaction log 

990612-15:34:32 PoZ T03 - - BACK to search 

990612-15:34:52 Po2 T03 4 1  - Query: "chun +kao+shihW 

990612-15:35:21 Po2 T03 - 8 Dis play: "022-887" 

990612-15:35:35 Paz TO3 - - BACK to search 

Web scrver and other software components and databases such as Microsofi Access. To creace 

the Iogging program, various VB-Script routines were written and integrated into the HTML 

fdes created for the browse and display interfaces (cf. Secaon 3.5.2, page 126). These fiIes 

were renamed with a ' h p "  extension so that the server would recognize them as ASP files 

rather than ordinary HTML files. The content of these files, dong with the content ofthe 

two HTML fdes for the phrase and keyword interfices,25 is available in Appendix E (page 

229). Based on these requirements, it was possible to identie the necessary panmeters that 

needed to be captured by the transaction log program during the experiment. These 

parameters are listed below with an example (see Figure 3-12 above): 

1, DateTime stamp; 

2. User identification: user iD number; 

3. Triai identification: Trial number; 

4, Size of the sets (number of hits); 

5, Nwnber of screens browsed; 

6. User's enay: everything sent by the usen, including query and command. 

25. Thest w o  files were kept as HTML files since they did not contain any programming scrîpt. 
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Figure 3- 13: Logical sequence of the logging program 

1, QUERY INPUT 1 - Capture the query rtnng i n  a variable 

3. QUERY MATCHING 
- Match SQL query against database indices 

4. SéT EXTRACTION 
- Retrieve set o f  records and set i n  memory 
- Wdte to log*: Set size + Query string 

I 

2. QUERY MANIPULATION AND TRANSMISSION 
- Transform query string into SQL query 
- Send SQL query to  database 

I 

5. SET DISPLAY 
- Sort and display retrieved set of records 

5x, 2 ER0 H I T  SEARCHES - Provide Link back to Search interface - 

1 7. RECORD SELECTION 
- Wnte to log: Record ID# + Screen browsed 

6, BROWSING 
- Provide mechanism for set navigation 

. 

7x. GO BACK TO QUERY INPUT - Wnle to log: Screen browsed 4 Action 

( 8. RECORD FULL DISPUY 
- Display selected record i n  ful l  

- 

1 9. GO BACK TO QUERY INPUT 
- Wnte to log: Action 

-- - 

+ Note that the "write to Iog" procedure aiways captured the foliowing elements: Date/time s m p ,  Pamcipant 
ID, and Session number, on top of the oncs specifically indiated hcre. 

- 
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- Wnte to log: Record ID# + Action 
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Based on the retrieval process flowchart iilustrated in Figure 3-11, the various elements of the 

logging program were identified and wricten down in a logical sequence (see Figure 3-13 

above). 

The mixture of HTML text and VB-Script within the ASP files, not only allows interaction 

between the HTML intedaces and the experimental database, but also makes it possible to 

genente logs ofthe transactions, with the use of the "write ro log" command. As illustrated, 

the "write to log" directive was inserted at strategic points in the logical sequence and 

customized according to what needed to be recorded at that specific moment. 

3.5.4 Hardware and Software 

To rninirnize the impact of connecaon delays between the interface and the database 

(completion time being one ofthe dependent variables), every element required to make the 

ASP files run properly was installed on a single stand-alone Pentium II-450MHz machine, 

ruming under the Windows NT operating system (version 4.0). The necessary software 

componens included: Microsofi Access 97, and Microsofi Internet Explorer 4.0. Micros06 

Personal Web Server was ais0 insded locaily directiy on that machine to create a local 

inane t  environment. The experimental database was copied to the hard drive otthat 

machine, dong with aii  the HTML and ASP fües created. Transaction logs for each session 

were also saved directly on that machine, within the experimental database €de, under 

individual tables. The computer was housed in a separate isolated room and fitted with a 17- 

inch colour monitor, a standard QWERTY keyboard and a mouse. 

3.5.5 Consent Fonns 

In accordance with the University ofToronto regdations regarding the ethical use of human 

subjects in experirnental s e t ~ g s ,  a bnef summvy ofthe research proposal, dong with a copy 

of the consent Corm, (CE Appendix F on page 251) were submitted to the departmental 



cornmittee supewising these maners. The proposal and the form were approved by the 

cornmittee with a minor revision to the tem ofthe consent forrn. 

3.5.6 Instructions to Participants 

Instructions, explaining the general procedures of the expenment, dong with a sec of basic 

informative statements regarding the aim of the experiment, were writcen for the benefic of 

the participants (cf. Appendix G on page 252). In wrïang these insautions and informative 

statements, care w u  taken not to reveal what variables were being measured, in order to keep 

the observation as unobtrusive as possible. Three examples, especially selected to iilustrate the 

special treatment of place and persona1 names, were also selected (cf. Appendix H on page 

253). 

3 -5 -7 Questionnaires 

The questionnaire (ct Appendix K on page 255), was comprised ofa pre- and a posc-search 

interview. The questions of the pre-search incewiew were aimed at confimiing <ha the 

participants were adequate candidates for the experiment. Pamcipants were ask to reconfiirm 

their academic s a t u  and mother rongue, even though chey had been pre-screened over the 

telephone or by e-mil. The 1st quesaon of the pre-search i n t e ~ e w ,  on OPAC usage for 

English and Chinese material, was aimed at insuring that ail participants had a relaavely good 

level of tàmiliarity with online catalogues. 

The post-search i n t e ~ e w  consisted of wo large open-ended quesaons aimed at debriefing 

the participants about their views on  the renieval task. The fmt quesaon focused on the 

ciifficulries encountered during the task and on comparing the rwo search methods. The 

second question was Wned at elidring the participant's personal viem and opinion on the use 

ofRomanization as a remevai tooI in iibrary cataiogues. 
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3 .S.8 Conversion Tables 

The preparation ofthe conversion tables between Wade-Giles and pinyin, and vice versa, was 

based on the conversion tables round at the beginning of the Ricci dictionary (Institut Ricci 

1976). The conversion tables prepared for the experiment were formatted in columns so that 

the fuii table would fit on one single sheet of letter-size paper. 

The 40 titles selected in the stratified nndom sample were divided into two subsets (SI-J of 

20 titles each. To retain the proportion of the stratification procedure, the 40 titles were first 

sorted by title length, in a single list, and numbered fiom 1 through 40. The odd-numbered 

titles-hom 1 through 39-were dotted to subset number 1, wMe the reminder-even- 

numbered titles Eom 2 through 4û-as dotted to subset number 2. Each participant 

searched the two subsets of 20 tides using the exact-title search mode for subset 1 and the 

keyword search mode for subset 2. This allotment ensured that each subset of titles was 

searched by all the pamcipants, chus reducing the rîsk of a subset being searched by only very 

good or very bad searchers. In halfof the triais, participants were asked to search subset 

number 1 finc, while in the other half, subset 2 was searched fmt, thus balancing the learning 

effect between search modes- 

To minimize the leaming hctor fiom atle to tide, d tides in the Itû were rotated at random 

for each mai. Since the experiment included 60 trial,-or more precisely, 30 pain of 

repeated observationsa t o d  of 60 ha were created, 30 liso fiom subset number 1 and 30 

6om subset number 2. Each list was allocated at randorn to a trial. 

The tide lists were printed on a letter-size sheet of paper, dong with a set of instructions 

specific to the trial to which they were assigned. The tides were pMted in an large, easy to 

read kdishc fa# style font (sdngtr %B. speefically), folIowed by the a slash and the statement 
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of responsibility (CC AppendVr L on page 256). Nurt to each entry, a blank box was reserved 

where participants were instructed to vurite down the record numben displayed on the iuil- 

dis play interface. 

3.6.1 Objectives 

Before prepanng the fùll-blown version of the instruments, a pilot test was camed out on 

smailer scale. The main objectives for conducting the pilot test were: (1) find out if the 

expecimental procedures are adequate and run smoochly; (2) find out if the instruments are 

working properly, and if the inssmictions are clear; (3) find out if the data obtained are usable 

and adequate to test the hypotheses; and (4) estimate the time required to complete a full 

version of the experiment, and therefore find out itsearching 40 titles is to many or too few 

for a 90-minute session. Overall, the pilot test was thought ofas a general reheasal, where 

problematic elements could be identified and revised before more cime and resources would 

be invested in the development of the instruments, 

Adhering to the 2 x 3 experimental design, it was decided that al l  three Romanization 

systerns and the two search modes shodd be tested (for a total of six test sessions), but that 

only one Iist of 20 titles would be used to shorten the tirne. Pre- and post-search i n t e ~ e w s  

would be conducted, followed with a discussion on the pilot test itself, with the aim of 

eliciting, from the participants themselves, suggestions on how to improve the instructions, 

the search interface and the o v e d  flow of the experiment. 

3 -6.2 Procedutes 

On the whole, the pilot test was administered the same way the test had been planned in the 

experimend design, except on a smaller scale. A test database of 1,000 records was prepared, 
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following the procedures elaborated in Section 3.5.1 (page 116). Note that the real 

experimental database of cn. 50,000 records was prepared only afier the completion of the 

pilot test, so in a sense, preparing the pilot test database was in itself a way to test the 

procedures for downloading, converting, and cleaning up the records. 

The three interhces (search, browse and fidi-display) and the logging program, were ail 

completely operational at that point, with the exception chat the keyword intedace did not 

lirnit the number of keywords. Preparation of al1 the other required components-the 

dictionanes, the conversion tables, the set of instructions, the disclaimer and the question- 

naires-was also finalized before the pilot test actually took place. A mock list of tities was 

prepared by s e l e c ~ g  a set of twenty records fiom the 1,000 records of the test database. That 

list was formatted following the aesthetics criteria set forth in Section 3.5.9 (page 134). 

Six participants were recruited to populate the six test sessions of the 2 x 3 factorial design. 

Participants were selected folowing the same sampling cntena proposed for the experiment: 

all six subjeca were University of Toronto graduate students and native speakers of MandaM 

Chinese. Each participant was offered $10 Cor his ofher pamcipation. Data collection for the 

pilot test took place over a three-day period in December 1998 in individual sessions of 

1% hour each. Scheduling was done according to the availability of the pamcipants and lab 

space. 

3.6.3 Outconie of Pilot Test 

The data captured in the transaction logs were compiled with the use of the Excel spreadsheet 

softwate, and anaiyzed for the six statisticd hypotheses. Since the pilot test consisted of only 

six trials, with oniy one single observation in a c h  cell of the 2 x 3 tànorial design, it was not 

possible to conduct t tests. Raw maures were sirnply tabuiated and compared between them 

as ifthey were group means. 
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It took participants on average 50 seconds to search one titIe. It was estimated that with a 

larger database, this average would probably double, since larger sets would be retrieved and 

browsing tirne would increase. This meant that, searching 40 tities would take participants on 

average slightly more than one hour, which is a reasonable time period for an experiment 

session. 

Examination ofthe data revealed that while time is measured with a high degree of precision, 

the values obtained for the set sizes are not valid measures that can be used to calculate the 

expected search lengh with enough precision. Since the unit of measurement for set size 

cannot be a hacaon, it is necessary to increase the size of the database to get a higher degree 

of precision in order to make valid comparisons. A quick examination of the queries revealed 

that in keyword searches, because no limit had been set on the number of keywords, 

participants tended to use all the words contained in the title to construct their queries. This 

meant that these queries were no longer convenaonal "keyword" searches. it was therefore 

decided to modifjr the keyword search interface and impose a iimit ofthree keywords for each 

query. The l o g  ais0 revealed that the first two or three searches in each session were usually 

slower searches, probably because it took some tirne for the end-uses to get acquainted with 

the interface. It w u  decided to give participants two or three pnctice searches before each 

trial to rninimize the impact ofthis phenornenon. 

Below is a summary of  the findings fiom the pilot test and the changes to the research design 

suggested by these resuIts: 

a 40 atles was appropriate for a 90-minute session; 

impose a iïmit on the nurnber of keywords to the build search queries in the keyword 

interfâce; 

a give an example for each type of search; 
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O give two or three practice searches behre each session; 

increasing the database size is neceaary to obtain valid data, precise enough to 

calculate the expected search length values. 

The expenmental design was purposively elaborated to achieve the objectives staced in 

Chapter 1 : determine if using polysyilabic pinyin entries, over monosyliabic pinyin entries, in 

Chinese-language bibliographic records improves retrieval effectiveness and efficiency in 

known-item exact-ritle searches and in known-item keywords-in-title searches. A number of 

independent, control, and modentor variables, believed to be influentid on remeval pedorm- 

ance, were identified. Provisions were taken in the experimental design to assure maximum 

level of contro1 over these variables. Through the elaboration of üght experimental 

procedures, it w u  possible to isolate the necessary variables, required to measure, with an 

appropriate and reliable instrument, variations in retneval performance between Rornan- 

ization groups. The pilot test, conducted over a limited number of participants, was useful to 

iaentifL design fiaws in the instrument and experimental procedures, which in tum helped 

fine-tuning the experimental design as a whole. Appropriate data were then collected with a 

larger sample of'participants, and stored electronically into logs in readily usable tabular 

format. 

In the nexr chqter, statistical analysis of the data collected provides a legitimate cornparison 

berween the various Rornanization systerns with regards to retrieval performance in OPAC 

ticle searches. The magnitude of the variations between groups brings new empirical evidence 

on the usetùlness ofsyilable aggregacion in Rornanized fields of Chinese-language 

bibliographic records This, hopefùiiy, will serve as a basis for implemenang improved 

cauloguing policiez and standards for the bibliographic control of Chinese-language items. 
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Pata Cdection and ~nalysb 

This chapter describes data coIlection and compilation procedures, dong with statistical 

analyses performed on the data. Based on the outcomes ofthe t tests, hypotheses wiü be 

rejected or accepted. Secondary r e s d ~  fLLung outside of the main experimental goal will also 

be presented. Further discussion ofthe results wiil be presenced in the next chapter. 

4.1.1 Set Up 

The data collection took place over a period of four weeks staning at the end ofJune 1999 

rhrough to the end ofJuly 1999. Thirty ''session" folders, labeled S a 1  to S-30 included the 

questionnaire, the two title Iists, the Romanization tables for conversion between Wade-Giles 

and pinyin, the insauctions, the consent brms and the examplcs (cf: Appendices F to L on 

pages 25 1-256). The order of the 30 folden was randomized and they were placed in a pile in 

that random order. The first blder on top of the pile was assîgned to the fiat participant, the 

second foIder to the second participant and so forth, 



Ads requesting participants for the experiment (cf. Appendix B on page 224) were posted in 

early June 1999 at  various locations over the University of Toronto campus and &O on an 

Internet listserv offering a forum Tor Chinese immigrants. Participants were invited to contact 

the researcher either via e-mail or phone, and al1 scheduling was done either by phone or e- 

mail. A total of 34 participants were signed-in for the expenment but four were rejected 

because they were either incapable of using the computer properly or were not farniliar 

enough with any of the Romanization methods under investigation, which at the end gave 30 

valid sessions. Each of the 30 pamcipants conducted two trials (one in exact-tide mode and 

one in keyword mode), for a total of 60 trials, specifically 12 for Wade Giles, and 24 each for 

mo nosyllabic pinyin and polysyllabic pinyin respec tively . 

4.1.3 Session Procedures 

At the beginning of the session, the pamcipant was asked to read and sign a consent form 

which was ako signed by the researcher and duplicated; one copy was kept by the researcher 

(in the session folder) and the other copy was given CO the pamcipant. The researcher then 

asked the participant to read the general instructions carefdy. Questions were solicited to 

ensure that ail instructions were understood by the participant, after which the pre-search 

questionnaire was administered. The participant was then led to a quiet room and asked to sit 

ar the computer terminal containing the databases and with the help of î few specûc 

instructions and the examples, the researcher explained the spedicity and characteristics of 

the intertace and what information w u  to be recorded on the title lisu. At that point, the 

researcher asked ifeverything wu absolutely clear and Ieft the room to allow the participant 

co complete the search session. Afier completion of the fmc list. the researcher came back in 

the room to change the interface and, again with the help of the examples. the new intertace 

-- 
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was explained to the participant, upon which the second list was searched. When both lisu 

were completed, the post-search questionnaire was adrninistered. 

Each session (2 trials) took beween 40 minutes to 1 % hour-ùepending on how quickly the 

participant completed the assigned task-including pre- and post-search in t e~ews .  Each 

participant was given $20 (CAN) for appreciation. M e r  each session, the l og  were checked 

to ensure that the logging program had fiincaoned properly. There was no problem found 

with any of the logs. Each log was also printed right away and the paper copy was fded in the 

session folder along with the i n t e ~ e w  data, consent forms and title lists. 

The fisc step taken ac the end of the experiment was to correct the title lists that were fiiled- 

in by the pamcipants during the searches. As participants were told to write down record 

numben directly on the lists when they thought they had found die appropriate records for 

the item sought, it was very easy to find out how many of the 20 items they had located in 

the database and also to verify ifthey had displayed the appropriate records. A simple count 

w u  performed on the number of records found and each number was checked against an 

answer sheet to ascertain that these were the appropriate records for the items sought. In the 

case where the handwritten number did not match the answer sheet, the transaction log was 

checked CO ensure chat rhis was indeed a mistake and not simply a transcription error. Records 

wrongly displayed were also counted and both these measures were recorded directly on the 

title lis& (cf. Appendix M (page 257) for an example). These numbers were then entered in a 

master spreadsheet (see below Table 4-1, page 144, and Table 4-2, col. F and X, page 145). 
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4.3.1 Preparation of tbe Files 

The transaction logs captured during the experiment were saved by the logging program in 

tabular format within the Microsofi Access database. A single table was generated for each of 

the 30 sessions and saved as S-##, where ## is the sequentid number ofthe session (cf. 

AppendUr N (page 259) for an example). As mentioned above, each log was printed and the 

paper copy was f3ed in its appropriate folder dong with the consent forms and questionnaires. 

To perform the analysis, the Microsok Access tables were reopened in Microsoft Excel and 

resaved in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet format. The data were ftrst sorted by mal number so 

that die ~ W O  trials contained in the table (exact-title and keyword search modes) wouid be 

sepanted. Each subsection was given a number of the form S-##x, for exact-aele searches 

trials or S-##k for keyword searches triais. 

Mter a preliminary examination of the Iogs it was found chat wo ofthe 60 mals were not 

usable (S-03k and S-30k) because it was obvious that the participant had rnisunderstood the 

instructions. These two trials were simply discarded. Further inspection of the search logs also 

reveded that six of the remaining 58 triais were incomplete, that is, the participant had 

omitted to search one or more of the 20 Utles in the iist (see trials S-OSx, S-12x, S28x, S- 

29x in Table 4-1 below, and trials S-ûSk, S-16k in Table 4-2 below). These six trials were 

retained and the Mssing information was treated as missing values for the statistical analysis, 

that is, ifonly 12 of the 20 titles had been searched, all results were multiplied by a fàctor of 

1.667 (Le., 20 + 12) to bring the values up proportiondy for cornparison with the other 

complete mals. 



Each fde was analyzed individually with a series of' data compiktion procedures (couna and 

summations) that praduced the raw &ta. These numbers were recorded in the master 

spreadsheet which is reproduced below in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2. The procedures 

generated the foiiowing primary measures: 

N: Number of titles searched; 

F: Number of titles correctly found; 

?k Number ofatles incorrectly displayed; 

T: Total completion rime for the whole trial (in seconds); 

Q: Total number of queries issued by the participant in the trial. 

The mesure of average Expected Search Length (Esl) for each trial was obtained by taking applying 
the fornula': 

- x;-, ki 
Eil, = (Where S is the rUe @the retrimd setfor each success/ul query). 

F 

The secondary measures, calculated kom the primary measures are: 

F/N: Overall success rate; 

T/F: Average time spent pet item found; 

F/Q: Average success rate per query (number of items found per query). 

1. Note chat since a successfüi query is dcfined as a query that Iea& to the display of the correct record, the 

nurnber o€successfiil qucries is equal to the number of btlcs correcdy found (F). The expected search length as 
defined by Cooper (1968) behg s m a u r e  of t e a i e d  performance (efficiency), the average Îs caicdated ody 
fiom the score of the succcssfitl queria (Le- effective) beause it is fiitiie to cvaiuate the efiaency oCsomething 
that docs not produce any rcsult. 
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Table +1: Data compilation for exact-title searches 

Rom. Trial W N F X T Q ES!, FIN TIF  F/Q 

01x P,, 20 16 O 2232 26 0.438 80.0% 139.5 61.54% 

02x P, 20 12 O 1523 39 5.500 60.0% 126.9 30.77% 

03x P, 20 12 O 1963 25 0.231 60.0% 163.6 48.00% 

0 4 ~  PH 20 19 O 1471 31 4.132 95.0% 77.4 61.29% 

05x P, 13 9 O 2432 29 0.167 69.2% 270.3 30.79% 

06x P,, 20 13 O 1891 21 2.615 65.0% 145.5 61.90% 

07x P, 20 13 O 1411 50 0.154 

0 8 ~  P3 20 19 O 1403 33 0.105 

09x P,, 20 14 O 1296 34 1.529 

1Ox Pt, 20 19 O 517 22 0.105 

l l x  P, 20 18 O 1055 32 0.111 

12x P, 19 15 O 1807 52 2.867 

13x Pt, 20 14 O 2163 43 0.607 

14x P, 20 20 O 786 34 0.450 

15x P- 20 19 O 1788 68 15.194 

16x P, 20 18 O 1260 36 8.944 

17x Pt, 20 15 O 1910 69 4.733 

18x P, 20 19 1 584 22 0.125 
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Table 9-2: Data compilationfir keyword searches 

Rom. 

Olk Pt, 20 17 1 1848 22 4.417 85.0% 108.7 77.27% 

02k P, 20 10 O 3454 42 10.150 50.0% 345.4 23.81% 

03k P, O - - - - - - - - 
04k P, 20 17 O 2297 23 5.500 85.0% 135.1 73.91% 

O5k Pa 9 7 O 2444 29 12.929 77.8% 349.2 24.23% 

06k P,, 20 11 1 2555 22 16.583 55.0% 232.3 50.00% 

07k 

O8k 

09k 

10k 

llk 

12k 

13k 

14.k 

15k 

16k 

17k 

18k 

19k P, 

20k Pol 

21k P, 

22k P,, 

23k P,, 

24k P, 

25k P,, 

26k P,, 

27k P, 

28k P12 

29k Pm 
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In this section. the statistical hypotheses, are fim rewritten in the null form which is the form 

that is eventually used in the statistical test. Then, the traditional step-by-step approach of 

hypothesis testing (Kirk 1990, 380-81; Nodis 1990,210) is followed for each research 

hypothesis. These steps are: 

1) Stating the hypothesis of interest; 

2) Stating the n d  hypothesis; 

3) Selecting the test statistic; 

4) Specifying the si@cance level; 

5 )  C O ~ ~ U M ~  the test statistic and making rejection / non-rejection decision. 

The t test statistic is appropnate to test any null hypotheses of the following type: 

Following this model, the hypotheses expressed in Section 3.4.6 (page 114), are now reform- 

ulated in the form of statistical n d  hypotheses. 

4. 4.2.1 Hypothuis A - Total completion tirne [Tl 

The total completion Mie for the whole aiai will be ~ ign~cant ly  greater for the WC group 

than for the two other groups (mPY and pPY), in each of the search modes; the toul 

completion time for the whole aial wiIl be signifcantly different for the mPY group than for 

the pPY group in each of the search modes. 



3) TEST STATISTIC 

As mentioned above, the test statistic used throughout this section is the ewo-sample t test. 

The test statistic is specified below: 

The t distribution is appropriate here since the population variances are estimated fkom sample 

data, the population distributions of X,,, Y, and >6,, are approximately normal, and there 

is no reason CO believe that o iG does not equal o ipy or o 5,. 

The significance level for all the hypotheses has been set at a = .05. which is by convention 

the largest rîsk acceptable co reject nuil hypotheses in the social sciences (Kirk 1990, 321). 

5) COMPUTATION AND DECISION 

The convenaonal decision d e  for rejection of rhe n d  hypothesis has been foilowed for each 

test. Ir îs stated as follows: reject the null hypothesis X t  falls in the lower .O5 portion of the 

sampling dismbution of t; otherwise, do not reject the null hypothesis. 
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Table 6 3 :  W, Completion tirne (mean, in seconds) 

Exact-ade mode 1 1919 (n4) 1332 (n=12) 1188 (1142) 

Keyword mode 1 2520 (n=5) 1843 ( ~ 1 2 )  1388 (n=ll) 

1000 
+ Keyword 

Tabfe 6 4 :  p valitesfor H, (shaded cellc indicate rgèctiotr ofHJ 

Pamcipants were able to complete the retrieval task faster with either ofthe two pinyin 

methoch than with the Wade-Giles method. Data seem to indicate that pamcipanü using 

aggregated pinyin were able to complete the task in less time than those using unaggregated 

fonn (especially in keyword mode); however, this Merence is not staasacally signiticant as 

indicated by the results of the t test. This is m e  for both search modes. 

4.4.1.2 Hypothesis B - The v e n t  per item found + F] 

The total cime spent for the whole trial divided by the number ofrecords that were found 

will be signif~cantly p a t e r  for the WG group than for the two other groups (mPY and pPY), 

in each of the search modes; the total tirne spent for the whole trial divided by the number of 
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records that were found will be Sisnif~cantly different for the mPY group than for the pPY 

group in each ofche search modes. 

1) STATXSTICA~ HYPOTHESES 

Hr:)&,py-p&o 

3) TEST STATISTIC 

H,..: hp), - - c O 
CC, Hypochesis A. 

5) COIMPUTATION AND DECISION 

Table +5: N, Tirne spent per recordfiund (mean, in seconds) 

1 WG mPY PPY 

1 Chrlpter 4: Data Coilcnion und Analysii 

Exact-title mode 

Keywordmode 

153.9 (n=6) 83.1 (1~12) 67.0 ( ~ 1 2 )  

234.1(n=5) 129.8(n=13) 86.9(n=ll) 



Table 9-6; p valuesfir HB (shaded celk indicate rqéction of HJ 

Participants had a higher "retum rate" (i.e., they spent on average less ame per record found), 

with either of the cwo pinyin methods than with the Wade-Giles method. This is mie for 

both search modes. Data seem to indicate that participants using aggregated pinyin were able 

to spend les time per record found than those using unaggregated forrn; however, this 

ciifference is o d y  statistically significant in the keyword search mode; for the exact-atle search 

mode, this ciifference is not staasticaiiy significant as indicated by the results of the t test. 

4.4.1.3 Hypothesis C - Mean expected search lmgth 

The mean expected search kngth for successful queries @slJ will be significandy greater for 

the WG group than for the two other groups (mPY and pPY), in each of the search modes; 

the mean expected search Iength for successful quenes (Es13 wiIi be significantiy different for 

the rnPY group than Cor the pPY group in each ofthe search modes. 

CE Hypothesis A, 
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Cf, Hypothesis A. 

5) COMPUTATXON AND DECISION 

Table +7: Hc Mean expected search length (rnean) 

Table 9-8: p valuesfir Hc (shaded celk indicate rejection uf HJ 

The mean expected search length did not signifkantly vary over Romanization methods in 

the exact-title search mode. However, in the keyword searches, participants had an overall 

significandy lower mean expected search length when using the polysyUabic pinyin method 

compared with both the Wade-Giles and monosyliabîc pinyin methods. Participants also 

obrained a lower mean expected search length score with the monosyllabic method over the 

Wade-Giles method but chis ditference is not sipifkant at a 95% confidence interval. 
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4 . 4 4  Hypothesis D - N u m b a  of qnniu irwed [QI 

The total number of queries issued dunng the whole trial wiU be ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  different for aii 

three groups, WG, mPY and pPY, in each of the search modes. 

H,: p,", - I<y = O 

3) TEST STATISTIC 

Cf. Hypothesis A. 

Cf. Hypochesis A. 

5) CQMPUTATION AND DECISION 

Table 4-9: HD Nrrmber ofqrrenés isstred drrring trial (niean) 

I WG mPY PPY 
Exact-àcle mode 28.5 (n=6) 41.3 (n=12) 43.3 ( ~ ~ 1 2 )  I 
Keywordmode 127.6(n=5) 38.3(n=12) 46.8 (n=ll) 



Ta61e 6 1 0 :  p valuecfir H, (shuded celL indicate rejetion o/Hd 

The number of quenes issued during each trial was noticeably higher for the two pinyin 

methods than for the Wade-Giles method. This difference is statistically significant between 

polysyiiabic pinyin and Wade-Giles but not between rnonosyllabic pinyin and Wade-Giles. 

This is m e  for both search modes. No staasticaliy significant difference is observed when 

comparing the number of queria issued between monosyllabic pinyin trials and polysyliabic 

pinyin trials, even though data seem to indicate that in the keyword search mode end users 

issued more queries for polysyUabic pinyin trials. 

4.4.2 Hypotheses on Effectivenesr 

4.4.2.1 Hypothesis E - Success rate F + N] 

The success race wiil be signîfïcantly smaller for the WG group than for the two other groups 

(mPY and pPY), in each ofthe search modes; the success rate will be sirnilar for the rnPY 

group than for the pPY group in each of the search modes. 

1) STATISTICA~ HYPOTHESES 

H,.: kPY - & > O 

2) NWLL HYPOTHESES 
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Cf. Hypothesis A. 

Cf; Hypothesis A. 

5) COMPUTATION AND DECISION 

Table +II : HE Success rate (mean) 

Keyword mode 1 70.6% ( ~ 5 )  80.0% (1~12) 80.9% (n=l 1) 

Exact-title mode 

Table +12: p valires/or HE (sliaded cefis indicute rejection ofHJ 

WG mPY PPY 

71.5% ( ~ 6 )  84.9% ( ~ 1 2 )  90.6% ( ~ 1 2 )  

As expected, participants had a higher overall success rate with any of the two pinyin methods 

than with the Wade-Giles rnethod. This diAerence is, however, ody statisticdy significant in 

the exact-title searches. No rnarked ciifference h s  been observed in the success rate between 

the mono- and the polyqdabic pinyin methods, which seerns CO indicate that aggregation 
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does not prevent end-wrs from finding records when using exact-tide and keywords-in-title 

search modes. 

4.4.2.2 Hypothesis F - Success rate p n  qu y [F + QI 

The ratio of items foimd over total number of queries issued will be significantly different for 

al three groups, WG, mPY and pPY, in each of the search modes. 

H,.: & - # 0 

NULL HYPOTHESES 

Hv:&,w-K,=o  

TEST STATISTIC 

Cf. Hypothesis A. 

SIGN~CANCE mm 

Cf. Hypothesis A. 

COMPUTATION AND DECISION 

Table 9-13: HF Succw rate per query (mean) 

Exact-àde mode 

Keyword mode 

WG mPY ?PU 
49.0% ( ~ 6 )  47.8% (n=12) 44.0% (1~12) 

49.8% ( ~ 5 )  44.8% (1142) 36.2% (n=l 1) 



Table 4-1 4: p valuesfir HF (shaded cells indicate rgecîion ofH& 

No statisticdly significant difference was observed between the three Romaniution groups in 

the "per query" success race. This observation is valid for both searches modes. 

4.4.3 Summary of Hypothesis Testing 

The table below is a summary of the outcomes of di the t tests performed in Sections 4.4.1 

and 4.4.2. Outcomes are determined on the basis of the 95% sigdkance level, i.e., p 5 .Os. 

Outcomes are also strown ifwe cake into consideration Bonferonni's correcaon factor 

(a + ri)', where n is the number of subgroups, in this case 3 (i.e., p 5 a + 3 or p 5 .0166). 

As we cm see fiom Table 4-15 below, most of the stat%ticdïy sisnificant outcomes are 

obsenred for hypotheses HA (Completion rime) and HB (Tirne spent per item found). The 

2, The Bonferonni procedure is needed to control the overall Type I crror rate to a, beause ifone rnaka n 
cornparisoas, =ch with a Type I error rate of a, then the approximatc prob;ibilicy of  3t l a t  one Type 1 error 

among d n cornparisons is n x a. 
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Table 4-15: Sumrnary oft tests 

Search modes: 1 Exact-titla Saarcber 1 Keyword Searches 

Rornanization methods: WC / WC / 

- -- -- 

Signifieance level*: 

HA: Completion Tirne 

Hg: Time per item Found 

Hc: Expcctcd Search Lcngth 

HD: Numbcr oCQU~~~CS 

HE: SUCCCSS Rate 

HF: SUCC~SS Rate per Query 

* Tick mark (4) indicatcs rcjcction of nuii hypothcsis eithcr at 95% confidence i n t e d  or wich Bonferonni's 
correction tictor (a + 3). 
Dash (-) indicatcs chat it was noc possible, under the specified significmcc Ievcl, to rejcct the ndi hypothcsis. 

great majority of the statistically significant outcomes are ais0 obtained when comparing the 

Wade-Giles searches with one of the two pinyin searches. Only two hypochcses, H, (Tirne 

spent per item found), and Hc (Expected search length) give a statistically significant 

difference when comparing the wo pinyin groups, but rhis is only true in the keyword search 

mode. This seem to indicate chat aggregaon hw no beneficial or detrimental effeca in 

exact-title searches, but tends to irnprove the tirne spent per item found and to reduce the 

mean expected search length during keyword searches. 

By fùrther analysing the transacaon l o g  it was also possible to categorize and classi& the types 

of errors the participants made during the searches. Although this was not the primary goal of 

the experiment, it WY nonetheless reveaiing to perform this type of analysis. With an andysis 

oferror types it is possible to fuid out what proportion of erron are acmaüy attributable to 

problerns r e l a ~ g  CO aggregation ofsyllables as opposed to problerns related to Romanivaon 
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per se. Furrher refimement of these two main categories ako made it possible to pin point the 

types of errors that were more recurrent. 

AU non-successful queries (i.e., quenes that were not foliowed by the display of full record) 

were gathered in a file for analysis and each query text was analyzed and assigned to one of 

Cour groups (cf. below). The deail ofthat procedure is explained below. 

4.5.1 Category o f  Unsuccessful Queries 

Unsuccenful quenes were fint categorized in four subgroups, and labeiled by type corn type- 

1 to type-IV. These four types of unsuccessful quenes correspond to the four procedural 

search scenarios that were observed through the transacaon logs and are explained below. 

Type-IV problems consist of stnictud errors that are of litde interest in this research and for 

that reason they were discarded at once f?om the file without further analysis.f The remainder 

was ategorized this way: 

Type1 problems: Queries that retrieved no item (zero-hit query); 

Type-II problems: Quenes that retrieved at les t  one item, but set did not contain item 

sought; 

Type411 problems: Queries that retrieved at least one item, set containcd item sought, but 

item wu not displayed by participant, usually because the set was too large to browse. 

The number of queries hlling in each of these three categories was counted for each 

individud triai. The sum of these counts was caiculated for each of the six cells ofthe 2 x 3 

3. For example, a type-iV problem may be thot the participant sewchcd the item by entering the author's m e  

- racher chan the title of the work, ;in operation which is simply invalid since the inte&ce did not d o w  for 

scarching the auchor index. 
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experimental mode1 (WG/Exact-title, mPY/Exact-titie, ...). The proportion of each problem 

type was obtained by dividing these surns by the total number of emrs  in each cell. These 

proportions are illusûated in the three tables below: 

Table 4-26: Proportion o f t y p e 1  problems (mean) 

I WG mPV PPY 

Table 427: Proporîion of t y p e I f  problems (ntean) 

I WG mPY PPY 

Exact-title mode 

Keyword mode 

94.1% ( ~ 8 0 )  78.4% (~223) 82.5% (n=239) 

41.6% ( ~ 2 4 )  47.2% ( ~ 1 0 9 )  79.2% ( ~ 2 4 8 )  

Table 4-1 8: Proportion of typeII I  problems (mean) 

I WG mPY PPY 

Exact-title mode 

Keyword mode 

3.5% (n=3) 14.2% (n=40) 14.7% (n=42) 

39.3% ( ~ 2 3 )  38.0% ( ~ 8 0 )  16.0% ( ~ 5 0 )  

It is interesting to note that in the keyword search mode the propomon of type-III problems 

(sets containhg the record sought but discarded as they were considered too Iarge to browse) 

is much smaller for polysyllabic pinyin searches than for the other two Romanination 

methods. This seems to indicate, as expected, that polysyllabic searches have a higher 

precision rate in the sense that they generate f i e r  sets that are considered by the end-user to 

be "too large to hancile". This observation ako corroborates the finding about the mean 

expected search length which was found to be significantiy d e r  for polysyllabic pinyin 

searches in keyword mode (cc Section 4.4.1.3. page 150). Also of interest is the tact that the 

proportion of type4 problems (zero-hit queries) is much larger in exact-ade searches dun in 

Exact-title mode 

Keyword mode 

2.3% ( ~ 2 )  7.4% ( ~ 2 1 )  2.8% (n=8) 

19.1% (n=l 1) 14.9% (n=34) 4.8% (n=15) 



keyword searches (roughiy Nvice the size), except for polysyilabic searches in which case the 

proportion is stable. This again shows that in keyword mode, poIysylIabic searches, with a 

higher proportion ofzero-hit searches, tend to be more precise. 

4.5.2 Classification of Enots 

4. S.2.l Coding 

The text of ail unsuccessfd queries was &O analysed to determine the cause of the fiilure 

(type411 problems queries were excluded since in these cases the cause of failure was not due 

to the text of the query irselt). Errors were classified foliowing a grounded theory approach, 

meaning chat coding began without a "preconceived theory in mind [, . .] ailowing the the0 y 

to emerge fkom the data" (Strauss & Corbin 1998, 12). Categories of errors were generated, as 

required, by the variety of error types revealed in the query text. Data were coded three times 

by the researcher and results compared and confiicu were resoived on a case by case basis. 

Note thac conflicting cases amounted to less than 5% of all cases. The majority of these, about 

two-thirds, were simply caused by moments of inattention during the coding process, i.e., an 

error had only been recorded in two of the three coding criais. As one c m  imagine, these 

cases were easily solved by simply retuming to the query text and making sure that there was 

indeed an error. The remainder, which by that time amounted to about 1% of ail errors, 

consf ted of actual coding confict, Le., contüet of interpretaaon. These are detailed below: 

~ I N G  ERROR OR ROMANIZATION -R? 

It wu sometimes difficdt or, on rare occasions, simply impossible to tell, Eom the logs alone, 

ifan error was a cyping mistake or a m e  Romankation error, which resulted in having these 

enon sometimes coded in wo different ways. ConAicu were resolved by going back to the 

logs and looking at the larger picture to ay to ascertain how to clas* the error. For instance, 

ifa participant consistently typed hs as sh, then the errors were coded as Romankation errors, 
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but if on the whole, the participant mistyped hc as sh only once, then it was counted as a 

typing error. 

It wu also sometimes difficult to decide how many aggregation errors to count per query. For 

instance, in the title &3%% which should be entered in one single word as shengsichong, if the 

query was entered as sheng si, it is possible to consider chat there is only one aggregation error 

(between sheng and sq, or that there are two aggregation erron (one between sheng and si and 

also one between si and chang), since participants were told that truncation should only occur 

afier complete words (phrase rather than word truncation, cf. Section 3.4.3, page 104). Ali 

confiicts were resolved by deciding to always count the larger number of erron. 

In some cases, it was impossible to know Xcharacters were misread or if'they were wrongly 

mnscnbed phoneacaily. For instance, the character has two pronunciations zlidn (more 

common) and chdn (rather rare). In the title ai%, it is pronounced chdn. If the participant 

enten rhan in the query, it is impossible to know whether there is confusion between the w o  

possible readings of the character or whether the participant is codusing the aspirated and 

unaspirated form of the comonanc (zh/ch). These cases were extremeiy rare and were all 

coded as misreading. 

After resolution of all contlica, errors were counted for each category and compiled in a table. 

The detail or error ~Iassifrcation is given for each Rornanization type in Table 4-19 to Table 

4-21 below. 
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Table 4-19: Class@ation of eworr in Wade-Giles searches 

Code' 

Irr UVEL 
2"d level - 3" level 

Raw Average 
count pet query 1'' level A & R 2d level 

AGCRECATION 86 0.661 53.8% 65.7% 

Aggregated WG 10 0,077 11.6% 

Joined name/place 3 0.023 3.5% 

Not joined name/place 73 0.561 84.9% 

- place 8 0.062 

- persan 65 0.500 

ROMANIZATION 

Mispronounced 

Pinyin used 

Phonetic conEusion 

-fricative / expletive 

- nasal 

- other 

Other 

Erroa related to aggregation of characten 
Wade-Ciles envies werc aggrcgated (tg. chingchi instcad of cl~ing chi) 
Two nomial syllables joined as ifplace or personal name (tg.: Di-Lung insccad of Di Lung) 
Muiti-diaracter place or p e a o d  m c  not hyphenaccd 
Place name not hyphemccd (c-g. Ho pei insccad of Ho-pcî) 
Personal name not joined with hyphen (e.g. Teng Hsiao Ping instad of Teng Hsiao-ping) 
Erron related to Romanization 
Chu?ctcr was mispronounceci or misread (cg. #f rcad as chi instcad of rhith) 
Pinyin wu used instnd of Wade-Gilcs (e.g. sotg instcad of sung) 

Phonetic co&on in sound of h c t c r  
Fricative / expletive confkion between tslch and s/sh pairs (cg. shen instcad of sen) 
Confùsion berween fiont and back n a d  ending, houbiyin / qianbiyin (c-g. chen instmd of cheng) 
Other types ofconsonant c o ~ o n s  such as Vh, Vu pairs (e.g.Jir instnd ofhu) 
Other types ofRomanîzation erron chat do not fit in ùthcr cacegory (e.g. wuan instcad ofwan) 
Smctuxai erroa: Keyword entercd twicc; Whote phrase query entercd in a keyword enay box; 
Typing error (e.g- rhyng insrcad of dtung); Word(s) or space missutg in the phrase query string; Other 
s a u d  erroa, such as author sc~chcs, syscmi erton etc. ., 
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Table +20: Clusst@rttion ofenvrs in monosyllabic pinyin searches 

Code' 

1" tEvn. 
2"d level Raw Average - 3"' lwel count per query 1 '  level A & R 2nd level 

ACCRECATION 308 0.670 43.7% 46.9% 

Aggregated pinyin 29 0.063 9.42% 

Joined namdplace 47 O. 1 02 15 -26% 

Not joined name/place 232 0,505 75.32% 

- place 39 0.085 

- person 193 0.420 

ROMANIZATION 

Mispronounced 

Wade-Giles used 

Phoneac confüsion 

-fricative / expletive 

- nasal 

- other 

Other 

Erron rclated to aggregation of chamctea 
Monosyiiabic pinyin encrics wcre aggrcgatcd (cg. jingii instcad ofjing ji) 
Two n o 4  syllables / words joined as ifone name (c.g.: Maozedong instnd ofMao Zedong) 
Multi-character place or persod name not joined 
PIace namc not joined (cg. Hc bei instead of Hebei) 
Personai name not joined (tg. Deng Xiao Ping instead of Deng Xiaoping) 
Errors reiaced co Romuiiz3cion 
Chancttr wu mispmnounccd or m i s r d  (e-g. k!i r a d  as ji instcad ofjic) 
Wadc-Ciles was used instcad of pinyin (e.g. sung instead ofsong) 
Phoncuc conhion in sound ofch;uactcr 
Fricative / expietive confùsion bcnveen clch, s/sh and d z h  pain (e.g. s i  iustead ofshi) 
Co&on between fiant and badc n a d  ending, houbiyin / qianbiyin (e.g. chen imtnd ofclreng) 
Othtr mes of consonant co&oas such as Vh, Vu pairs (e.g. f~ instcad of hu) 
Othcr typa of Romanïzaaon errors that do not fit in eicher catcgory (eg. wuan iastead of wan) 
S m &  erron: Kcyword entercd Nvice; Wholc phrase qucry entered in a keyword cntry box; 
Typing error (cg- clpg instead of chong); Word(s) or space missing in the phrase query s t r i n g  Other 
structurai mon. such as author seuches, system errors etc.., 



Table 4+2 1: Classijcation of enon in polysyllabic pinyin searches 

Code* 

A 

Al 

Ala 

A l  b 

Alc 

A2 

A3 

A3a 

A3b 

I" LEVEt 
level - 3" level 

Raw Average 
count per query 1'' level A & R 2". level 

\GGREGATION 

Aggregation confilsion 

- non-aggregated 

- over agigregated 

- mismatch 

Joined name/place 

Not joined narne/place 

- place 

- person 

LOMAMZATION 

Mispronounced 

Wade-Giies used 

Phonetic contiision 

-fricative / expletive 

- nasal 

- other 

Other 

*A Errors rdatcd CO aggrcgaaon ofchancten 
Al Confiision in syiiablt aggrcgriaon 

Ala Non-aggrcgated syUablcs (:.g. f<lrItun shi insccad of farhumhi) 
Alb Over aggrcgatcd syllablcs (cg. rus& inscead ofmi  ji) 
Alc Aggregation mismatch (eg. mng shuji cheng insccad of congshu jirheng) 

(refèr to Table 4-20 above for rcst ofdefiniaons) 

These data are s d z e d  in Table 4-22 and Table 4-23 below. Table 4-22 shows the 

distribution o€errors by type over Rornanization method on the 1" level of error classiftcation 

with structurai errors ignored. Table 4-23 gives the breakdown by 2& level of  error 
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Table +22: Number o/morr per unsucses~ul query (avemge) 

Aggregation 

Rownizaaon 

Total 

Table 4-23: Number cf aggregation erron per ut~uccessJ;~l q uery: r"' level detail (average) 

I WG mPY PPY 

Al Monosyüabic elements were 
aggregated or vice-versa 

A2 Two normat syltirbles / words 

joined as if one name 

A3 Multi-syllabic place or personal 

name not joined or hyphenated 
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Table 6 2 4 :  Number o/ Romanization enors per unsuccessful query: Td level detail (average) 

RI 

R2 

R3 

R4 

Total 

R 1  Character was rnispronounced or 

misread 

R2 Pinyin was used instead of Wade- 

Giles or vice-versa 

R3 Phonetic confusion in sound of 

character 

R4 Other Romanization errors 

4.5.2.1 Analysis of Results 

The data in the two tables above reveal severai interesting facü. The fint interesting finding is 

that Romanization errors account for between about one third to one half of ali  errors 

depending on the Romanization method under investigation. This is a relatively high 

proportion which reveals that end usen still have problems using proper Romanized string to 

construct their search quenes. Furrher obsemtion at the 2"1 level reveals that mosc erron are 

caused by sound confision of phonetic nature, usually confisions berween syllable pairs, 

namely between dental nasals and guttural nasals (in pinyin and Wade-Giles: n/ng), between 

aspirated and unaspirated dental sibilanfi, retrotlexes and palatals (in pinyin: z/c, zh/ch and 

j/q; in Wade GiIes: ts/tst, ch/ch', &ch' respectively), and between dental sibilant fiîcatives 

and retroflex ficatives (in pinyin: dsh; in Wade-Giles: ss/sh). Notice that the number of 
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phonetic errors is much smaller for Wade-Giles searches. Aithough this may seem surprising 

at fint glance, it can be explained by the fact that Wade-GiIes is in a way much more 

"forgiving" than pinyin when using aspirated/unaspirated initial sibilants, retrofiexes or 

palatals consonants in search queries, since the aspiration mark-a reverse apostrophe curved 

right-to-lefi (but incorrectly inputted as an ayn in MARC records (cf. Section 2.4.2.2, page 

55))-is not indexed. Therefore, even if the end-user confuses, for example, the sounds chen 

and chPen, this has no consequence since all syllables chen and ch'en are indexed as chen. This 

results in lowenng precision and increasing recd, generating fewer type4 and t y p e 4  

problems. This phenornenon is not rnanifest in pinyin searches since the distinction between 

aspirated and non-aspinted consonants is expressed by using a distinct Roman letter or group 

of letter (dc ,  zh/ch, j/q), and in the above example the syllables are written rhen and chen 

respectively, which produces two different queries. 

Another revealing fàct, although not realIy surprising, is the relatively high propomon of R2 

erron in Wade-Giles searches (using pinyin imtead of Wade-Giles). Note chat this type of 

error is non-existent in the two pinyin groups. This shows chat even when end-users know 

they have to use Wade-Giles and are given conversion tables to work with, they s d l  

unwittingly use pinyin from time to time, rnost probably by force of habit since all of them 

were quite unfàrniliar with Wade-GiIes. 

As for aggregation errors, we cm see fkom the data in Table 4-23 that not only the number 

but alro the proportions of2* level exrocs is alrnost identical between Wade-Giles and 

monosyllabic pinyin; thû is nomial sînce there exists virtually no ciifference in aggregation 

between these nvo methods (apart fiom hyphens that are used in Wade-Giles to transcribe 

muiti-character place and personal names). On the other side, the polysyllabic pinyin group 

exhibio completely different characteristics with about ten times as rnany aggregation erron in 



comrnon worcis (Al errors), but ten times fewer aggregation errors in proper wor& for place 

and persons (A3 errors) compared to the other two groups. 

Another interesthg aggregation confusion phenomena was observed: over aggregation of 

personal names (A2 erron), e.g., Mao Zedong entered in one word "maozedong". This type 

of error was completely unexpected but overail occurred relatively fiequentiy, and seerns to 

corroborate with Chao's observations on the fieedom of syllabicity in proper names: 

Chinese proper names have various degrees of fieedom according to their 
syllabicity and, to a lesser degree, the situationai context. MonosyUables [. . .] are 
always bound. Thus, if a man has a " f i  name" like Sfh Hwang Song, you can 
neither call him by his % shing, or sumame, Hwtzng nor by his $59 niing.tzyh (or 

niinq L), or given name, Song even though as ordinary words both hwarg 
'yeiiow' and Song 'pine' are &ee words. The force of compounding between a 
monosyllabic surname and a monosyllabic given name is so strong that even a 
wife cals a husband [.. .] by his [. ..] full name. This pnctice is noc unusual among 
the new generation, where [.. .] schoolmates get to know each other in such 
forms. DissyUabic given names without the surname do get called in mature life, 
but no monosyllabic surnames or given names. (Chao 1968, 514-15) 

According to this observation, it is now not so surprising that rnany pamcipants were 

reluctant to write Mao (Mao Zedong's monosyllabic surname) as an isolated unit, cven 

though it is the prescnbed form in pinyin orthography (Wengaihui 1984). Duanmu's study on 

Shanghainese stress pattern is &O revealing in this respect. He  has observed for instance that 

with the personal name 3PlbT Deng Xiaoping (Deng being the sumame and Xiaoping the 

given name(s)) : 

[the] expression may fomi either two association domains or  jus& one [(deng xîao) 
@in@ or (deng xîao ping)]. In the former case, the fmt ONO syllables f o m  one 
association domain, and the chird fonns another. This means that in the speaker's 
mind the three syllables have no întemal structure, instead of being [$[$-$JI as the 
s p e h g  suggests. (Duanmu 1996, 183) 

The drarnatic decrease in A3 errors (not joined name/place) in the polysyllabic pinyin 

searches is exphinec! by the bct d u t  it probîbly d e s  more senst to ~ ! e  end user to join 
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syllables of multi-character place and personal names when the r a t  of the entry is also in 

polysyllabic form. When using Wade-Giles and monosyllabic pinyin, participants made a lot 

of errors simply because, being accustomed to entering queries in monosyllabic form, they 

forgor to join the syllables of multi-character place or penonal names. even though this was 

c1early stated and explained in the general instructions, with a rerninder just before the start of 

the search sessions wirh the help of examples (cf. Appendix H on page 253). It is also possible 

that end users were unable at tirnes to detect these place names and personal names in the 

tide, and thus fded  CO enter them in joined syllables. This clearly illustrates the fact that 

having a rnixed aggregation format-as it is the case with the cunent Wade-Giles method and 

the proposed monosyllabic method-is confusing to the end user. This effect is probably 

greater in real iife situations where end usen are not necessarily rerninded of this peculiarity or 

even are rnaybe completely unaware of it. It would therefore be beneficid, if monosyllabic 

pinyin is used, to mnscribe everything in monosyllables, including penonal and place names. 

The problem just described is greatly decreased if polysyilabic transcription is chosen, as we 

can see fiom the data. However, this is counterbalanced by the fact that participants were 

quite uncertain about the aggregation formats of comrnon words (i.e., dl words except 

penonal and place names). This was the cause of many erron and is probably the main reason 

why the total number of queries is higher in polysyilabic sessions (see Table 4-10 above). 

There is indeed a EictoriaI effect when a participant is trying to detect the error(s) in a query 

string if he or she is uncemin about phonetic transcription and aggregation and unless the 

participant was wüling to re-try the search severai times the item rnight not be round as we 

can see the example in Table 4-25 below (excerpt fiom session S21x, titie: &ES; proper 

Romanized string: shengsichng) . 
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Table 4-25: Erample of ermr detection pmblern 

Enfty 1 set rize ~ r o w r s  

on err 

QUERY: slrenshi chang 

QUERY: shengshi 

QUERY: sheng si chang 

QUERY: shengsi 

QUERY: shengsichang 

ors. In the 

O O 

3 O 

0 O 

9 O 

1 1 

second query, the participant mes a variation by changing the ending ofthe fint syllable f?om 

a fiont to a back nasal, then in the third cry, the second Romanization error is corrected. At 

that point the Romanization is correct but the aggregaaon is sd i  incorrect. Two more queries 

are necessary to get to the proper form. 

As we can see, the tint query contains one aggregacion and two Romanizati 

Because data were collected under an experimental setang, one could conjecture that 

participants, knowing they were being observed, were eager to perform well and were noc 

too reluctant CO try several variations to get to the record (even though there was no 

guarantee the record wcrs in the database). In real lirc situations, end users rnight be less 

inclined to repeat a search severai rimes with the consequence that hit rates would be lower 

than the ones measured here. However, one could also argue that the opposite can be m e :  

pamcipanci would be more moavated in a rd-life secting since they would probably be 

trying to locate infiormation or material they really need. 

4.5.3 Stratification by Titie Lengtb 

S i m ü u  calculations have been performed by dividing the tities into duee title lengdi s rna  of 

almost equal size: short âdes wich 4 or fewer wor& (n = 13), medium-length ades containing 

becween 5 and 8 words indusively (n = 15), and long titles having 9 or more words (n = 12). 

Please refer to Secâon 3.2.4 (page 93) for detaiI on the construction of the straca, The 
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underlying assumption for stratifLing the sarnple by title-length was that it was expected that 

variations becween groups would be more rnarked in the short title stratum, especidy in 

keyword searches, for with a short title in monosyiiabic format composed of only a few 

words, it is usually more difficult to select "good" keyworb, i.e. keywords that have a 

relatively low fiequency. According to the results of the t tests (reproduced in Appendix O on 

page 260), no pattern was detected that would indicate chat tide length was an influenaal 

variable in this experiment. In only one case (hypothesis D (success rate) for keyword searches 

berween WG and mPY), was it possible to reject the nuil hypothesis for shon tities where ic 

had not been possible to do so with the group as a whole. 

The data captured and recorded in the logs by the logging program were compiled and 

amnged in tabular format. Group means for an amy of variables were compared among 

groups and graphed on interaction charts. Saasticai t tests were used to determine if the 

obsenred ciifferences were statisticdy significant or not. Further analysis of the query texts, 

recorded in the transaction logs, revealed the distribution of unsuccessfid queries by error-type 

and by cause oferrors. Further interpretation of these results are given in the next chapter. 
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Interpretation of  the ~esul ts  and conclusions 

This study set out to investigate the effects, on known-item title recrieval, of using aggregated 

encries, as opposed to the current monosyiiabic format, in the Rornanized tields of biblio- 

graphie records. In 2997, the Library of Congress PC) announced the replacement of the 

Wade-Giles Rornanization systern with the pinyin standard. LC is currencly converting its 

bibliographic and authority records to the newly adopted standard, but is planning on 

presenring the monosyllabic format of the Wade-Giles systern. The review of the literature on 

Chinese language bibliographic conaol, and on information retrieval, led the researcher to 

predict that aggregation wodd, in fict, be beneficial for the end-uses, because it would 

increase pren'slon dmn~ticd!y, cspecidy in keyword searches, and, thus, have a posiave 

effect on recrieval eficiency and eKectiveness. A retrieval task, using both exact-tide and 

keywords-in-tide search modes, was devised in an experimental setting to measure ciifferences 

in the three Romanization methods (Wade-Giles and pinyin in its two forms, mono- and 

polysyllabic), and to determine, ultimately, if the aggrepted form of pinyin leads CO more 

efficient and effective searches. 

The rmin research question posed at the Outset of this study was concemed with determinhg 

whether or not the poIysyilabic aggregated format outperfomis the monosyllabic format. As 



both retrieval etfciency and remevd effectiveness were investigated, each under two different 

search modes, exact-title and keywords-in-title, four variant forms of the main research 

question were generated. The combination of these factors (2 x 2), produced, as shown in 

Table 5-1, below, four distinct research questions. In the context of this research, efficiency 

was generaiiy understood as a measure of the effort spent to carry out a remeval task in an 

OPAC; effectiveness was regarded as a measure of success in completing the same task. 

Table 5-1: Derivaiion of research questions 

1 Efficiency Effectiveness 

Exact- ti tle 

Ke ywords-in-ticle 

From the research questions, six hypotheses-four based on efficiency, and two on effecti- 

veness-were denved. The factors chat were considered important for inclusion in the 

hypotheses were as follows: compleaon ame; time spent per item found; expected search 

length; number of quenes issued; success rate; and, success rate per query. Empiricai data on a 

number of variables were coilected during the experimencal task. These data allowed the 

researcher to measure variaaons between and among Romaniution groups, and, ultimately , 

through the application of statistical t tests, to detect if these variations were statisticaiIy 

For every hypothesis, each Rornanîzaaon group was paired and compared with the two 

othen. This process was repeated for each of the search modes, so that, in total, thîrty-six 

statinical tests were performed (6 hypotheses x 3 pairs of Romanization groups x 2 search 

modes). Raw data were also plotted on graphs to illusrrate trends and intencaon between 

R ~ ~ z a a o n  groups over each variable tested in the hypotheses. Finally, a detailed analysis 

of unsuccessfid queries aiiowed the identification and categorization of the types of erroa. 

Through exambation of the query text, it was possible, for each unsuccessfbl query, to 
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identifi the probable cause of Failtue. These causes were clusified and compiled by Rornan- 

ization groups, in tables. Cornparison between groups aliowed the researcher to establish the 

o v e d  propomon of erron attributable to aggregation, and to mess the impact of  aggregation 

inconsistencies in exact-title OPAC searches. 

5.1 SUMMARY AND PISCUSS?ON OF ~ S U L T S  

Figrire 5- 1: Surnrnary graphs ofresearch rer~nhultsfir eacit hypotheses 

HA - Completion time 

Hc - Expected search Length 

HE - SUCC~SS rate 

1 HI - Time per item found 

H - Number of queries 

HF - Success rate per query 
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For the purpose of this summaq-, the interaction graphs for each hypothesis (HA to HF) are 

reproduced in Figure 5-1, above. The andysis that follows refes chiefly to these graphs which 

are aiso repeaced and discussed individuaily or in groups, as appropriate, within the text. 

5.1 .1 Wade-Giles vs. Pinyin 

As expected within the context of this study-and observed previously by Young (1992)- 

pinyin, in both mono- and polysyllabic format, outperforrned Wade-Giies on ai l  aspects of 

retrieval eficiency and effectiveness under investigation, except on the number of quenes 

issued, and the success rate per query. Variations are, on the whole, snonger for mesures 

pertaining to efiïciency than to erectiveness, a finding which seems to indicate that Wade- 

Giles does not necessarily prevent end-users Eom successfuliy completing their retrieval task 

(for known-item title searches), but ratlier chat pinyin helps them complete it more efficiently, 

that is, with less effort. Some noteworthy observations emerging hom the Wade-Giles / 

pinyin cornpanson are ctiscussed below. 

The most ciramatic improvemenc bemteen Wade- 

Giles and pinyin is the effect obsenred on ex- 

pected search length, as can be seen the graph 

reproduced in Figure 5-1-C. While varying little 

for phrase searches, the expecced search length 

Figure 5-24 

Expected Search Length 

4 Keyword 

was, in the case of kcyword rearches, considembly 1 
reduced. This reduction was manitested by neuly haiffiom WG to mPY, and by a factor of 

approlcimately 5 kom WG to pPY. The measure ofexpected search length is directly relateci 

to the size of the retrieved set; or, in other words, to retrieval precîsion (cf. Section 3.4.4.1, 

page 106). The values represent the average number of entries that must be browsed in each 

s u c c e a ~  search. Thîs remvkable improvernent in precision can be explained by cwo iàcton, 
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narnely, the greater number of distinct syilables in pinyin over Wade-Giles (408 as opposed to 

301, cf. Table 2-6, page 59), and, the much higher number ofindexable temis, direcdy 

resulting fiom aggregation of monosyUables (cf. respectively hctonf, and/, in Table 3-3, 

page 112). Note that both factors contribute to the improvement fiom WG to pPY, while 

the amelioration observed fiom WG to mPY is only attributable to the fint otthe two 

hcton, since WG and mPY have the same aggregaaon format. 

The two interaction graphs shown in Figures 

5-1-A and 5-1-B show that participants in the 
Figure 5-1 -A 
Completion time 

time per item found. This can be explained, in I WC mPY pPY 

WG group took longer to complete the expen- 

mental task, and chat they spent, on average, mon  

pan, by the fact that browsing time was obviously 1 1 

3 
1000 Keywo rd 

longer since, as expiained above, both pinyin 
Figure 5-1 -B 

methods generated s d e r  sets and a smaller mean 

expected search length. One could conjecture that 

the other factor that explains the longer comple- 
-It Kcywo rd 

tion rime for the WG group, is the Ievel of Euni- I 
liarity with the Romanization scheme. Although 1 
familiarity was not a variable that was mevured during the experiment, or during the 

screening of the participants, al1 ofthose who were d g n e d  to the WG group exprened their 

reluctance to use the Wade-Giles system in the pre-test interviews. This hctor is probably the 

major source of variation in the task completion tirne. AU the participants assigned to the WG 

group acknowledged that rhey had to look up the Wade-Giles entries in the Pinyin to Wade- 

Giles conversion table (cf. Appendix J, page 254), an added step which, undoubtedly, slowed 

down the data entry component of die querying process. With the combination of these two 

tacton, it wodd be undentandabIe that participants 6om the WG group took substantiaiiy 
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longer to complete the retrieval task. The variation in average time spent per item found 

beween the WG group on one side, and the two PY gmups on the other side. is even more 

marked since participants fÏom the WG group not only took longer to complete the task, but 

they also were less succersfd in finding item. More time for fewer items combined together 

irrefutably produce a lower "return rate". 

The gnph reproduced in Figure 5-14 also clearly shows that the success rate is higher for 

the ~o pinyin groups than for the WG group. Here again. fadar i ty  with the Romanization 

scheme most probably explains the better success 

rate. Because pamcipants were not, by their own 

admission, particularly at ease with Wade-Giles 

Romanization, they may have been more 

reluctant to repeat and revîse unsuccessfd 

searches. The trend revealed in the graph shown 

in Figure 5-1-D for number of queries-that is, 

f i e r  queries were entered for the WG g r o u p  

seem to corroborate this assumption. The smder 

number of quenes issued, combined with the 

lower success rate, seem to indicate that partici- 

pants assigned to the WC; group were less penis- 

Figure 5 - 2 4  
Success rate 

Figure 5-2-D 
Numbet of  quenes 

tent in their information-seeking behaviour. This reluctance to penevere rnay be explained by 

the fact that it was more problematic for them tu work with the Wade-Giles standard-since, 

as they were les  fàmiliar with this Romanization scheme, they had to make extensive use of 

the pinyin-Wade-Giles conversion table. Another element that might explain-but only . 
partidy-the smaller number of queries issued, is the €act that Wade-Giles is a t  Mies more 

"brgiving" than pinyin regarding Romanization errors (cf. chen / ch'en phenomenon 

explahed in Section 4.5.2.1. page 167). Thus. there were fewer cases ofunsuccesshtl queries 
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due to Rornanization erron. Note that rhis also cornes at a pnce, m e l y  lower precision rate, 

which, as discussed, is crucid for retrieval efficiency especially in keywords-in-tide searches. 

5.1.2 Mono- vs. Polysyilabic Pinyin 

Except for nurnber of queries issued (H,), and success rate per query (HF), al1 interaction 

graphs, reproduced on page 174, show chat the pPY group outperformed the rnPY group. 

While o d y  a few of the effects, above, are statisticaily significant, with p < .05, the data do 

show a trend. Moreover, it is possible that these effects could be stronger, and calculated to be 

statistically significant under other experimental condiaons (larger database, larger sample, 

etc.). Notice that al1 the variations observed are 

more apparent for eficiency measures, and under 

the keyword search mode. The fact that partici- 

pants assigned to the pPY group issued, on 

average, a larger number of quenes, may be 

directly attributable to aggregation. 

As shown in Table 4-21 (page 164), errors in 

aggregation format amount to more than halfof 

all  errors recorded, and result in a large number of 

unsuccesshtl queries. When searching polysyllabic 

entries, more queries were required to achieve the 

retrieval task, and, even rhough the success rate 

was slightIy higher, the ratio of success rate per 

query was lower for the pPY group than for the 

mPY group (especially for keyword searches). 

This finding would suggest that polysyllabic 

entries produce Iess efficient and effective searches. 

Figure 5-34 

Success rate 

Figure 5-1-A 
Completion time 

Figure 5-14 
Time pet item found 
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Nonetheles, by looking at the larger picture we c m  see t h ,  participants assigned to the pPY 

gmup obtained a higher success rate, spent, on the whole, les  time to complete the task, and 

thus spent on average las  time per item found. Keyword-based quenes performed under the 

pPY format also tended to be more precise, as shown with the much lower expected search 

length value. AU of these factors, combined together, seem to hdicate that aggregation is 

beneficid to end-users as it tends to increase retrieval efficiency and effectiveness in known- 

item title searches in OPACs. 

As can be seen fiom the graph reproduced in 

Figure 5 - l x ,  the expected search length for 

phrase searches remains quite stable between M Y  

and pPY but drops drarnaticaily for keyword 

searches. In fact, in keyword searches, the mean 

expected search Iength for the polysyllabic group 

Figure 5-14  
Expeded Search Length 

was found to be Iess than halfofthat of the monosyllabic group. This sharp increase in 

reaieval precision rnay be attributed to the fact that, through the process of syllable 

aggregation, a much larger number of ternis are avaikble for the ade word index, which 

rnakes each keyword a much more efficient retrieval device. It is &O interesang to note that 

precision increases dramatically, even though the average nurnber ofkeywords used in the 

rnPY group was 2.0' (out of a maximum of 3), as opposed to 2.9 Cor the two monosyilabic 

group, namely WC and mPY. Still with approxirnately WO-thirdr of the keywords, the 

expected search length dropped dramaticdy. This lower expected search length suggests that 

les browsing is required, since sets are on the whole d e r .  This, in mm, contributes to 

1. Note hcre t h t  some atles, once put in aggregated form, contained fcwer than thrte words, so thac ushg oniy 

two or one keyword for the scarch was not dways a deiibtnte choice on the part of the end-uset. 
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hster, more efficient searching, as shown in the graphs nom Figures 5-1-A and 5-1-B (see 

previous page), even though more queries were entered by the participants. 

5.1.3 Problems Relatecl to Aggregation 

It is clearly evident 6om the graph reproduced in Figure 5-2, below, that the two rnono- 

syllabic Romanization groups, WG and pPY, behave quite similarly regarding the nature of 

aggregation errors, while the polysyllabic pinyin group exhibits a completely different 

be haviour. 

Figure 5-2: Average nimber of aggngation errors per unsuccescsjirl query 

Aggregation errors 

A Sum of Al ,  A2 and A3 
A l  Monosyltabic elements were 

aggregated or vice-versa 
A2 Two normaL syllables / words 

joined as if one name 
A3 Multi-character place or personal 

name not joined or hyphenated 

In the monosyllabic format, the large majority of aggregation erron were of the A3 type. This 

type of error occurred when multi-character place or personai narne were not joined (for 

pinyin) or not hyphemted (Tor Wade-Giles). Note that this form of error drops down to 

aimost zero in the pPY group. This clearly shows that the dual aggregaaon format currendy 

in place for Wade-Gües and monosyilabic pinyin (Le., separated syiiables except for multi- 

character place and penonal name) is conhising to the end-users. This was confirmed by study 

participants during the post-search i n t e ~ e w s  (cf. page 199). The confunon seerns to 

disappear when a single aggregation form is prescribed for all words. This conjecm would 
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appear to be supported by the sharp decrease of A3 errors in the pPY group. On  the other 

hanci, aggregation of monosyllables for common worb  is adrnittedly quite subjective, as 

shown with the sharp increase of Al type errors in the pPY group. One can speculate that 

agg rega~g  text derived from book tities is more difficult than aggregating a portion of text 

given with fidi context. In Chinese, book titles also tend to contain a lot of abbreviations, 

contractions and grammaticdy awkward constructions, fàctors that probably make the 

aggregation task even more difficult. 

There were more aggregation erroa made in the pPY group, as hypothesized. It is important 

to note, however, that, even with a higher number of errors, pamcipana from the pPY group 

had a slightly higher success rate than the mPY group, and completed the task in less time. 

The subjective and imprecise nature of the aggregation format ofcornmon words may 

explain, in pan, why participants were fàirly eager and persistent in their search behaviour. 

From the trial and error patterns detected in the logs (cf. Table 4-25, page 170), it appears 

that participants intuitively knew chat the aggregation format used in their query could 

possibly be different fiom the one used in the bibliographie record. In other words, 

participants were quite keen to recry their search more than once by varying the aggregation 

of the various syllabic elements. On the whole, erroa in aggregation compnsed over haifof 

the errors in the pPY group, but concems that this would prevent end-users 60m tinding 

items did not materialize. 

5.1.4 Problems Related to Romanizatioa 

The gaph hom Figure 5-3, below, illustrates variations in Romaniration errors between 

groups. Ir is possible to see, a t  fint @ce, thai the two pinyin groups exhibit fàirly similar 

behaviour, while the WG group exhibits its own pattern. This is not surprishg since, aput 

fiom aggregation format, the mPY and the pPY groups, respectively, have similar 

Rotmnization. While the average number of RI e m a  is &1y steady across all three groups, 
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Fkure 5-3: Average number o/Romaniration enors pw unrucces~ul quwy 

Ro manizatio n errors 

R Sum of RI, R2 and R3 

RI Character was mispronounced or 

misread 

R2 Pinyin was used instead of Wade- 

Giles or vice-versa 

R3 Phonetic confusion in sound of 

charactet 

the number of R2 and R3 errors does fluctuate between the WG group and the two pinyin 

groups. 

Inversion of Wade-Giles and pinyin (R2 errors), only occurred in the WG group. As 

mentioned in Chapter 4, dunng Wade-Giles searches, participants would occasiondy revert 

to using pinyin. Since study subjects were, by their own admission, more farniliar with pinyin 

than wirh Wade-Giles, one could speculate that, when this occurred, they were inadvertently 

slipping back into their dominant mode (pinyin). Not surprisingly, there was no manifestation 

of the opposite. As shown on the graph of Figure 5-3, above, the number of R2 erron drops 

to zero for the rnPY and pPY groups. 

The most dramaac variation occurs in EU errors, where the average number oferrors Nes 

sharply hom the WG group to the two pinyin groups. This variation m y ,  in part, be 

explained by the tact that Wade-GiIes is more forgiving than pinyin as regards confiision of 

some pairs of expletive / nicative consonants. This alone does not, however. explain why 

there is such a sharp variation benveen groups. A more detaiied analysis is provided below. 
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Figure 5-4: Average number of Romanizution ewon related to phonetic confiion per unsucces~ul qrtery 

1 Phonetic confusion 

-Fricative / ex pletivt 

0.1 O t h e r  

0.05 

As illustrated in the graph fiom Figure 5-4, above, not only does the number of fricative / 

expleave errors nse sharply Eom WG to mPY and pPY, but the average number oferrors 

caused by the confusion of fiont and back nasal endings [n/q], more than triples between the 

WG and the two pinyin groups. This behaviour is surprising and difficdt to explain since 

Wade-GiIes and pinyin use the same notation for these two sounds (-n/-ng, respecrively). 

Contrary to the problem caused with confusion of fiicative and expletive consonant pairs, 

Wade-Giles is not more forgiving than pinyin with regards to confusion of nasal endings. Yet, 

there is a rnarked difference observed between the two. A tentative explanaaon, is that, since 

participants had co consult conversion lists in the Wade-Giles searches, they saw, in pnnt, the 

two possible variations, namely, fiont and back nasril. Perhaps upon seeing the w o  variant 

spekngs, participants felt more inclined CO re-evaluate their original choice. In any case, it is 

not possible to definitely determine the cause of this variation. Further research would be 

necessary. Further resevch might also establish ifthe variation o f R 3  (phonetic contusion) 

errors b e m n  the two pinyin groups (0.5 for mPY and 0.4 Cor pPY) is statisticdy sî%nif~- 

cantly different, or simply a variation caused by chance done. This seems more likely, since 

there is no obvious reason that would explain the cause of that variaaon. 
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The main conclusion to be drawn is that using Romanization as the prirnary retrieval 

technique in OPACs still remah quite problernatic since a mjority of search Eiilures are 

directly associated with Romanization errors. 

54.5 Review of Reseatch Questions 

Ac the outset of rhis study, it was hypothesised that providing end-usen wirh a bibliognphic 

database containing Chinese-language records with tide fields in polysyiiabic pinyin Roman- 

ization rather than in the monosyllabic form-the format proposed and adopted by the 

Library of Congress-would be beneficial, as it would improve both retrievai effkiency and 

effectiveness in phrase and ke~word known-item tide searches. In light of the research 

findings, the four research questions that arose from this broad hypothesis are now re- 

exarnined. The results of the six research hypotheses, posed for each research question, are 

used to inforrn the discussion that follows. 

Research Question 2 

What is the impact ofusing polysyllabic pinyin entries, over monosyllabic pinyin entries, in 

Biiiliographic records on retrievaf eficiency in known-item exact-title searcftes? 

As shown in Table 5-2, below, none of the four hypotheses related to variation in reuievai 

eficiency b e ~ r e e n  mono- and polysyllabic pinyin was verified beyond an acceptable mrgin 

of error. AU. mPY/pPY p values are well above the fored M t  of -05, necessary to obtain a 

95% confidence level. 
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Table 5-2: p valuer/or eficiency hypothecer on exact-title searches 

H,: Expected Search Length 1 .363 .383 .485 

Shaded cells indicate rejection ofnull hypothesis at p < .O5 

None of the null mPY/pPY hypotheses could be statistically rejected. Failing to reject the 

nuli hypotheses implies that the research hypotheses remain inconclusive. This, in turn, does 

not necessarily mean that that there is not a m e  difference in retrieval eficiency between the 

mono- and polysyllabic groups. As we have seen, above, data trends suggest that pPY out- 

performed mPY on the first three hypotheses. It is, thus, resasonable to believe that these 

differences could eventually be shown to be statistically significant under different conditions 

(e.g., larger sample, larger database, different search and truncation algorithm, etc.). Fairly 

high p values, obtained between mPY and pPY, indicate, however, that diis outcome would 

be unlikely. 

Findùigs from the experiment did not support that aggregation of monosyllables in 

Romanized tide fiel& of Chinese bibliognphic records would have a positive impact on 

retrievd eficiency, under the exact-ritle search mode. Since these assumptions could not be 

statinicaiiy supported, the hypotheses associated with research question 1 remain inconclusive. 

However, one should note chat, out of four efficiency variables under investigaons, three 

generated better r e d ~  Br the polysyllabic group han the monosyilabic group. This trend, 

observed in the sample, cannot be generaiized to the genenl population. The supenority of 

polysyllabic entries over monosyllabic remab, in chis case, highly speculative but the mnd 

observed in the results warrants doing more research. 



What is the impact of wing polysyllabic pinyin entries, over monosyllabic pinyin entries, in 

bibliograp hic records on retrieual effectiveness in knowti-item exact-title searches? 

A surnmary of the effectiveness hypotheses on exact-ticle searches is shown in TabIe 5-3, 

below. As the p values in the cornparison between the mPY and the pPY groups are welI 

above -05 for both HE and HF, it was not possible, in these cases, to reject the nul  hypotheses. 

The tests therefore rcmain inconclusive. 

Table 5-3: p valuesjbr eflectiveness hypotheses on exact-title searrhes 

HF: Success Rate per Query 1 .905 .513 .630 
- -  - 

Shaded cellz indicarc rejectiion of nul! hypothesis ut p < .O5 

As opposed to retrievd eficiency hypotheses, where there seemed to be an apparent trend in 

the data. the raw data, in this case, do not seem to indicate chat the pPY group did any better 

or any woae than the rnPY group. While participants assigned CO the pPY group achieved a 

higher score For success rate, their success rate per query was Iower. 

In m e r  to the second research question. the fmdings suggest thzt aggregation of 

monosyilables in Chinese language bibliographic records, does not seem to have a direct 

noticeable impact on retrieval effectiveness in exact-atle searches. 

Ruearcla Question 3 

Whzt is t k  impact of using polysyllabic pinyin en tries, over tnonosyllabic pinyin etltries, in 

bibliographic records on retrieval e&n'mcy in known-item Leywords-in-titk searches? 
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The p vaiues resulring kom the t tests adminirtered on the efficiency hypotheses for keyword 

searches are given in Table 5-4, below. As shown with the shaded ceils, the p value for two of 

the rnPY/pPY hypotheses (HB and HJ is l e s  than .05, which resulted, in these two cases, in 

the rejection of the null hypothesis with 95% codîdence. In the case of HA and H,, there was 

insufficient statistical evidence to reject the n d  hypothesis and the tests rentlin, in these cases, 

inconclusive. 

Table 5-4: p valuasfir eficiency hypotheses on keywords-in-title searches 

Efficiency / Keywotds-in-title 

WG/mPY WG/pPY mPY/pPY 

HA: 

H, : 

H,: 

FID: - 

Compleaon Time 

Time per Item Found 

Expected Search Length 

Number of Queries 

Shaded cells indicute rejkaion ofnull hypothesis ut p c .O5 

With the rejection of the nuil hypothesis for tirne spent per item found, and expected search 

length between the two pinyin groups, it is possible to estabiish, with 95% confidence, that 

aggregaaon ofmonosyilables resulted in a significant increase ofreaieval efficiency in 

keyword sûarches, in this study. Furthemore, as the p vdue berneen the mPY and pPY 

groups for completion time is firly low (O.Os), it is justifiable to believe that rhere is a 

noteworihy difference between the two groups. In facr, had the hypothesis been stated 

directionally~nd it could have been, since the vdue oc$ (the differential in retrievai 

performance between rnPY and pPY) was expected to be positive beforehand (cf. Table 3-3, 

page 112)-die t test would have been conducted as a one-ciiled test, and the resulting 

p value would be -04, which would be sufficient to reject the null hypothesis. 
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The sharp increase in retrievai precision (cc Figure 5-1-C on page 179). resulting from 

aggregaaon of monosyllables, produced a better environment for keyword searches. In mm, 

this improvement in precision conûibuted to more efficient searches, namely by reducing the 

expecced search length and reducing the time spent on average per item found. Higher 

precision also conaibuted to reducing browsing time, and an overall shorter completion time 

for the whole search trial. Although the difference in completion time is not statisacaily 

significant, there is strong evidence, hom the raw data, that there is a m e  difference between 

the mono- and polysyllabic groups. This ciifFerence might be demonsmted under a more 

sophisticated experimental environment. Data also showed that participants kom the pPY 

group had to enter, on average, a greater number of queries (ElD). This difference was not 

statistically significant, but may have connibuted to lowenng the efficiency level of the pPY 

group. It appears that, on the whole, this was strongly counterbalanced by the other efficiency 

measures. 

In answer to the third research question, the concurrence of statistically significant finciingr in 

favour of polysyliabic pinyin makes it possible to support the predicaon that aggregation 

would significandy contribute in improving efficiency of keyword bibiiographic searches for 

known-item title searches. It  thus seem thac, providing aggregated entries in Chinese- 

language bibliographic records is beneficial to end-users in this respect. 

Ruearch Question 4 

What is the impact of using polysyilabic pinyin entries, over monosyllabic pinyin entries, in 

bibliographic records on retn'eual eflectiveness in known-item keywords-in-titfe seanha? 

As iliustrated in Table 5-5, below, the two hypotheses related to variation between mono- 

and polysyUabic pinyin for retrieval effectivenesr in keyword searches were not supported due 

to the impossibility of rejectiag the corresponding n d  hypotheses. 
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Table 5-5: p valuesfir effectiveness hypothaes on keywords-in-litle searrhes 

Since neither of the two hypotheses for effectiveness in keywords-in-ticle search mode was 

supported and rernains inconclusive, it is reasonable to assume that, based on this experiment, 

aggregation does not seem to improve effectiveness in Chinese-language Romanized known- 

item keyword searches. The high p value obcained chrough the two t tests suggest that the raw 

ciifferences measured between the haro groups are most likely caused by chance alone and that 

the participants 60m the mPY and pPY groups behaved sirnilarly. 

HE: Success Rate 

HF: Success Rate per Query 

5.1.6 Enect of Romanization: Summary 

Etfiectiveness / Keywords-in-dtle 

WG/mPY WG/pPY mPYfpPY 

.181 ,158 311 

.68 1 ,129 .224 

Table 5-6 below provides a visual summary of the effects of Romanization on OPAC tide 

retrieval for Chinese-langage items. Based on the data analysis and the stalticd tests, the 

variation tàcton a,, S2, and a,,' are estirnated br each pair of Romanization groups, 

WWmPY, WWpPY, and mPY/pPY, respectively. Note chat Romanization seerns to have, 

on the whole, more of an effect on retrieval efficiency &an on retrieval effectiveness. 

Aggregaaon, which corresponds to 4 ,  is in itselfa valuable addition as it improves efficiency, 

mostly in keyword searches. Aggregation does not seem to have any effect on retrieval 

e ffec tiveness. 

2, These variaaons Eictors correspond co variations bccwccn groups: 6, is the variation that occurs betwcen WG 
and mPY (i-c., saicdy produced by change in Rornkcion),  6, cotresponds to variations betwcen WG and 

pPY (i.e., produced by change in Romanizaâon and in aggregation format), while 6, corresponds to variations 
beoiveen mPY and pPY (i.e., strictiy produced by change in aggreption format). Please rcfèr to Table 3-3. 
(p. 112) for more d c d .  
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Table 5-6: Summary oJvanation observed amonggroups 

Retrievd Efficiency Petrieval Effectiveness 

Phrase Key word Phrase Kqtword 

Dash indicates no sigttiijicant variation; single amws indicate improvement denoredfiom ratu data; double 
anorus indicare statistically s&niJiant improvement. 

The source ofvariation between groups seems to corne Eom w o  independent facton, namely 

the nature ofthe Romanization schemes itself (number ofsyllables, number of indexable 

terrns, and average length of syllable), and the human factor ( fadar i ty  with Romanization 

scheme, and intuition on aggregation). It is not really possible to assess the relative weight of 

each of these two facton individualiy, because the experiment was not designed to measure 

each fictor in isolation. It would nonetheless be an interesang point to investigate in future 

research. Whiie the former factor is stable, the latter is bound to fiuctuate over time: 

fiunüiarity with pinyin may increase over time as the Romanization xheme gains in 

popularity and in recognition, and intuition on syiiable aggrepaon may improve ilofficial 

standards are promoted and disseminated. To veriEy this assumption, the present experimental 

design could be modified to isolate both tactors, and replicated over am indeterminate period 

of time. With the current experimental design, however, the general assumption is that the 

sample of participants is representative of the search behaviour ofa specific population at a 

given tirne. 

Many of the hypotheses posited to ver* the effect of aggregating monosyllables in 

Romsnùed title fields ~Cbibliographic records were not statistically supported and remain 

inconclusive. While the statîstical tests and the raw data do noc seem to indicate thrit 

agg rega~g  Romanized entries irnproves enectiveness, efficiency is clearly enhanced due to 



aggregation. This improvement was statisticaliy si+cantly diAerent for keyword searches 

but data trend unambiguously denote that aggregated entries also have a positive impact in 

the case ofphrase (exact-title) searches. It may weli be possible, under improved or different 

experimentd conditions (iarger sample, larger database, different truncation and search 

algorithms, etc.), to observe that aggregaaon does have a statistically significant effect on 

remeval efficiency in phrase searches. 

This study began as an investigation on the effect, on retrieval efficiency and effectiveness, of 

providing Romanized ride fields of Chinese-language bibliographic records in aggregated 

form rather chan unaggregated (monosyllabic) Form. Only recently, the Library of Congress 

(LC) announced the conversion of its Chinese-language records Eom the obsolete Wade- 

Giles standard to the more or less univenally accepted pinyin standard. Tliis announcement 

launched (or refueiled) a heated debate within the Eut-Asian îibnry community as to 

whether records should be converted in monosyiIabic or in polysyllabic format. Whiie ic was 

evident chat the former would be easier and less costly to accomplish-since Wade-Giles is 

already inpuned in monosyilables-many argued thac the latter form would be beneficial for 

end-users. as it would. among other things, solve the recurrent problem of poor reaieval 

precision observed under the current monosyllabic approach (Ao 1997a). Unfortunately, 

arguments in favour of aggregating monosyllables into syncactic words codd not be endorsed 

with fictual evidence, as littie or no empincal data were avaüable to prove or disprove the 

potenaai benefits of either aggregation method, and to assess their effect on the user 

community. Those promocing polysyiiabic entries were met by strong opposition, rnainly 

corning fiom record creaton. as aggregation was not only seen as being too costly to 

implement, but also as a potential source of error and inconsistency in bibliognphic records. 

M e r  some deliberations on the topic, LC decided to retain the current aggregation practices 



(essentially monosyllables except for multi-character place and personal names (Meltzer 

1999)). Despite that, as Chinese-language bibliographic records available through the RLIN 

bibliographic utility already contain entries in aggregated format (or, more specifically, semi- 

aggregated format), in practice, individual libraries could decide to download records in either 

mono- or polysyllabic format depending on their needs and on the specificities of the remeval 

capabilities of their OPAC. As mentioned earlier, the Research Libraries Group has recently 

announced that it will soon be possible to download Chinese-language records fkom the 

FUN database with the opaon of retaining or not the aggregation character (Smith- 

Yoshimura 1998). Thus, the argument that choosing the polysyllabic over the monosyllabic 

aggregation format is a more costly option, is no longer valid for individual libraries, as they 

could just as easily obtain records in either format by simply reloading their records tiom the 

RLIN bibliographic database. The results obtained through this research will, hopefully, be 

usettl in assisting library administrators to assess the benefits of providing their patrons with 

C hinese-language bibliographic records Romanized in monosyllabic pinyin. Four 

recommendations are detailed below. 

1. Aggregated entries improve retrieval eficiency 

The data collected through this experiment provide enough empirical evidence to support the 

assumption that, aggregation of monosyllables into syntactic units does have a noteworthy 

positive effect on the retrieval efficiency of exact-title searches; note, however, that it does 

not seem to have any fivourable etfect on retrieval effectiveness. The improvement in 

retrieval efficiency was statistically significant @ < -05) in the keyword search mode, and, 

although this could not be statistically supported in the case of phrase searches, the raw data 

indicate a strong positive trend in hvour of polysyllabic entries. For this reason, library 

administrators should strongly consider using polysyllabic entries in the Romanized title fields 

of Chinese-language bibliographic records. The benefits gained from using aggregated entries 

come mainIy &om the fk t  that aggregation generates a greater number ofincreases in retrieval 
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precision. Libraries with large Chinese-language coilections would benefit greatly fkom using 

the polysyllabic format, as poor precision is especially problematic in large-size databases. Most 

North-Amencan acadernic and public libraries with Chinese-language holdings are about to 

embark on the tedious and resource-intensive process of converting their bibliographie 

records fiom the Wade-Giles to the pinyin standard. During this conversion process, it would 

be a mistake to miss the opportunity of changing the aggregation format as weli as the 

Romanization method as such. Serious consideration should be accorded to the positive effect 

of aggregation on at les t  some aspects of retrieval. 

2. Aggregated entties do not lessen effectivenus 

The resula obtained through this research strongly suggest that, the vanaaon between subjects 

in the interpretation of how syllables should be aggregated (including the vanaaon existing 

between the f o m  entered by the participants and the form recorded in the records), does not 

prevent OPAC end-users fiom ftnding the correct records in known-item searches. Although 

there was a marked increase in the average number of queries required to find each record, 

there was no noticeable drop in the success rate trom the monosyllabic pinyin group to the 

polysyllabic pinyin group. There was, in face, a slight increase. Furthemore, the task was 

compIeted in a shorter time period. 

Aggregation rnay be seen as an added burden for the end-user. This was attested to by some 

participants during the post-search i n t e ~ e w  sessions: 

There are two main hurdles: (1) How to defîne a group of words. For exarnple, 
k X Q  Q is ciifficuit to pane; it rnay be subjective; (2) Mastering of pinyin. I t  is 
OK ifyou are Eorn Beijing but for most people fiom the South the % / t h ,  s/sh 
sounds are quite confusing and also nhg. if the intedace dows  to recall previous 
queries automaticdy it would be bener because I had to modify the queries quite 
ofien. - Pamcipant #29. 

Polysyllabic seem to be different fiom what we leamed: /&di /&han shi. So 
we need to try several tirnes. For names, I prefer Maozedong in one word. It 
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would be easier, 1 eh ink ,  if polysyllabic is more separate [Le., join ody  obvious 
cases]. - Participant #33 

On the other hand, aggregating entries produces more efficient index terms. Through 

aggregation ofmonosyilables, precision increases dramaticdy. Although aggregation may be 

perceived, at first, as an extra burden, it lessens, in most cases, the burden of either browsing 

large sets of retrieved records, or refming the search quenes through the use of Boolean or 

proximity operators-.-concepts which are very ofien too complex for the lay searcher, if 

available a t  al1 in the retrieval module. In reaüty, aggregation globally facilitates the task of 

title-based retrieval, and was not perceived by most participants as a major obstacle: 

Joining syllables is not always clear. It is OK if'you know the meaning of the title, 

but you need to find what the author wanted to Say. But this is not a serious 
problem, since at worst you need to try three times, because there are only so 
many possible combinations. - Participant #27 

Spelling of pinyin is sometimes confusing. Word division is not difficult for native 
Chinese speakers with an average education. - Participant #12 

The task was not difficult but pronunciation is sometimes a problem. Word 
aggregation makes it &ter I would thinlc. - Participant #30 

The concem thac variation in aggregaaon interpretation would prevenc end-users from 

finding their records did not materialize. Thus, the argument that polysyllabic format should 

be avoided for har  of introducing too many inconsistencies in the records, cannot redy be 

considered as a strong deterrent. As a matter offàct, there are s p e h g  and aggregation 

inconsistencies that exist in English titles (and other Ianguages) as well. Yet, title fields are not 

subjected to vocabulary control, but are transcribed as they appear on the title page of the 

item being cadogued. Under current cadoguing pnctices, unifonn tities are not required on 

the buic of orthographie disparity. Admittedly, when transcnbing Chinese characten into 

Romanized aggregated units, there is a possibility that individual cataloguers will, at &es, 

come up with variant forms, introducing more variabiiity within Chinese-language records 
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than for other languages. Nonetheless, as mentioned earlier, and, as suggested by the fndings, 

the benefits gained Erom aggregation outweigh the inconvenience generated by these 

inconsistencies. Furthermore, there are ways to solve this problem or at lest  help improve 

consistency of aggregation form, by promoting aggregation guidelines, developing artificial 

intelligence modules for inclusion in catdoguing utilities and local systems, etc. As it is our 

responsibility, as information specialists, to provide patrons with ways to eficiently retrieve 

the information they need, it would be unreascr,zble to disrniss the use of polysyllabic pinyin 

sirnply on the basis that consistency is ciifficult to achieve. Clearly, if the polysyllabic format 

improves remeval, our efforts should be directed toward finding ways to improve consistency 

to make it even better. 

3. O n  the importance of leyword search mode 

The importance of obcaining a iiigher efficiency rating for keyword searches may be more 

important in the case ofchinese-language retrieval than for other languages. As mentioned 

above, irnprovement in retrieval efficiency was statistically significant for keyword searches; 

there was, in any case, more discernible differences between the w o  pinyin groups in 

keyword mode. One might argue that, in known-item tirle retrieval, keyword search mode 

may not be the prefemd search method, and that the irnplicaaons of this finding are fgrly 

inconsequential. For Chinese, however, keyword searching is an drnost indispensable 

alternative to exact-tide searches, because of the problems associated with the transcription 

procea. A large number of participants mentioned that, even though phrase searching was 

fater and more direct, keyword searching offered more flexibility, and wu quite helptul. The 

main advantage of doing the search in the keyword mode w u  the &dom to select worcis 

anywhere in the title. In contrast, with phrase searching, one is compelled to start at the 

beginning of the ride, even though the sound ofthe first few characten may be unknown 

because the characters are m e  or unusual- The option of selecting keywords within the title is 

&O usefiil when the end-user tends to confise aspirated/unaspirated sibilanes and fiont/back 
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nasals. He or she cm simply avoid those words and select other words withui the title. These 

problems were reported by a large nurnber of participants- Some of their comments are 

reproduced below: 

Keyword [mode] is more tirne consuming but offen more flexibilicy because in 
phrase [mode] if you don't know the fint word [i.e., chancter] than you need to 
guess or check the dictionary. Also with keywords you can pick the words that 
you want. Phrase is however fater, more direct. 1s it possible to combine both 
methods? - Participant #24 

Keyword is more flexible because you can pick the words at will. - Participant 
#33 

Keyword [mode] is earier because you can pick the words that you want. In 
phrase [mode], if you don't know the first character, then you can't use it. With 
keywords, you cm pick woràs [sounds] that you know are less fiequent so you 
can get higher precision. - Participant #19 

In keyword [mode]. if you choose the awkward worb [i.e., rare in sound], then 
it is quite good. In phrase [mode] it is problematic ifyou are unsure offirst 
character. - Participait $8 

Keyword [mode] is easier than phrase [mode] becawe you can pick wordr at d, 
but it takes longer to browse. It was sometirnes difficult for me to differentiate 
between d s h ,  ch/rh, etc, so the keyword [mode] is better because you can select 
words düit do not have these sounds. - Participant #22 

In addition, wMe the object of chis research was restncted to known-item searches, one has 

to keep in mînd rhat the keywords-in-ritle search mode is often used by OPAC usea as an 

alternative CO subject searches since, "title ternis are [ofien] more Iikely to agree with the 

user's terminology and serve as a complement to the wigned subject headings" (Cahil 

McJunkui 1995, 161). Title keyword searches have long been recognized as an important and 

vipl search option in online bibliographic systems (Aluri, Kemp & Bon 199 1; Ensor 1992; 

Larson 1 Wlb; Petes & Kurth 19%). Sincc tides also usually contain subject-rich terms, it is 

essentiai to record idonmation in a way that will produce rneaningfùi index t e m .  This study 

seem to support the superiority of the polysyllabic method in this respect. 
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hocher element to take into account is that keyword searches may sometimes be the only 

way to access an item in cases where the word order of the title is unknown or doubtfùl, or 

when the source is unreliable, Wildemuth and O'Neill (1995, 273) reported that of 240 

observed known-item OPAC searches (for English-language monographs), the source of the 

information came fiom published retérences in oniy 61 (or 25%) cases. ALI others were either 

recded from memory, or came from hand-written notes, or fkom informal bibliographies. 

Furthemore, some retrieval systerns oiily offer keyword access to the title index. Although 

this is rather unlikely, it is nor unusual to find retrievai systerns with set defaults to keyword 

mode. End-usea may not always know how to ovemde this default, or may often well be 

unaware of it. For all these reasons, it is essential to ensure high efficiency levels in keywords- 

in-title searches, either for known-item or subject retrieval. On many points, monosyllabic 

transcription was shown to be deficient in this respect, while polysyllabic transcription 

appeared to be more adequate, even though the differences were not statisticaily significant. 

4. Dual aggregation practice is confusing 

The experiment provided strong evidence that the proposed aggregation policy for pinyin 

entries by LC is problematic with regard to treatrnent of multi-character persona1 and place 

names. The proposed aggregation policy is surnrnarized below (taken fiom Meltzer 1999): 

Word division 

1. Rornanize each Chinese character as a separate word. Separate sylables from 
each other by a space. This include corporate names. 

2. Exceptions: 
a) Join together (without spaces or hyphens) the syllables associated with 

multi-character surnames and given names. Also join together pseudonyrns, 
given names, Buddhist names, courtesy names, etc. in more than one 
sflable. 

b) Join together (without spaces or hyphens) the sylIables associated with 
multi-character geographic names. Do not join the names ofjurisdictions 
and topographicaI features to geographic names, but separate hem fiom the 
proper name by a space. 



The analysis of errors clearly indicated that the exceptions to the monosyllabic format made for 

multi-character penonal and place names are very contusing to the end-usen. Participants also 

expressed themselves quite vociferously on that subject during the interviews. O n  many 

occasions, participants either fded to recognize entries as being persona or place names3, or 

simply forgot to "mke die exception" and join the syllables in these cases, even afier being 

instructed, only a few minutes before the search, to treat these cases as such (cf. instructions in 

Appendix G, page 252). The high level of confusion on that point seems to hlly conmdict 

the following daim by James K. Lin: "Chinese persona1 and place narnes are proper nouns 

chat are readily identifiable and are naturally bound units in their own merits. To  have them 

linked will not cause confusion." 0. K. Lin 1997, 2). 

Data suggested that this practice does cause a lot of conhision and should therefore not be 

retained. The arguments endoned by Lin for joining the syllables ofproper nouns are fiirly 

insubstantial. Individual syllabler of multi-character place and penonal names are "natudy 

bound units in their own merit", but so are individual syiiables of multi-character cornrnon 

names, which are also bound units "in their own ment". Surely the comrnon word %iffi 

diitcgxi, 'thing' does merit to be mnscribed in one bound unit, unless the author's intent is CO 

cdk about East and West (cf. Section 2.2.4, page 32). As for the claim that proper nouns are 

"readily identifiable", one wonden what is actually meant here, as there is no capiraliwaon 

sign in die Chinese script (cf. fbotnote 3). Admittedly, sumames and given names are, in most 

cases, fÿrly easy CO idencify (dthough not necessarily so for a non-native speaker), but how 

cm one claim that pseudonyms, given names, Buddhist narnes, counesy names, and place 

(geogaphic) names are aiways "readily identifiable"? This is simply not mie, as can be anested 

by comrnents collected fiom the participants during the post-search debriefing sessions: 

3. There is no gnphidy distinct sign in the Chinese script for proper nouns such as capiraiïzation which is used 

in most Western scripts. 



The task was not difficult but sometirnes it was hard to guess ifcharacters referred 
to a place name. - Participant #22 

Place name is sometimes confiising because I was not sure if it is a place or not, 
and ais0 when in monosyllable mode, one tends to forget to join place and 
penonal names by force of habit. - Participant #21 

Having to figure out when you have a place or a penonal name to put syllables 
together is confùsing. - Participant #17 

I got confused with place and penonal names. - Participant #10 

I was sometimes confused about place names: A'ertai, Jieqi. So it would be better 
to separate syllables all the time. - Pamcipant #34* 

Eliminating the dual aggregaaon practice, currently used in Wade-Giles and retained in the 

proposed guidelines from LC, would eradicate this source of confusion. The situation may, in 

fact, be more problematic with pinyin since, with Wade-Giles, mula-character place and 

personai names are linked with a hyphen (in pinyin they are simply linked together), which 

means that it is still possible to program the system to treat the hyphen as a space and have 

each unit indexed separately. 

For IU these consideraaons. it is strongly recomrnended chat LC reconsiden the proposed 

guidelines. Ifmonosyliabic format is retained, then the decision should be f i y  assumed and 

no aggregation exception should be made, as it only creates contusion among the users of 

retrieval systems. Libraries retaining monoqdlabic transcription should, at the very Ieast, 

consider hyphenahg these entries so that they can still be indexed as monosyliables, or even 

both as monosyllables and as a joined unit. 

4, Note that thae tive pvticipana were assigned CO the mPY group, whcre duai aggregation method w35 

foiIowed. monosyiIabic for cornmon names and polysyhbic for proper names. 
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The analysis of the data quice surprisingly revealed a f3irly high variability level between 

subjects. For instance, one of the participants completed the task in less than 30 minutes while 

others took nearly 90 minutes. Evidently, "search skill" is a factor that was overlooked in this 

experiment, which rnay have potentially influenced the results. It would be wise to redo the 

experiment with a larger sample orparticipants to minimize this variabiiicy, and also to devise 

a tighter control mechanism for building the sample of participants. With a Iarget number of 

participants, it may be possible to stratify the sample on some of the participants' charac- 

teristics or to simply build a more homogeneous sample. This could be achieved, for instance, 

by including a quaiifjring pre-test within the screening procedures. 

One of the weaknesses of the methodology used in this research is the fact that data were 

collected within an anificial expenmental setting. The main problem was simulating a 

"stan&rd" OPAC environment because, even though OPACs share a lot of characteristics, 

there is no stict "standard" concerning the intedace, the indexing method, and the search 

algorithrns to process the queries. The size of the database is &O another element chat is not 

standard fÏom system to system. From a research perspective, it would be essential to replicate 

the experiment under a setting that would ailow the manipulation of some of these "non- 

standard" features. For example, one could Vary the size of the database; modify the browse 

intertace (vary the number of tities per screen, sort entries by titie inscead of by author, ailow 

the display of ?x8: hànd 'Chinese charactea', . . .); use a vanety of search algorirhms, for 

instance one that produces word tnincaaon instead of phrase truncation, etc. It would &O be 

interesting to adapt the methodology to existing OPAC systems and measure the effect of 

aggregation in a real-life setting. 

A relaavely large number (ca. 50,000) of Chinese-Ianguage bibliographic records w u  required 

for the conduct of this experiment Due to limited resources, these records, which were 



obtained Eom the RLIN database, could not be revised to check for consistency and accuracy 

of the aggregation. Variation in aggregation within the bibliographic records is another 

possible source of noise that potentiaily had an influence on the results. It would be 

interesting, for example, to conduct a study of the degree of aggregation inconsistency and 

inaccuracy existing in the Chinese-language bibliographic records contained in the RLIN 

database. This investigation would not only provide an assessrnent of the extent of this 

problem but wouId also supply valuable information on the applicability of the RLG 

aggregation guidelines, and on inter-cataloguer consistency in their interpretation of the 

guidelines. Such a study could concentrate on the foliowing points: 

- Assess the ability of cataloguers to produce accurate and consistent aggregated entries 

for Chinese-Ianguage material by analyzing the percentage of member-contributed 

records in the RLIN database which contain inaccurate word division according to 

the RLG guidelines; 

- Find out what is the level of agreement of titie word division between cataloguers 

and within each cataloguer when Romanization is penormed with the help of the 

RLIN guidelines and/or simply with a dictionary and what is the proportion of 

cases lefi unresolved by the guidelines and by the dictionary approach; 

- Analyze what types ofprobhms are prominent by creating a typology of word 

division erron found in member-contributed Chinese-language records. 

Another approach to evaluating the guidelines would be to reproduce this experimenc with a 

purposive sample of titles, as opposed to the stratified approach foliowed here. The sample 

would be constructed to represent each type ofgtammaacai construction discussed in the 

guidelines: p re f~es  and suffixes, compounds. abbreviations, etc. tt would then be possible to 

conduct an analysis that would reveal what kind of grammatical constructions are more 
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problematic, and maybe need to be revised. It would &O be possible to compare the RLG 

guidelines with other existing guidelines (ct Section 2.3.4, page 44) to see ifthe bibliographic 

guidelines could be harmonized with other guideLines. 

Finally, since the main argument against the adoption of polysyilabic pinyin in bibliographie 

records is the fear of introducing too much inconsistency, more research is needed to help 

cataloguen in their cask regarding the transcription of Chinese vemacular titles in polysyllabic 

format, Artificial intelligence modules could be created and adapted to cataioguing software to 

pane Chinese text autornaticdy. Such applications are already being tested at the expen- 

mental level in various full text information remeval systems (Chien et al. 2000; Dai, Khoo & 

Loh 1999; Gan, Palmer & Lua 1996; Huang & Robertson 1997; Kwok 1999; Lee, Ng & Lu 

1998; Nie & Ren 1999; Sproat et al. 1994; Wu & Tseng 1995), but more research is needed 

to test the applicability of such systems for the creation of bibliographic records. 

While the genenlizability of the findings in this smdy is adrnittedly lirnited, the data never- 

theless provided enough evidence to suggest that aggregation of rnonosyilables in Chinese- 

language title tields does improve remevd efficiency in OPAC titie searches. While there is 

an undeniable level of inconsistency in aggregation fonnat within the records and between 

the aggregation fonnat used in the records and the aggregaâon format inputted by the end- 

wea in the query, rerrieval effectivenes did not go down, since the success rate remained 

unaffected. It is the hope of this researcher that, with these findings, library managers will be 

better equipped to a se s  the conxquence of using mono- or polysyllabic pinyin transcription, 

and the potential benefits of using the latter method. 
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Appendix A: Wade-Giles ~yllables* 

W-G Pinyin 
a a 
a i  ai 
an an 
ang ang 
ao ao 
cha zha 

chai zhai 
chai 

W-G Pinvin 

chiu jiu 

chiung jiong 
qiong 

cho zhuo 

chou zhou 
chan zhan 

chan 
zhang 
chang 

chao zhao 
chua zhua 

chuai zhuai 
chei zhei 
chên zhen 

chêns zhenq 

chi ii 

chia jia 

chiao iiao 

chieh iie 

chuang zhuang 
chuang 
jue 

que 
zhui 
chui 

chun zhun 

chien iian chung zhons 

chih zhi 

chin iin 

ching jing e i  ei 

W-G Pinyin 
en en 
ëng eng 
ërh er 
fa  fa 
fan f in  
fang 
fei 
fên 
fêng 
fo 
fou 
fu 
ha 
hai 
han 
hang 

fang 
f e i  
fen 
feng 
fo 
fou 
fu 
ha 
hai 
han 
hang 

hao hao 

hei hei 
hên hen 
hêna hena 

h O 

hou 
hsi 
hsia 
hsiang 
hsiao 
hsieh 
hsien 
hsin 
hdng 
hsiu 
hsiung 
hsü 
hsüan 
hsüeh 
hsun 

he 
hou 
xi 
xia 
xiang 
xiao 
xie 
xian 
xin 
ring 
Jciu 
xiong 
XU 

xuan 
xue 
Xun 

Light staded tells 1-1 indicate syllables that are not usable in online retneval due to the presence of 
diacritics and/or punctuation. Hashed cek indiate Wade-Giles syllables that are not used in MARC 
records. 



W-G Pinvin 

hu 
hua 
huai 
huan 
huang 
hui 
hun 
hung 
huo 
i 
ja 
jan 
jang 
jao 
jê 
jèn 
jêng 
ji h 
jo 
jou 
ju  
jua 
juan 
ju i  
jun 
jung 
ka 

hu 
hua 
huai 
huan 
huang 
hui 
hun 
hong 
huo 
Yi 
n 
tan 
rang 
rao 
re 
ren 
reng 
r i  
ru0 
rou 
ru 
rua 
ruan 
r u i  
run 
rong 
g a 
ka 
gai 
kai 

kan gan 
kan 
gang 
kang 

kao 

kei gei 

kên sen 

kou aou 

ku gu 
ku 

kua qua 

W-G Pinyin 
kuai suai 

kuan guan 

kuang guang 
kuang 
gui 
kui 

kun aun 

kung gong 
kong 

kuo QUO 

la 
lai 
lan 
lang 
la0 
Lê 
lei 
lêng 
li 
Lia 
liang 
liao 
Lie h 
lien 
Lin 

la 
lai 
lm 
m 
la0 
le 
lei 
leng 
L i  
lia 
liang 
liao 
lie 
lia n 
lin 

Liu liu 
10 lu0 
lou tou 
lu lu 

luan lua n 
lüe h lüe 
lun lun 

ma 
mai 
man 
mang 
mao 
me 
mei 
mên 
mêng 
mi 
miao 

ma 
mai 
man 
mang 
mao 
me 
mei 
men 
meng 
mi 
miao 

W-G Pinyin 
mie h mie 
mien mian 
min min 
ming ming 
miu miu 
mo mo 
mou mou 

na na 
nai nai 
nan nan 
nang nang 
nao nao 
nê ne 
nei nei 
nên nen 

. . . . . . . 

niang nfang 
nia0 niao 
nieh nie 
nien nian 
nin nin 

niu niu 
no nuo 
nou nou 
nu nu 

nuan nuan 
nüeh 
w///////&////A nung 

nong 
O O 

OU ou 
ba 
Pa 
bai 
pai 
ban 
pan 
bang 
Pang 
bao 
Pa0 

pei bei 
I pei 

i- 



W-G Pinyin 
beng 
peng 
b i  
pi 
biao 
piao 
bie 
pie 
bian 
pian 
bin 
pin 
bing 
ping 
bo 
PO 
POU 
bu 
PU 

W-G Pinyin 
sun sun 

W-G Pinyin 
cuo 

tsou zou 

tsu ZU 

tai dai 

tan dan tsuan zuan 

tsui zui 

tao dao tsun zun 

tsuna zona 

tei dei 

tênq dens 

sa 
sai 
San 
sang 
sao 
sê 
sên 
stng 
sha 
shai 
shan 
shang 
shao 
shê 
shei 
shën 
shêng 
shih 
shou 
shu 
shua 
shuai 
shuan 
shuang 
shui 
shun 
shuo 
SO 

SOU 

ssll 

sa 
sai 
san 
sang 
sa0 
se 
sen 
seng 
sha 
shai 
Shan 
shang 
shao 
she 
s hei 
shen 
sheng 
s hi 
shou 
shu 
shua 
shuai 
shuan 
shuang 
shui 
shun 
shuo 
SU0 

sou 
si 

tui dui 

tia dia 
tiao dia0 

tun dun 

tieh die 

tien dia n 
wa wa 
w ai wai 
wan wan 
Wang wang 
wei wei 
wên wen 
wêng weng 

tiu diu 
to duo 

tau dou 

tsa za 

tsai rai 
cai 

tsan zan 

tsana ranci 

tsao zao 

tsê te 

tsei zei yüan yuan 
yüeh Yue 
y in  Yu" 
Yung Yang 

tsên zen 

tsêna zena 
suan suan 
sui sui tso ru0 
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Appendix 0: Posted Advem'sement 

Experiment on searching Chinese-Language library catalogs. 

Wanted: Native Chinese speakers ($$iBi;f). 

Must be knowledgeable in Hanyu Pinyin and/or Wade-Giles Romanization 

method(s). 

Quick and fun way to  earn $20. 

Interested? 

Contact Clément Arsenault (@i@) at: 

arsenaul@fis.utoronto.ca 

or by phone a t  (416) 861-8505 (voicemail#2). 



Appendix C: List o f  Selected Titles in the Sample 

$ W f i â i k  (Zigong denghuizhi) 

*!ik;B% (Wenshi cungao) 

BF$%m&kflf (Mao Zedong de zhanshi) 

i $ f & l # %  (Shirhe - rusi ji) 
- -- - -- - - 

#ff#m4Y& (Xinshi de huhuan) 

: iiiJdG@ (Yanshan xinzhi : Hebeisheng) 
. . - . . . . . . - - - --- 

&%i&?!lm$% (Zai yaoyuan de A'ertai) 5 

ES#ilS: iiis (WeiZang lanyao : Xizang) 5 

Word count based on number o f  characters, with multi-character persona1 and place names counting as 

one. 

Appendices 



(Xizang Naqu diqu tudi ziyuan) 
- -  .. . 

(Mao Zedong siren yisheng huiyilu) 
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - .- - . - - 

(Zhang Zhongjing zhujie shanghan baizhengge) 
- 

Aikg? : %%A& (Sunzi de rensheng zhexue : moulüe rensheng) 

(Cong baizhi dao baiyin : Qingmo Guangdong shuhua chuangzuo yu shoucangshi) 
-- - - - - - - - - ----- - - ---- - - - 

Appendices 



- 

- Search lnterface - 
Using the MonorvHaMc Nnvlq manïzation system, 
enter your sarrch striw in the box beIow. 

1 - Search Interface - 
Using the Monorvllirblc Plnvln romankation system, 
enter UP to 3 kmrords Tn the boxes below. 



$7. Xian da4 mn me %lm shm xuan Jl t Lin M k o  

58.Xkndr ln ivnrufrmhlun t UnQinynu 

59. Xlrn dai ai iv. tw doni mn shi auin II / Liu HwW 

60. Xlm da1 iinu jt u n a  zhrng : su du lie mu YU kuo zhrn I Liu Jknkng  

- Full Display - 
T'TLE: Xian dai Zhongguo shu fa shi 

A*HoR : Shen Jingguan 
io#: 016-349 

-- 1 Appendices - 



Appendix E: HTML and ASP Files 

HTML File for Search Inter$iace - Monosyllabic Pinyin Phrase Seorch 

<html> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html ; charset=iso-8859-lu* 
ctitle>mPYp Query In ter facec/ t i  t l e >  
c/head> 
*body> 

cbl  ockquote> 
<p><font face="Trebuchet MS" col or=~#cc0000"~~strong~~bi g><big><bi g > &  1; Search 
Inter face &#15l;c/big>c/big></strong></font></big></p> 
<hr> 
<p><font face="Trebuchet MS"><big>Usi ng the <u><b>Monosyll abi c p i  nyinc/b></u> 
romanization system,<br>enter your <u>cb>search stringc/b></u* i n  the  box 
bel ow:c/big>c/p> 
cp>&nbsp; 
cform METHOD=" POST1' ACTION=" bmPY p. asp?s~reen=O&recnum=l~~> 
cdiv a l  ign=V eftw><p> 
<font face="Arial Bl ack", 
Query:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</font><i nput TYPE="TEXT1I NAME="quu SIZE="78" s ty l  e="font- 
f a m i  1 y: Lucfda Console; font-weight : bol d; font-size: 9ptM-/p> 
c/d f v>cp>*center> 
<input TYPE=Msubmitll VALUE='SEND QUERYN style=Iafont-family: Aria1 Black; font-sire: 
12ptW* 
&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;<i nput TYPE="resetl' VALUE="CLEAR1' s t y l  e="font-fami 1 y: A r i  a l  
B l  ack; font-s i  ze: 12ptM>c/p> 
c/cen ter, 
</f orm> 
<p>&nbsp ; 
<p>&nbsp; 
<p*&nbsp; 
<p>&nbsp ; 
cp a l  ign="rightM>&nbsp; 
csmal bcsmal l  =srna1 1 >ci>Pinyin Monosyl 1 abic Phrase 
Search</small >c/smal 1 ></sinal 1 ></i =/bl oc kquotea 

<!-- This f s  smPYp.htm1 --> 



HTML File for Search Inteflace - Monosyllabic Pinyin Keyword Search 

<html> 
<fiead> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content=I8text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"s 
c t i  tl e>mPYK Query In ter facec/ t i  tl es 
c/head> 
<body> 

cb l  ockquote* 
cp><font face="Trebuchet MS'  color=~~#cc00008~~~strong~~big~~bigxbig~&#151; Search 
In ter face &#l5l;</bi g>c/big>c/strong*~/font>c/big></p> 
chr> 
<p>cfont face=Vrebuchet MSt8>cbi g>Usi ng the cu~*b~Monosyl l  abic p i  nyin*/b>c/u> 
romanization system,<br> enter <u>*b>up t o  3 keywords~/b>c/u> i n  the boxes 
bel ow :~/big=/p>*p*&nbsp ; 
cform METHOD="POST" ACTION="bmpyk. asp?screen=O&recnum=L1~~ 
<div align=Mleftl'>cp> 
<font face="Arial 01 acku> 
lcsup>st</sup~ word:~b îg~&nbsp;~ /b ig~&nbsp;&nbsp;~ / font input  TYPE=l8TEXT" NAME="kwlw 
SIZE="4OU style="font-family: Lucida Console; font-weight: bol d; font-s i te:  9ptM> 
<br> 
<font face="Ari a l  Bl ackM> 
Z<sup>nd</sup> w o r d : * b i g ~ & n b s p ; ~ b i g ~ & n b s p ; c / b i g ~ c / b i g ~ / f o n t i n p u t  TVPE="TEXTn 
NAME="kwZn SIZE="40I8 style=I1font-family: Lucida Console; font-weight: bold; font-size: 
9p t15 
cbr> 
<font face=I1Arial Bl ack", 
3<sup*rd</sup> word: &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; c/font><i nput TYPE=TEXTI8 NAME=" kw3I1 SIZE=It4Ou 
style="font-fami ly: Lucida Console; font-weight: bold; font-sire: 9ptM>c/p> 
</di v><p>ccenter><p>&nbsp; cp> 
c i  nput TYPE=usubmi tN VAlUE="SEND QUERY" s t y l  e="font-fami 1 y: A r i  a l  BI ack; font-s i  te: 
12ptU> 
&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp; &n bsp; c i  nput TYPE=I1resett1 VALUE='CLEARU s t y l  e="font-fami 1 y: Aria1 
B l  ack; font-s i re:  lZptM></p* 
+en ter>c/form> 

csmal 1 ><srna1 l><small >cp>&nbsp;cp,&nbsp; 
<p align="rightU>&nbsp; 
4 > P i  n y i  n Monosyl 1 abi c Keyword Searchc/small *</mal 1 ></mal 1 >c/i>c/bl ockquote> 

CI-- This i s  s-mpyk-html --> 

[ Appendices 



ASP File for Browse Inte#ace - Monosyllabic Pinyin Phrase Search 

Const adopenKeyset = 1 
Const adLockReadOn1 y = 1 
D i m  strQuery ' t o  hold our query s t r ing 
' Just variables 
dim pg 
dim max 
dim top 
dim gox 
dim recnuz 
max = request .querystri ng (%creenIi) 
top = request . querystr i  ng ('screen") + 1 
gox = request .querystri ng(llgoti) 
recnuz = request . querystring ('irecnum") 
recnuz = recnuz - 0.55 
recnuz = round (recnuz) 
recnuz = recnuz * 5 
recnuz = recnuz + 1 
I F  gox = "2" THEN 
pg = request .querystring ('pg") 
ELSE pg=L 
END I F  

'Write t o  21 og 
1 f gox="Zn then 
Set oConn = Server. CreateOb jec t  (Il ADODB . Connecti onN) 
oConn.0pen "arsenaul t1 

struser id = "P-00" 
s t r t r i a l  = lnT-OOa 
qu6 = "BACK TO BROWSE FROM DISPLAY" 
strSQL6 = " inser t  i n t o  z l  og - 

& ([Timex] , [Datex], [Userid] , [Trial], [Set] , [Screen] , [Entry] ) IL - 
& "Set ect  "' & time & ' as [Timex] , - 
& date & "' as [Datex], l 

& struserid & as [ ~ s e r i d ï ,  - 
& s t r t r i a l  & " as [Trial J , - 
& 0 & " '  as [Set], '" - 
8 0 & l' ' as [Screen] , " - 
& qu6 & ' as [Entry] ; 

oConn. Execute(strSQL6) 
oConn. Cl ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
end i f  

'Write t o  zlog 
1 f Request("Actionn) = 'New Searchu Then 
Set oConn = Server.CreateOb jec t  ("ADODB .ConnectionM) 
oConn .Open Uarsenaul " 
qu24sUBACK TO SEARCH FROM BROWSE" 
struser id = UP-OOn 
s t r t r i a l  = "T-00" 
numscreen = max + 1 



strSQL24 = %sert i n t o  zlog 
& u([TimexJ, [Datex], [usërfd], [Trial], [Set], [Screen], [Entry]) - 
& USelect l & time & l as [Timex] , lu - 
fi date & as [Datex], 
& struser id & as [useridj, ln - 
& s t r t r i a l  & as [Trial] ,  lu - 
& O  81 as [Set], "'- 

& numscreen & l1 I as [Screen] , Il8 - 
& qu24 & as [Entry] ;" 

oConn .Execute(s t rSQL24) 
oConn . C l  ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
'Back t o  Search interface 
Response. Redi rec t  (3-mPYp . html ") 
Response .End 
End I f  

'Build up the query s t r ing 
s t  rQuery = Bui 1 dQuery () 
I f strQuery = "SELECT Main-mpy-d, Main-py-adf, Main- I D  FROM Main WHERE Main.mpy - s LIKE " 
6 chr(39) & "O ' & " & chr(37) & chr(39) Then 
Response. Redi rec t  (I8smPYp. html ") 
Response. End 
End If 

'Create a connection object t o  execute the query 
Set objconn = Server.CreateOb jec t  (I1AD0OB.Connection") 
ob jConn ,ConnectionString = 'DSN=arsenaul ;UID=;PWD=; " 
ob jConn ,Open 
Set objRS = Server. CreateOb je~t('~A0008.RecordSet~) 
objRS.Open strQuery, ob jConn, adopenKeyset, adLockReadOn1 y 

'Write t o  zlog and zero h i t  message 
If objRS.EOF Then 
dim struserid, s t r t r i a l ,  numset, numscreen, strSQLla, qula, strSQLlb, qulb, strSQL24, 
qu24 
struserid = "P-00" 
s t r t r i a l  = "T-00" 
qula = "QUERY " & Req~est(~'qu~') 
strSQLla = " Insert  i n t o  zlog 

fi ([Ttmex] . [Datex], [~s&d], [Triai], [Set] , [Screen] , [Entry] ) - 
& "Select & time fi as [Timex], "' - 
fi date & as [Datex] , - 
& struser id & la' as [Userid], Il8 - 
& s t r t r i a l  & "' as [Trial], '" - 
& 0 & as [Set], L" - 
& O & " as [Screen], - 
fi qula & as [Entry] ;la 

i f gox-"2" t hen 
ob jConn. Execute (strSQLla) 
end i f  * 

[ Appcndi.  



4 2  al  fgn=wcenteru>cfont face=Vrebuchet MSU col or=n#OOOOOOu~big~&nbsp;&nbsp;Your search 
statementcpw <b=font col or=~ltcc0000n~&#147; +Reques t (Uqu'@)J6>&#148; <font 
col 0 r = ' ~ f 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' ~ ~ ~ p ~ d i  d not r e t r i  eve any records .</b></bi g>cp>&nbsp;cp,bnbsp;<p><a 
href="smpyp. html ">Please c l  i c k  here t o  go back t o  previous page.~/a>*/font>c/hl> 

*96 
Set objRS = Nothing 
objConn.Close 
Set objConn = Nothing 
Response. End 
End If 

'Put the number o f  retr leved records i n  a variable 
objRs.Close 
objRs .CursorType = 1 
objRs .Open 
dim recnum 
to ta l rec  = objRs.RecordCount 

'Set the page number - each page holds f i v e  records 
objRS.PageSize = 5 
Scrol 1 = Request ("Scrol 1 ") 
If Scrol l  - Then 
Page = mid(Scrol1, 5) 
If Page c 1 Then Page = pg 
E l  se 
Page = pg 
End If 
objRS.Abso1 utePage = Page 

' W r i  t e  to  zlog 
If sc ro l l  = Then 
Set oConn = Server. CreateOb j e c t  (''ADODB. Connecti on") 
oConn .Open "arsenaul " 
qulb="QUERY: " & Request ("qum) 
struser id = l@P-OO" 
s t r t r i a l  = "T-00" 
strSQLlb = "Insert i n t o  zlog " - 

& "([Timex] , [Datex], [Userid], [Trial], [Set] , [Screen] , [EntryJ ) - 
& Ilselect 'II & time & ''@ as [Timexj, 'II - 
& date & " ' as [Datex] , ' 
& struserid & Y ' as [useridi, - 
& s t r t r i a l  & " '  as [Trial], ' "  - 
& t o ta l  rec & " ' as [Set] , ' " - 
& O & le@ as [Screen], Ilt - 
& qulb & as [Entry] ;" 

i f g o x ~ " 2 "  then 
oConn .Execute(st rSQLlb) 
end i f  
oConn.Cl ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
End i f  
Si> 



chtml 
<head> 
q e t a  http-equi v="Content-Type" content="text/html ; charset=iso-8859-lu> 
c t i  tle>mPYp Browse in te r facec / t i t l  e* 
</head> 
<body* 
<INPUT TYPE=wHIDDEN" NAME=l'qu" VALUE="<.6=Request ( U q ~ U ) W >  
<P> 
ctabl  e b ~ r d e r = " O ~ ~  w i  dth='9O%">ctr> 
c t d  ~idth=~~75%~~>cstrong>ebig=big><big>efont face="Trebuchet MSM color=~#cc0000~~&#151; 
Browse Display &#15l;</font=/big*~/big>c/big*</strong>~/tdtd widti1=~25%~'>cp 
a l  ign=" rightw><big>cbig>cfont face="Trebuchet MSW><i *Page +=page+</i>c/big>c/bi g>c/td> 
c/tr>c/table> 
<PP 
*hr> 
etab1 e border="OW ~ i d t h = " 1 0 0 % ~  bordercolor="#000000~ bordercol or1 ight=ll#OOOOOO1l 
bordercolordark=~#OOOOOO1~ bgcolor=~#OOOOOOU~ 
ctr> 
c t d  width="90%"xfont face="Trebuchet MS1' col ~r=~~#FFFFFF~'>~bip<big>&nbsp;&nbsp;Your 
search statement was: <b=font 
color=~#ffff00w~&B147;<ss=Request ("qu")?big> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; c/font></td> 
c t d  width="lO%" a l  ign=" rightM><font face="Trebuchet MSN 
col or="#FFFFFF">cbig>c/font,c/big></td> 
c/t r> 
ctr> 
c t d  wi dth=M90Sn>cfont face="Trebuchet MS" col or="#FFFFFFw>cbig>cbig><b>&nbsp ;&nbsp; <font 
col or="# ffffOOm><%Response.Wri te ( to ta l  r e c ) / f o n t b  records were 
found .c/font></big>c/big>c/td> 
c t d  ~ i d t h = " l O % ~ ~  a l  ign="rightw>cfont face="Trebuchet MSn 
col or='#FFFFFF1@><big></font>c/big>c/td> 
c/tr=/tabl es 

* 
'Variable 
dim recnumx 
i f  Request .querystri ng ("recnum") = then 
recnumx = recnumx + 1 
e l  se 
recnumx= request . querystr i  ng ("recnumM) 
end i f  * 

* 
'Set record number tags and Star t  loop 
recnumr ((page - 1) * 5) 
RowCount = ob jRS.PageSi t e  
Do While Not objRS.EOF And RowCount > O 
%, 



<table border=*OM width="975@> 
c t r x t d  width="25" val ign=" topu>csrnal l><% recnum = recnum+lw 4=recnu~.</sma1 I x / t d >  
c t d  width="95O"><small> 
~ahref=~d-mPYp .asp?recnum=<%response e p ;  
1 D=+ =ob jRs .Fiel ds (" ID") ~&amp;QUID=<?6=Request (8@q~H)*w>+ = 
objRs.Fields(@@mpy-du) .Value *c/a>&nbsp;&nbsp;/&nbsp;&nbsp;4i =objRs.Fiel ds 
('py - adf" ) .Val ue%=/small -/td>c/tr>c/tabl e=small> 

*% 
RowCount = RowCount - 1 
ob jRS.MoveNext 
Loop 
%, 

e 
I F  totalrec-recnum > 5 THEN 
x=5 
ELSE 
x=total rec-recnum 
END I F  * 
4i 

@ C l  ose conneci ton 
Set objRS = Nothing 
ob jConn .Cl ose 
Set objConn = Nothing %, 

<table border="OM width="60%@@ al ign="leftM> 
<t r>  
c t d  w i  dth="30%" a l  ign="l e f t  val i gn="bottomM> 
cform METHOD="pos t " 
ACT1ON=I1b-mPYp .asp?screen=+response. w r i  t e  (max)*&amp; recnurn=+response. w r i  t e  (recnumx) - 
lw"' 

c i  nput TYPE="hi ddenn NAME="quu VALUE=W=Request (@aqut@) W >  
I f  Page > 1 Then %, 

<input TYPE=%bmi t" STYLE=@@font-fami 1 y: Ar ia l  01 ack; text-al ign: 1 e f t u  NAME="PrevM 
VALUE="Prevf ous8nbsp; 5 &nbsp; ti t l  es1@ ONCLICK="'@> 

cinput TYPE=''hiddenu NAME=uScrollm VALUE=%="Page " & Page - 1 ?eu> * End If %, 
</fom=/td*ctd width="30%" a l  ign="l e f t  val ign="bottomd8> 
c f o m  METHOD="post" ACTION="brnPYp .asp?recnum=c?aresponse,wri te(recnumx) + l m  screenx 

*if top c page + 1 then 
response,wri te(max)+l 
et se response.wri te(max) 
end if%>"> 
<input TYPE=*hiddenM NAME="qun VALUE=n+=Request(@Lqu@@)%9> + If RowCount = O Then%> 

<% If rc - O Then%> 
cinput TYPE='submit@' STYLE ="font-fami ly: Ar ia l  Bl ack; text-al ign: l e f t1@ NAME="Nextn 

VALUE=nNext&nbsp; 4Responst-Uri te(x)* &nbsp;c%If x-1 T hen%>ti tl es<%El s e w t i  tlec%End 
If*@' ONCLICK=Uu~ 
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<input TYPE="hiddenU NAME='Scroll VALUE=W="Page 6 Page + 1 + END IF* 
<% End If + 

</form*</td><td width="40%" a l  ign="l e f t  val ign="bottornu> 
cform METHOD=" post" ACTION=llb-mPYp .asp?screen=4wesponse. w r i  te(max) W 1 >  

c i  nput type=" h i  dden" NAlrlE="qu" VALUE="*Request ("qu" ) %>"> 
<input TYPE="submi tu STYLE="font-fami 1 y: Aria1 01 ack; text-al ign: 1 e f t "  

NAME="ACTIONn VALUE="New Searchu></form>c/td>c/tr=/tabl e> 
</body></html* 

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=VBScript RUNAT=Server> 
' Just variables 
Function Bui 1 dQuery() 
dim strQU 
strQU = Request ("qu") 
st rqu = trim(strqu) 

IBui l d  SQL statement 
SQL = "SELECT Main-mpy-d, Main-py-adf, Main, ID FROM Main" 
SQL = SQL & " WHERE Main.mpy s Like " & chr(39) & Il@ " 
SQL = SQL & strqu & & chF(37) & chr(39) & "ORDER BY Main.PY-adf, Main.mPY-~~~ 
Bui 1 dQuery = SQL 
End Function 
</SCRIPT> 

<!-- This i s  b-mPYp.asp--> 



AsPfire for Browse Inte#ace - Monosyllabic Pinyin Keyword Search 

* 
Const adopenKeyset = 1 
Const adLockReadOnly = 1 
Dim strQuery ' t o  hold out  query s t r ing 

'Just variables 
dim pg 
dim max 
dim top 
dim gox 
dim recnuz 
dim kwnum 
max = request .querystri ng (*screen1I) 
top = request .querystri ng ("screenM) + 1 
gox = request .querystri ng (lugo") 
recnuz = request ,querystri ng ("recnum") 
recnuz = recnuz - 0.55 
recnuz = round (recnuz) 
recnuz = recnuz * 5 
recnuz = recnuz + 1 
I F  gox = "2" THEN 
pg = request, querystr i  ng (wpglt) 
ELSE pg=l 
END I F  

kwnum=3 
I F  request("kw3") ="" THEN 
kwnum=2 
ELSE kwnum= kwnum 
END I F  
I F  request (" kwZU) =' THEN 
kwnum=l 
ELSE kwnum=kwnum 
END I F  

W i t e  t o  zlog 
I f  g0~=''2~' then 
Set oConn = Setver.îreateObject ("ADODB. Connection") 
oConn, Open aarsenaul 
struser id = RX-OOu 
s t r t r i a l  = uT-OOM 
qu6 = "BACK TO BROWSE FROM DISPLAYu 
strSQL6 = %sert i n t o  zlog It - 

" ([Timex], [Datex], [Userid], [Trial], [Set], [Screen] , [Entry] ) tt - 
& "Sel e c t  ' & t ime & " ' as [Timex] , - 
& date & " ' as [Datex] , "' - 
& struser id 8 "' as [Userid], lu - 
& s t r t r i a l  & * '  as [Trial], ln - 
& O & as [Set], - 
& O & ' as [Screen] , - 
& qu6 8 as [Entry];" 

oConn. Execute(strSQL6) 



oConn .Cl  ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
end i f  

' W r i  t e  t o  zlog 
If Request ("Action8') = "New Searcha' Then 
Set oConn = Server .CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB .Connecti on") 
oConn .Open "arsenaul 
q~24=~0ACK TO SEARCH FROM BROUSE" 
struser i  d = llX-OOl' 
s t r t r f  a l  = "T-xO1' 
numscreen = max + 1 
strSQL24 = " Insert  in to  zlog " 

& "([Timex]. [Datex]. [userid], [Trial]. [Set], [Screen], [Entry]) Y - 
& "Select ' & time & " ' as [Timex] , a - 
& date & as [Datex], IM 

& struser id & " as [useridi. Il1 - 
& s t r t r i a l  & as [Trial] ,  '" - 
& O & Ilt as [Set], 
& numscreen & ' as [~Freen] . - 
& qu24 & 'Il as [Entry];" 

oConn .Execute(strSQL24) 
oConn .Cl ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
'Back t o  Search interface 
Response.Redirect(%-mpyk. html ") 
Response. End 
End I f  

'Build up the query s t r ing 
strQuery4 = Bui 1 dQuery4 () 

'Create a connection object t o  execute the query 
Set ob jConn = Server. CreateOb jec t  (llAOODB Xonnect i onm) 
objConn .ConnectionString = "DSN=arsenaul ;UID=; PWD=;" 
objconn .Open 
Set ob jRS = Server. CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB. Recordset") 
ob jRS.Open strQuery4, ob jConn, adopenKeyset, adLockReadOn1 y 

'Bui ld up the query s t r i ng  
strQuery5 = Bui 1 dQuery50 

Treate  a connection object t o  execute the query 
Set objConn = Server.CreateOb ject("AD0DB ,ConnectionM) 
ob jConn XonnectionString = "DSN=arsenaul ;MD=; PWD=; 
objConn .Open 
Set ob jRS = Server. CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB .RecordSetM) 
objRS.Open strQuery5, objConn, adopenKeyset, adLockRead0nly 

'Bui ld up the query s t r i ng  
strQueryl = Bui 1 dQueryl() 

'Create a connectîon object t o  execute the query 
Set ob jConn = Server.CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB .Connectionu) 



ob jConnXonnecri onstr ing = "DSN=arsenaul; UID=; PWD=;It 
ob jConn ,Open 
Set ob jRS = Server-CreateOb j e c t  (uADODB ,RecordSetN) 
ob jRS. Open strQueryl , ob jConn, adopenKeyset, adLockRead0nly 

'Bui ld up the query s t r i ng  
strQuery2 = Bui 1 dQuery2() 

'Create a connection object t o  cxecute the  query 
Set ob jConn = Server.CreateObject (uADODB.ConnectionM) 
objConn.ConnectionString = "DSN=arsenaul ;UID=;PWD=; " 
ob jConn .Open 
Set ob jRS = Server.CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB. Recordset") 
ob j R S  .Open strQuery2, objconn, adopenKeyset, adLockReadOn1 y 

'Bui ld up the query s t r i ng  
strQuery3 = Bui 1 dQuery3() 
'Create a connection object t o  execute the query 
Set ob jConn = Server.CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB.Connection") 
ob jConn .Connecti onstr ing = wDSN=arsenaul ; UID=;PWD=;I1 
ob jConn .Open 
Set ob j R S  = Server .CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB. RecordSetl@) 
ob jRS .Open s t  rQuery3, ob jConn. adopenKeyset, adLockReadOn1 y 

' W r i  t e  t o  zlog and zero h i  t message 
I f  objRS,EOF Then 
dim struserid, s t r t r i a l ,  numset, numscreen, strSQLla, qula, strSQLlb, qulb, strSQL24, 
qu24 
struser id = "X-00" 
s t r t r i a l  = T-00" 
qula = "QUERY: " & Request("kwlW) & " + " & Request("kwZm) & " + " & Request ("kw3") 
strSQLla = " Insert  i n t o  zlog " 

& ' ( [Timex] , [Datex] , [ ~ s ë r i d ]  , [Trial ]  , [Set] , [Screen] . [Entry] ) - 
& 5 e l e c t  "' & time & " '  as [Timex] , Il' - 
& date & " ' as [Datex] , ' '' 
& s t ruser id  & IN ' as [useridi, "' - 
& s t r t r i a l  & "' as [Trial ] ,  "' - 
& O & as [Set], "' - 
& O & @'' as [Screen], Io' _ 
& qula & as [Entry];" 

i f  gox-T2" then 
ob jConn .Execute(strSQLla) 
end i f  
%> 

cH2 a l  ign="center1'*<font face="Trebuchet MS1' color="#OOOOOOu~cbig~&nbsp;&nbsp;~o~~ search 
statementcpw cb=font col 0r='~#cc0000~~&#147; 8nbsp; <%=Request ("kwlW )?s 
c.bIF Request ("k~2")-'"~ THEN*&nbsp;+&nbsp;<%tRequest ("kw2")os 
-ELSE%, 
4END IF* 
*IF Request ("kw3") ou" THENSs>&nbsp;+&nbsp;+Request("kw3")~ 
+ELSE%, 
4END IF*  
&#148; 
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<font col or=' #OOOOOO1'xp>did not retr ieve any records. </b></big> 
<p>&nbsp; cp>&nbsp;<p> 
<a href=us-mpyk. html ">Pl ease c l  i c k  here t o  go back t o  previous page.</a></font>~/hZ> 

Ç% 

Set objRS = Nothing 
objConnXlose 
Set objConn = Nothing 
Response. End 
End I f  

'Put the number o f  retr ieved records i n  a variable 
objRs .Cl ose 
obj Rs-CursorType = 1 
objRs.0pen 
dim recnum 
to ta l  rec = objRs .RecordCount 

'Set the page number - each page holds f i v e  records 
objRS.PageSize = 5 
Scrol 1 = Request ("Scrol 1 ") 
I f  Scrol l  - "" Then 
Page = m i  d(Scrol1, 5) 
I f  Page c 1 Then Page = pg 
E l  se 
Page = pg 
End I f  
objRS.Abso1 utePage = Page 

'Write t o  zlog 
I f  sc ro l l  = "" Then 
Set oConn = Ser~er~CreateObject ("ADODB.Connectionl') 
~Conn .Open "arsenaul " 
qulb="QUERY: " & Request ("kwl") & " + & Request ("kwZN) & + " & Request ("kwJn) 
struserid = wX-OON 
s t r t r i a l  = "T-00" 
strSQLlb = "Insert i n t o  zlog " 

& " ([Tirnex] , [Datex] , [us&id] , [ T i  al , [Set] , [Screen] , [Entry] ) la - 
& 5 e l e c t  & time & "' as [Timex], "' - 
& date & " ' as [Datex] , II' 
& struserf d & "' as [useridi, lu  - 
& s t r t r i a l  & " ' as [Trial], "' - 
8 t o t a l  rec & " as [Set], "' - 
& 0 & as [Screen], ln - 
& qulb & as [Entry] ;" 

i f  90xc+'~2~ then 
oConn. Execute(strSQL1b) 
end i f  
oConn .Cl ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
End i ï * 



cheads 
w e t a  http-equi v=@Content-TypeR c~ntent=~text /html;  charset=i so-8859-lm> 
c t i  tleampyk Browse i nterface</t i tle, 
c/head> 
<body* 
<INPUT TY PE="H1DDENw NAME=" kwl" VALUE="s%=Request ("kwl") 
<INPUT TYPE=UHIDDEN" NAME=" kw2" VALUE=I1e=Request ("kw2II)ri;>I'> 
<INPUT TYPE=IaHIDDEN" NAME=" kw3" VALUE="c%=Request (" kw31t) *I'> 

<P> 
ctabl e border="OU w i  dth=I190%"> 
ctr, 
c td  ~idth=~~75%">~strong>*big><big><big><font face=Trebuchet MS" color=~#cc0000~~&#151; 
Browse D i  spl ay &#15l;~/font>~/big>c/big></big></s trong>c/td> 
c td  width="255"*<p align='lright"><big>cbig><font face="Trebuchet MSn><i>Page 
ç%=page%*c/i>c/big></big></td> 
</t r> 
c/tabl e* 

<hr> 
<table border="OM width=VOO%" bordercolor="#000000" bordercolorl ight="#000000" 
bordercol ordark="#000000" bgcol or=~~#000000"~ 
c t  r> 
c td  width="90%"><font face="Trebuchet MS" ~olor=~#FFFFFF~~>~big>~big>&nbsp;&nbsp;Your 
search statement was : cb>cfont col or="#ffffO0"~&#147;&nbsp;<%=Request (" kwlu) 
*IF Request ("kw2") 0"" THEN%>&nbsp;+&nbsp; +Request (" kwZaa) * 
<%ELSE* 
*?aEND IF%, 
+IF Request ("kw3") THEN~&nbs~;+&nbsp;~=Reques t ("kw3")+ 
*%ELSE* 
<%END IF%, 
&#148; 
</font> .c/b=/b i g>c/bi g> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; c/font*c/td> 
c td  ~ i d t h = ~ l O % ~ '  al ign="rightla>cfont face="Trebuchet MSu 
col or="#FFFFFFU=bi g=/font>c/bi g>c/td> 
c/ t r*  
ctr, 
<td wi dth="90.isM=font face="Trebuchet MS" col or="#F FFFFFU>dbig>cbiq><b>&nbsp ;&nbsp ;<font 
col or~'#ffffOO~>.<%Response.Wri te(tota1 rec)%>c/font></b> records were 
found .c/font*c/big></big>c/td> 
a d  width="lO%" a l  i gn=" righta'><font face="Trebuchet MSal 
c o l o t = " # F F F F F F W ~ ~ b i g ~ c / f o n t ~ ~ / b i  g>c/td> 
c/t r* 
c/tabl e> 

* 
'Variable 
dim recnumx 
i f  Request .querystring ("recnuma') = "" then 
recnumx = recnumx + 1 
el se 
recnumxr request .querystri ng (Il recnum~~) 
end i f  * 



(% 

recnum= ((page - 1) * 5) 
RowCount = objRS.PageSi t e  
Do While Not objRS.EOF And RowCount > O * 
</P> 
etab1 e b0rder=~0" width='975'> 
ct  r >  
c t d  width="25" val ign="topU><smal 1 >(% recnum = recnum+lw <rs=recnum?6>,c/small 
c t d  width="950u><smal 1 ><a 
h r e f = " d ~ m p y k ~ a s p ? r e c n u m = ( % r e s p o n s e ~ a m p ;  I D  
=<%=objRs.Fiel ds ("1 DW)%>&amp;QUIDi=&=Request (" k~l~~)%>&amp;Q~ID2=<%=~equest (" kw2")%>&amp; 
QUID3=<ss=Reque~t(~'ku3")%>~><% = objRs .Fiel ds ("mpy d") .Val ue 
*</aN4nbsp;&nbsp;/&nbsp;anbsp;4 =objRs.Flcl ds (;PY - adf") .Val ue%> 
+mal1 * 
</td* 
c/t r* 
c/tabl e> 
csmal 1 > 

<% RowCount = RowCount - 1 
objRS.MoveNext 
iz+p -et, 

<% 
I F  totalrec-recnum > 5 THEN 
x=5 
ELSE 
x=tota l  rec-recnum 
END I F  
ri;, 

e 
C l  ose conneci ton 

Set objRS = Nothing 
objConn .Close 
Set objConn = Nothing * 
<table border="Om wtdth="60%" a l  ign=*l eftl'> 
ctr, 
<td  width="30%" a l  ign=" lef t  val ign="bottomm> 
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cform METHOD=npostN 
ACTION=" b-mpyk.asp?screen=+response. w r i  te(max)*&amp; recnum=4response. w r i  te(recnumx) - 
1w"' 

<input TYPE=" hidden" NAME=" kwl" VALUE='W=Request (" kwlr8) +Io> 
cinput TYPE=rlhiddenlo NAME=" kw2" VALUE="<Jr=Request ("kwSn)W"' 
ci nput TYPE=" h i  ddenn NAME=" kw3" VALUE="<Jr=Request ("kw318) e n >  
c% If Page > 1 Then * 
<input TYPE="submi t" STYLE="font-fami ly :  A r ia l  Black; text-al ign: l e f t u  NAME=olPrevw 

VALUE=llPrevious&nbsp; 5 &nbsp; t i tl esn ONCt ICK=lllo> 
<input TYPE="hiddenW NAME="Scroll" VALUE=@W='Page " & Page - 1 %>"> 
<% End I f  %, 

c/foMP 
c/td> 
etd width="30%" a l ignsu le f t  ~ a l i g n = ~ b o t t o m ~ ~  
cform METHOD="postm ACTION=Ub-mpyk. asp?recnum=eresponse. w r i  te(recnumx) +l*&amp; screen= 

*if top c page + 1 then 
response.wri te(rnax)+1 
e l  se response.wri te(max) 
end i fW@> 
<input TYPE="hi ddenu NAME="kwln VALUE=W=Request (" k ~ l ~ ~ ) P s , ~ I >  
c i  nput TYPE="hi dden" NAME="kw2" VALUE="<Jr=Request (" kw211)%>11> 
d nput TY PE=Ir hiddenIo NAME=" kw3" VALUE="<Jr=Request (4r kw311)%,Io> 
*% I f  RowCount = O Then* 

If x - O Then* 
<input TYPE="~ubrnit~~ STYLE="font-family: Ar ia l  Black; text-align: 1eftl1 NAME="N~X~~~ 

VALUE="Next&nbsp; <%Response.Wri te(~)?s> &nbsp;<%If x-1 Then.ii>ti tl es4El  se*ti tl e4End 
IfWt ONCLICK=wit> 

c i  nput TYPE="hi dden" NAME=41Scrol 1 VALUE="<%="Page " & Page + 1 %>"> 
4 s  END IF%> 

<% End If %> 
c/form> 
</td> 
c t d  width="40V al  ign=" lef t  val ign="bottomM> 
cfonn r(lETHOD="postn ACT1 ON=tlb-mpyk.asp?screen=<sjsresponse. w r i  te(max) 
c i  nput TYPE="hi ddenI1 NAME=" kwln VALUE="c%=Request (" k ~ l ~ ~ ) W ~ >  
c i  nput TYPE="hi dden NAME=" kw2" VALUE ="e=Request (Il kw2") %>Io> 
c i  nput TYPE="hi ddenol NAME=" kw3" VALUE="e=Request ("kw3") 
<input TYPE="submi t" STYLE="font-family: Ar ia l  61 ack; tex t -a l  ign: l e f t n  NAME="ACT IONM 
VALUE="New SearchN> 

<SCRI PT LANGUAGEzVBScri p t  RUNAT=Server> 
' Just var i  ab1 es 
Function Bui 1 dQueryl() 
dim strQU 
strQUl = Request (' kwla) 
strQUZ = Request (" kw2") 
strQU3 = Request (Io kw3'9 



s t rqu l  = trim(strqu1) 
strqu2 = trim(strqu2) 
strqu3 = trim(strqu3) 

'Bui 1 d SQLl statement 
SQLl = "SELECT DISTINCT mpy-i . ID, mpy-i .mpy IN10 tempo1 " 
SQLl = SQLl & "FROM mpy-i INNER JOIN main ON mpy-i.ID = main.1D " 

SQLl = SQLl & "WHERE (((mpy-i .mpy)= " & chr(39) & s t tqu l  & chr(39) & " O r  (mpy i .mpy)= 
& chr(39) & strqu2 & chr(39) & It O r  (mpyJ.mpy)= * & chr(39) & strqu3 & chr(39) (I ) )  
SQLl = SQL1 & "ORDER BY mpy-i . I D n  
BuildQueryl = SQLl 
End Function 

Function Bui 1 dQuery2() 
'Bui ld SQL2 statement 
SQL2 = "SELECT temp0l. 1 D, Count (tempOl. ID) AS countof I D  INTO tempo2 
SQL2 = SQL2 lL "FROM main INNER JOIN tempo1 ON main.ID = temp01,ID " 

SQL2 = SQL2 & IgGROUP BY temp0l. I D w  
Bui 1 dQuery2 = SQL2 
End Function 

Functton Bui 1 dQuery3 () 
'Bui ld SQL3 statement 
SQL3 = 5ELECT main. I D ,  main. PY-adf, main .rnPY-d 
SQL3 = SQL3 & "FROM tempo2 INNER JOIN main ON temp02.ID = main.lD " 
SQL3 = SQL3 & "WHERE (((temp02.~ountofID)=~ & kwnum & ") ) " 
SQL3 = SQL3 & 'IORCER BY main .PY-adf, main.mPY-d" 
Bui ldQuery3 = SQL3 
End Function 

Function Bui 1 dQuery4() 
'Bui ld SQL4 statement 
SQL4 = ''DROP TABLE tempolm 
Bui 1 dQuery4 = SOL4 
End Function 

Function Bui 1 dQueryS() 
'Bui 1 d SQLS statement 
SQLS = 'DROP TABLE temp02" 
BuildQueryS = SQL5 
End Function 

<!-- This i s  bmpyk.asp--* 



ASPfire for Display Interfoe - Monosyllabic Pinyin Phrase Search 

dim ax 
axfrequest .querystring ("axu) 
I F  ax=1000 Then 
Set oConn = Server.CreateObject(uADODB.Connection~t) 
oConn ,Open "arsenaul " 
struserid = "P-00" 
s t r t r i a l  = "T-00" 
qu7 = "BACK 10 SEARCH FROM DISPLAY" 
strSQL7 = " Insert  i n t o  zlog - 

& " ([Timex] , [Datex], [Userid], [Trial]  , [Set], [Screen] , [EntryJ ) " - 
& "Select & time & "' as [Timex], II8 - 
& date & as [Datex], ' 
& struser id & * '  as [useridi, Il8 - 
& s t r t r i a l  & as [Trial], '" - 
& O & as [Set], IM - 
& O & as [Screen], ln - 
& qu7 8 ID' as [Entry];It 

oConn, Execute(strSOL7) 
oConn . C l  ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
response, redi  rec t  (msresponse,redirectomPYp , html Il) 
End i f  
%> 
*html> 
<head> 
sneta http-equi v="Content-Typeu ~ontent='~text/html; charset=i so-8859-Tu* 
< t i  tl emPYp Fu1 l D i  spl ay Interfacec/t i  tl e> 
c/head> 
<body bgcol or=I1f f f f f fb1> 
c p x f o n t  face=I1Trebuchet MS" color=~a#cc0000u~~strong~~big~~big~~big~&#151; Fu1 1 Displ ay 
&#151;</big>~/big>c/big>~/strong~~/font>~/p~ 
e 
dim s t r ID ' t o  hold the query s t r ing 
dirn pg 
pg = Request .Querystri ng (I'PGl1) 
st r ID = Request,QueryStri ng (" IDB1) 
recnumx = Request . querystring ("recnumtt ) 
IDSQL = "SELECT Main.mPY-d, Main,PY-adf, Main.ID FROM Main WHERE Main-ID LIKE & chr(39) 
& st r ID & chr(39) 
dim struserid, s t r t r i a l  , numset, numscreen, strSQL35, qu35, strSQL6, quo, strSQL7, qu7 
struser id = "P-00" 
s t r t r i a l  = "T-OOM 
qu35 = " D I  SPLAY: " & Request .QueryString(WP) 
numscreen = Request .QueryStri ng (' PGM ) 
Set oConn = Server. CreateOb j e c t  (" ADODB-Connection ') 
oConn.0pen marsenad 
strSQL35 = " Insert  i n t o  zlog " - 

& ([Tfmex] , [Datex] , [Userid], [Trial]  . [Set], [Screen] , [Entry] ) - 
& I1Select "' & time & as [Timex], IM - 
& date 8 *' as [Datex], ' - 
& struser id & "' as [Userid], l m  - 



8 s t r t r i a l  & as [Trial], Il1 - 
& O  & as [Set], lu - 
& numscreen & ' as [Screen] , "' - 
& qu35 & as [Entry] ; le 

oConn. Execute (strSQL35) 
oConn.Cl ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
SET DbOb j = Server .CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB.CONNECTION") 
DbOb j .Open "DSN=arsenaul ;UID=;PWD=; Il 

SET ORS = DbOb j . Execute(1DSQL) * 
<hr> 
<table ~ i d t h = ~ ~ 9 0 % ~ ~ >  
e t  P 
c t d  width="15%" a l i g n = " r i g h t "  va1 ign=" topN> 
cp><font face="Trebuchet MSil><big><u>TITLE :</u>&nbsp; &nbsp;c/td> 
c td  width="85%I8 a l  ign=Itl e f t u  val ign=lttopM> 
cfont face="Trebuctiet MSN=big><big> 

=ORS. F ie l  ds (ltmPY-dll) . Val ue si></td=/tr> 
ctr* 
c td  ~ i d t h = " l 5 % ~ l  a l  ign=ilright" val ign="topw> 
<p><font face="Trebuchet MSu><big>cu>AUTHOR :e/u>&nbsp;&nbsp ;c/td> 
c t d  ~ i d t h = ~ 8 5 W  a l  f gn="l e f t n  val ign="topl@> 
<font face="Trebuchet MSn><big><big> 
<sc =ORS. F ie l  ds (ItPY-adfI1) .Val ue %=/td>c/tr> 
e t  r>  
<td width="l5%I8 a l  ign="righttl val ign="topM> 
<p><font face=I8Trebuchet MSm><big>cu>lD# :c/u>&nbsp;&nbsp;c/td> 
e td  ~ i d t h = V S % ~  al ign=Mlef t18 vat ign="topM> 
cfont  face="Trebuchet MSm*<big=big> 
<font col o r = ~ # c c 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~  =ORS. F i  el  ds (l'IDH) .Val ue %+d></tr> 
+ab1 es 
</font>c/bi g> 
<br=center><em><f~nt face=I1Trebuchet MS1'>(If you think t h i s  i s  the 
t i t l e  you are looking for, wr i te  down the I D #  on the log sheet)c/em>c/p> 
c/center=/font> 
ch r > < p  
e 
quid = Request ("quidI1) 
4 P  
cform method=*POSTm a ~ t i o n = ~ ~ b r o w s e ~ >  
<font face="Ari a l  BI acku> 
<input TYPE="buttonn ALIGN="leftn VALUEeMBack t o  L i s t  o f  T i t l esn  
STYLE="font-famil y: Ar ia l  BI ack; text-al ign : 1 e f t "  
ONCLICK=ulocation. href='bbmPYp.asp?screen=l&amp;QU=4=Response.Wrt te(quid)e&amp; 
go=Z&amp;pg=~Response. w r i  t e ( n u m s c r e e n ) c  ; 
4 nput TYPE=" hiddenM NAME="xxN VALUE="nogom> 
</font> 
q f o m  
cfonn meth~d=~'POST~~ action="search"> 
<font facetnArial Blackna 
c i  nput TYPE=*buttonU ALIGN=It 1 e f t "  NAME="AxionM VALUE="New Searchm STYLE="font-fami 1 y: 
Ar ia l  01 ack; text-al  ign: 1 e f t u  
0NCLICK=location.href=tddmPYp.asp?ax=10008;~ 
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C I - -  This i s  d-mPYp.asp --> 
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ASP file for Display Interface - Monosyl1abic Pinyin Keyword Search 

<% 
dim ax 
ax=request .querystri ng ("axu ) 
I F  ax=lOOO Then 

Write t o  zlog 
Set oConn = Server. CreateOb jec t  ("ADODB.ConnectionM) 
oConn .Open warsenaulN 
struser id = MX-OON 
s t r t r i a l  = "T-0011 
qu7 = "BACK TO SEARCH FROM DISPLAY" 
strSQL7 = " Insert  i n t o  zlog - 

& " ([Timex] , [Datex] , [Userid] , [Trial], [Set] , [Screen] , [Entry] ) * - 
& IlSe1 ect ' " & time & " ' as [Timex] , l - 
& date & as [Datex), 
& struser id & * ' as [useridi, - 
& s t r t r i a l  & ' as [Trial]  , l - 
& O 8 as [Set], Ilt - 
& 0 & Il ' as [Screen] , "a - 
& qu7 & as [Entry] ;" 

oConn. Execute(strSQL7) 
oConn . C l  ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 
response. redi  r e c t  (Ils-mpyk. html Il) 
End i f  
%> 

<html> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Typeo1 content="text/html ; charset=i so-8859-Y> 
<title>mpyk Fu1 1 Displ ay Interfacec/t i  t le> 
c/head> 

<body bgcol o r = " f f f f f f M >  

<p><font face="Trebuchet MS" col o r= "#cc0000"~~s t rong~b i  g=bi gsqbi g>&#151; Fu1 1 D i  spl ay 
&#151;c/big~c/big~~/big~c/strong~c/font~c/p~ 

e 
dim s t r ID @ t o  hold the query s t r ing 
dim pg 
pg = Request .Querys tri ng ("PG" ) 
str ID = Request .QueryString ("ID") 
recnumx = Reques t .querys t ri ng (mrecnurnm) 
IDSQL = "SELECT Main.mPY-d, Main.PY-adf, MainJD FROM Main WHERE Main. I D  LIKE & chr(39) 
& st r ID 8 chr(39) 

' Write t o  zlog 
dim s t  ruserf d, s t r t r i a l  , numset , numscreen, strSQL35, qu35, strSQL6, qu6, strSQL7, qu7 
struser id = '@X-00" 
s t r t r i a l  = 'T-00" 
qu35 = @DISPLAY: '@ 6 Request.QueryString(181Dtt) 



numscreen = Request ,QueryStri ng (W) 
Set oConn = Server,CreateOb j e c t  ("ADODB Xonnecti on*) 
oConn .Open "arsenaul " 
strSQL35 = " Insert  i n t o  zlog " - 

& "([Timex], [Datex], [Userid], [Trial] ,  [Set], [Screen], [Entry]) - 
& "Select Il' & time & as [Tirnex], Il4 - 
& date & " ' as [Datex], ' " 
& struser id & as [userid]. '" - 
& s t r t r i a l  & as [Trial], '" - 
& O & Il4 as [Set]. - 
& numscreen 6 " ' as [Screen] , fi - 
& qu35 & as [Entry] ;" 

oConn. Execute(strSQL35) 
oConn.Cl ose 
Set oConn = Nothing 

SET DbOb j = Server. CreateObject ("ADODB. CONNECTION") 
DbOb j .Open "DSN=arsenaul ;UID=;PWD=; 
SET ORS = DbObj,Execute(IDSQL) 
%, 

chrxtable  width="90bM><tr> 
<td width=" 15%' a l  ign="rightU val ign="topfi> 
<p=font face="Trebuchet MSM><big><u>TITLE :c/u>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td> 
c td  width="85%" a l  ign="l e f t u  val ign="topM> 
cfont face=ItTrebuchet MSot><big=big> 
<?i; =ORS. F ie l  ds (llmPY-dll) .Val ue Si;*c/td></tr> 
c t r >  
c td  width="15bM a l  ign="rightM val ign="topl'> 
<p>cfont face="Trebuchet MSn*<big>cu>AUTHOR :c/w&nbsp;&nbsp; </td> 
c td  width="85%" a l  ign="l e f t N  val ign="topn> 
cfont  face="Trebuchet MSM><big=big> 
r% =ORS .Fields ("PY-adf" ) ,Val ue %=/td></tr> 
ctr* 
c td  width=I8l5%" a l  ign="rightM val ign="top"> 
cp*cfont face="Trebuchet MS"><big-w f D I  :c/u>&nbsp; &nbsp;</td> 
c td  w i  dth="85k1@ al  ign="l e f t u  val ign="topM> 
<font face="Trebuchet MSMxbig><big> 
<font col  or="# c c 0 0 0 0 " > ~  =ORS .Fields (" ID")  .Value +</td>c/tr> 
c/tabl es 
c/font=/big> 
cbr>ccenter*cem><font face="Trebuchet MSu>(If you th ink  t h i  s i s the 
t i t l e  you are looking for, wr i te  down the IO# on the log sheet)</em>c/p> 
c/center>c/font=hr><p* 

r% 
qu id l  = Request ("qui d P )  
quid2 = Request ("quid2") 
quid3 = Request ("quid3") * 
cform method="POST" action="browsen> 
<font face="Arial BI ackU> 
<input TYPE=UbuttonN ALIGN='1eftM VALUE="Back t o  L i s t  o f  T i t l es "  



STYLE=Ufont-fami ly: Ar ia l  Bl ack; text-a l  ign: l e f t "  

ONCLICK=ulocation. bref=' b~mpyk.asp?screen=l&amp;kwl=~=Response. W r i  te(qui dl)*&amp; kw2=* 
=Response . W r i  te(qui d2)*kamp; kw3=a=Response. W r i  te(qui d3)*&amp;go=Z&amp; pg=eResponse . w r  
i te(numscreen)e&amp; recnum=~Response.wr~ te(recnumx)W ; ln* 

<input TYPE="hiddenU NAME="xx" VALUE="nogo8@> 
</font> 
</fom> - 
c f o m  met hod="POSTm act  i on=Insearch u> 
<font facetUArial Bl  ackw> 
cinput TYPE="buttonU ALIGN4eftn@ NAME="AxionM VALUE="New Searchu STYLE=wfont-family: 
Ar ia l  Black; text-a l  ign: l e f t w  
ONCLICK=location. href= @ d-mpyk.asp?ax=lOOO' ;> 
</font></form>c/font> 
</body>c/html> 

c!-- This i s  d-mpyk.asp --> 



Appendix F: Consent Form 

ID: 

CONSENT FORM 

Participant's name: 

Address: 

Tel. No: e-mail: 

Purpose of study: The purpose of this study is to veriw assurnptions about the impact of word 

division on searching bibliographic information, which will, in  turn, provide new guidance for 

irnplementing cataloguing policies and standards, and for developing more efficient ways to 

store information i n  bibliographic records. 

Experirnental method: The method used in  this experiment is called transaction log analysis 

(TLA). It basically consists of a program which captures i n  a cornputer file al1 the data that 

appears on the terminal rnonitor, be it keyed in  by the participant or dispiayeci By the system 

itself. Al1 recorded information will be kept confidential and the identity of the participants 

wilL not be revealed in  the reporting of the experiment. 

1 have been inforrned i n  advance about the nature of the study, and 1 voluntarily agree to be a 

subject. 1 understant! that 1 may withdraw from the study a t  any time or refuse to answer a 

particular question without penalty. 

Signature of participant Date: 

Signature of  nsearcher: Date: 

The above statement is to be sl'pned in dupifcote with 
one copy being kept by the researcher and the other 6y the parttapant. 

1 Appendices 
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Appendix G: General Instructions and Information 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Before you begin, make sure you read and understand al1 the instructions for the task. 

Pnor to beginning the task, you may ask the assistant for any clarification needed. 

You will be given two lists of 20 book titles (40 i n  total) that you will have to search i n  the 

database, Each list has a set of  specific search instructions that you wil l  have to follow. Read 

them carefully and ask questions if needed. 

You must follow the order of the List, that is, you cannot search title #6 before title #5, nor 

can you go back to a previous title that you skipped. 

I n  case of failure, feel fiee to repeat a search as many times as you want, but be aware that 

items on the lists may or may not be present i n  the database. 

Do not use the BACK button from the browser; use only the buttons on the search interface; 

please also do not use cut & paste functions either. 

You may use the provided conversions tists between Wade-Giles and Pinyin and the 

dictionaries freely, 

Once you've completed the first list, please advise the assistant. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

This expen'rnent is designed to rneasure variations i n  title searches using different 

Romanization methods for Chinese chutacters. 

Three Romanization methods will be analyzed. They are explained below: 

(a) Wade-Gites (the method currently i n  use i n  libraries in North America) 

(b) Monosylla bic pinyin (pinyin with al1 sylla bles separated) 

(c) Polysyllabic pinyin (pinyin with syllables joined to form word unit,) 

Examples of  each are given below: 
mLE: ~ R - ~ S S B F I B  / 3s 

(a) Wade-Giles: Tang tai Shang-hai ching chi chan wang" 
(b) Monosyllabic pinyin: "Dang dai Shanghai jing ji zhan wang" 
(c) Polysyllabic pinyin: "Dangdai Shanghai jingji zhanwang" 
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Appendix H: Examples Given to Participants 



Appendix 1: Wade-Giles t o  Pinyin Conversion Table (excerpt) 

W-G Pinyin 
a 
ai 
an 
ang 
a0 
cha 
ch'a 
chai 
ch'ai 
chan 
ch'an 
chang 
chfang 
chao 
ch'ao 
ché 
ch'é 

a 
ai 
an 
ang 
a0 
zha 
cha 
zhai 
chai 
zhan 
chan 
zhang 
chang 
Zhao 
chao 
zhe 
che 

W-G Pinyin 
chei zhei 
chên zhen 
ch'ên chen 
chêng 
ch'êng 
chi 
ch? 
chia 
ch'ia 
chiang 
ch'iang 
chiao 
ch'iao 
chie h 
ch'ieh 

zheng 
cheng 
ji 
qi 
j i a  
qia 
jiang 
qiang 
jiao 
qiao 
jie 
qie 

chien jian 
ch'ien qian 

W-G Pinyin 
chih zhi 
ch'ih 
chin 
c h'in 
ching 
ch'ing 
c hio 
chiu 
ch'iu 
chiung 
ch'iu ng 
cho 
chfo 
chou 
ch'ou 
chu 
c h'u 

chi 
jin 
sin 
jing 
m g  
jue 
jiu 
qiu 
jiong 
qiong 
zhuo 
chuo 
zhou 
chou 
zhu 
chu 

Appendix J: Pinyin to  Wade-Giles Conversion Table (excerpt) 

Pinyin W-G 
a a 
a i  a i  
an an 
ang ang 
a0 ao 
ba Pa 
bai pai 
ban Pan 
bang pang 
bao Pa0 
b d  pei 
ben pên 
beng pêng 
bi pi 
bian pien 
biao piao 
bie pieh 
bin pin 
bing ping 
bo PO 

Pinvin W-G 
bu 
Ca 

cai 
can 
cang 
Cao 
ce 
cen 
ceng 
cha 
chai 
chan 
chang 
chao 
che 
c h e ~  
cheng 
chi 
chong 
chou 

PU 
ts'a 
tsfai 
ts'an 
tsfang 
ts'ao 
ts)e 

ts 'h 
ts'éng 
chfa 
ch'ai 
ch'an 
ch'ang 
ch'ao 
ch'ê 
ch'h 
ch'êng 
ch'ih 
cti'ung 
cfl'ou 

Pinyin W-G 

chu chfu 
chua 
chuai 
chuan 
chuang 
chui 
chun 
chu0 
c i  
CO ng 
COU 

CU 

cuan 
cui 
cun 
CU0 

da 
dai 
dan 
dang 

chfua 
ch'uai 
ch'uan 
ch'uang 
ch'ui 
ch'un 
ch'o 
K u  
ts'ung 
&'ou 
ts'u 
ts'uan 
ts'ui 
ts'un 
6'0 
ta 
tai 
tan 
tang 

W-G Pinyin 
chü ju 
ch'u 
chua 
ch'ua 
chuai 
ch'uai 
chuan 
ch'uan 
chüan 
ch'uan 
chuang 
ch'uang 
chueh 

qu 
zhua 
chua 
zhuai 
chuai 
thuan 
chuan 
juan 
quan 
zhuang 
chuang 
jue 

Pinyin W-G 
dao tao 
de tê 
dei tei 
deng têng 
di ti 
dia t ia  
dian tien 
diao tiao 
die tieh 
ding ting 
diu tiu 
dong tung 
dou tou 
du tu 
duan tuan 
dui tui 



Appendix K: Questionnaire 

Participant #: 

- PRE-SEARCH INTERVIEW - 
Date: Time: 

Status: 

- Graduate student - Undergraduate student - Other: 

Mother tongue: 

- English Number of years of Chinese: 

- Chinese * Spem dialect 

- Other: 

OPAC usage: 

For EngLish laquage material: - Never - Rarely - Occasionally 

For Chinese language material: - iJever - RareLy .y Occasionally 

- POST-SEARCH INTERVIEW - 
Date: 

General comments on retrieval task 

Please give us rtny comments on the task that you were usked to pefonn t o d w  

- Often 

- Often 

Persona1 views on Romanization in library records 

Please give us your opinion on the use of Romanization to retnéve Chinese-language librury records 

and which one you prefened ushg and' why: 

Appendices 



Appendix L: Example of Search Lists Given to Participants 

1. Search the following items by entering the a in monosyllabic Yade-Giles romaniration. 

2. Use the Wade-Giles 0imionary and the conversion table if needed. 

3, Titles need to be entered in the exact order but can be truncated on the right side, 

Example: Title: ~ ~ % R ~ / M $ ~  
Query: chung-kuo ching 

4. Record the I D  number in the box when you find the record. 

1 Appendices 



Appendix M: Example of  Corrected List 

Session: S-24x 
Searched: 20 Found (correct) 4: 8 Incorrect r: O Not Found: 2 



Sessicr n: S-24k 
Searched: 29 Fcuc:! {correct) 4: 13 Incorrect r: f Not Found: 6 



Appendix N: Example of Session Log (excerpt) 

Session S-llx 
I D  1 Trial 1 Set 1 Screen 1 Entry / Action 1 

O 1 START 1 
1P-28 / 1205 1 O 1 QUERY zan L i  1 

Session S-1lk 

[ 

Date 

15-Jul-99 

15-Jul-99 

15-JuL-99 

15-Jul-99 

15-Jul-99 

15-Jul-99 

153~1-99 

15-JuL-99 

15-JuL-99 

15-Jul-99 

15-Jul-99 

, 15-Jul-99 

, 15-JuL-99 

15-Jul-99 

.*O 

0.. 1 

Time 

16:38:04 

16:38:36 

16:38:44 

16:38:58 

16:39:22 

16:40:20 

16:40:37 

16:40:43 

16:40:54 

16:41:11 

16:41:42 

16:42:03 

16:42:07 

16:42:20 

**. 

0 . 0  [ 

E-tirne 
-- 

32 

08 

14 

24 

58 

17 

06 

11 

17 

. 31 
21 

04 

13 

0.. 

O.. 1 

User 

Q-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

P-28 

*.. 

... 1 

Trial 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

2205 

... 

... 

Set 

O 

1. 

0 .  
O 

6 

O 

1 

0 .  
O 

O 

O 

1 

O 

O 

*. . 
I * . . I  

Screen 

O 

O 

î 

O 

O 

2 

O 

1 

O 

O 

O 

O 

1 

O 

.*O 

... 1 

Entry / Action 

START 

QUERY ru + na + xîa 
DISPLAY 034-067 

BACK to search from dispIay 

QUERY wen + yu + wan 

BACK to search h m  browse 

QUERY xun + Lian + suan 

OISPLAY 040-821 

BACK to search from display 

QUERY tun + xi  + shi 

QUERY tunxishi + zhi + 
QUERY wuhan + ren + 
DISPLAY 045-209 

BACK to search fiom disptay 

*** 

.*. 1 
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Appendix O: Results of t Tests on Stratified Sample 

The stratified sample consists of  three strata, namely, short titles of 4 or les  words, medium-length titles, 

containing between 5 and 8 words inclusively, and Long titles o f  9 or more titles. 

p values for HA (shoded celk indicote rejection of Ho) 

Keyword mode 

medium-length titles 

(n - 7) 

long titles 

(n - 6) 

medium-length titles 

(n - 8) 

p vnlues for He (shoded cells indicate rejection of Ho) 

WC vs DPY m PY vs oPY 

mode 

short titles 

(n=  7) 

medium-length titles 

(n - 7) 

long titles 

(n = 66) 
Keyword mode al i  

(n = 20) 

medium-length tiües 

(n = 8) 
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p vulues for HC (shaded celk indicate rejection of Ho) 

Exact-tiüe mode al1 
in  - 20) 

short titles 

(n = 7) 

medium-lsngth titles 

(n = 7) 

long tittes 

(n = 6) 

al1 
(n = 20) 

short titles 

(n = 6) 

medium-length titles 

(n = 8) 

Keyword mode 

p values for HD (shoded cells indfcote rejection of Ho) 

medium-tength titles 

(n = 7) 

long titles 

(n = 6) 

Keyword mode al1 
(n = 20) 

short titles 

(n = 6) 
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p values for HE (shaded cells indicote rejeçtion of HO) 

- -- 

Exact-title mode 
pt-~w = ,363 - -383 

Keyword mode 

p values for HF (shuded celis indicote rejection of Ho) 

I W G V S ~ P Y  WC vs pPY m PY vs pPY 

Exact-title mode atl 
(n = 20) 

medium-length tittes 

(n = 7) 

Keyword mode a i l  
(n = 20) 

short titles 

(n = 6) 



Appendix P: GLossary & Acronyms 

DEFINITIONS 

Effectiveness: See Retrieval effectiveness. 

Etfidency,. See Retrieval efficiency. 

Ex~ct-htfe search mode: W hat is referred to as exact-title search mode or exact-title mode is the search 

function in  an OPAC that allows a user to search an item by entenng its tit le i n  the exact order in which it 

appears i n  the tit le field. I n  exact-title searches, an implicit right-hand truncation is executed by the search 

algonthm of the OPAC (see a h  Phrase matching). 

Item-specrfic retn'eval: See Kno w n-item searches. 

Keyword mutching: Keyword matching i s  defined by Hildreth (1989,9) as post-coordinated searching. The 

order i n  which the units (words) are entered in  the query string do not need to match the order in which 

they have been entered in the record, In  this document we refer to keyword matching as keywords-in-title 

search mode. 

Keywords-in-titfe search mode: W hat is referred to as keywords-in-title search mode or keywords-in-title mode 

is the search function in an OPAC that allows a user to search an item by entenng "word" elements of its title 

i n  a post-coordinated fashion. I n  keywords-in-title searches, an implicit Boolean AND operator i s  executed by 

the search algorithm of the OPAC (see a&o Keyword matching). 

Known-item searches: I n  this study, what is referred to as "known-item searches" is what is defined by 

Hildreth (1989,9) as "querying", as opposed to "browsing"; it represents the actions undertaken by a user of 

an information retrieval system when a specific item, which is known to exist, is being sought in the 

database. I n  general, there are two types of querying in  second generation OPACs: phrase matching and 

keyword matching (q-v.). 

Monosyltobic word division: Word division that prescribes writing each syilable as a distinct individual string 

of charaders (see alro PoLysyllabic word division). 

Phrase matching: Phrase matching is defined by Hildreth (1989, 9) as pre-coordinated searching. The order i n  

which the units (words) are entered in the query string must match the exact order i n  which they have been 

entered i n  the record. I n  this document we refer to phrase matching as exact-title search mode. 

Po(ysylabic word diwkôn: Word division t hat prescribes joining sylla bles into strings of syntactic words (see 

olso Monosyllabic word division) - 
Retneval effecttYeness: I n  this study, retrieval effectiveness is a measure o f  the success rate, since a known- 

item search is effective if and only if the record of the item sought is retneved. 
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Retn'evol efficr'enqc I n  this study, retrieval efficiency is expressed by measuring the complete-task time and 

the mean number o f  queries issued per titles searched. 

Success rate: Success rate is operationally defined as the nurnber of correct records found (displayed) over the 

total number of titles searched. It is expressed as a percentage. 

Syliable aggregation: For the transcription of Chinese into Roman characters, syllable aggregation refers to 

the method o f  joining syllables together to form a single character string for each orthographic word (see 

ako Word division). 

rask-completion time: The task-completion time is the time (in seconds) it takes a user to complete the 

search task, i.e., search a List of titles and display the full records on the monitor. 

Visual ward: A string of alphabetic or logographic characters visually isolated with white spaces on each side, 

or sornetimes with punctuation marks; an index token, 

Word diwMoon: The orthographically prescnbed method o f  writing characters/syllables sequences as a single 

string to foim an orthographically correct visuai word (q.v.) (see also Syllable aggregation). 
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- AACR: Anglo-American Câtaloguing Rules 

- ABN: Audralian Bibliographic Network 

- ag-Canada: Auto-Graphics Canada 

- ALA: American Library Association 

- ANB: Australian National Library 

- ANSI: American National Standards Institute 

- ASP: Active Server Pages 

- ATM: Automatic teller machine 

- CCCII: Chinese Character Code for 
Information Interchange 

- CEAL: Council on East-Asian Libraries 

- CJK: Chinese-Japanese-Korean 

- CPU: Central processing unit 

- GB: Guobiao H6 (Chinese national standard) 

- HTML: Hyper Text Meta language 

- IFLA: International Federation o f  i ibraiy Association 

- IME: Input method [software] 

- IPA: International Phonetic Association 

- M D :  International Standard Bibliographic Description 

- fSO: International Organiration for Standardization 

- LC: Library o f  Congress 

- MARBI: Machine-Readable Bibliographic 
Information Cornmittee 

- MARC Machine Readable Cataloguing 

- MCC: Multi Chinese Character 

- m P t  monosyllabic pinyin 

- NLC: NationaL Library of Canada 

- OCLC: Online Cornputer Library Center 

- OED2: Oxford English DictMnary, znd ed. 

- OPAC: Online Public Access Catalogue 

- p W. polysyüabic pinyin 

- PRC: People's Republic of China 

- REACC: RUN East-Asian Character Code 

- RLG: Research Libraries Croup 

- RUN: Research Libraries Information Network 

- ROC: Republic of China (Taiwan) 

- SCC: Single Chinese Character 

- SQL: Stnictured Query Language 

- UCS: Universal character set 

- UTLAS: fotmer name of ag-Canada 

- WG: WadeGiles 


